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Abstract

This report surveys the literature on decomposition of binary, multiple-valued, and fuzzy functions. It gives also references to relevant basic logic synthesis papers that concern topics important
for decomposition, such as for instance representation of Boolean functions, or symmetry of Boolean
functions.
As a result of the analysis of the most successful decomposition programs for Ashenhurst-Curtis
Decomposition, several conclusions are derived that should allow to create a new program that
will be able to outperform all the existing approaches to decomposition. Creating such a superior
program is necessary to make it practically useful for applications that are of interest to Pattern
Theory group at Avionics Labs of Wright Laboratories.
In addition, the program will be also able to solve problems that have been never formulated
before. It will be a test-bed to develop and compare several known and new partial ideas related
to decomposition. Our emphasis is on the following topics:
1. representation of data and ecient algorithms for data manipulation,
2. variable ordering methods for variable partitioning to create bound and free sets of input
variables heuristic approaches and their comparison,
3. column compatibility problem,
4. subfunction encoding problem,
5. use of partial and total symmetries in data to decrease the decomposition search space,
6. methods of dealing with strongly unspeci ed functions which are typical for machine learning
applications,
7. special types of decomposition, that can be eciently handled (cascades, trees without variable
repetition).
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1 Introduction
Pattern Theory group at Avionics Laboratory of Wright Laboratories applies the so-called AshenhurstCurtis Decomposition of Boolean functions as a new Machine Learning paradigm 537]. Many decomposition ideas have been implemented in the programming system Flash developed by this group 540].
Flash is the system of programs created to implement and experiment with various variants of Functional
Decomposition and associated Boolean transformations.
Although much research has been done recently world-wide on the decomposition of Boolean functions for logic circuit design applications, it seems to be a lack of recent monograph books or even
survey papers in the area of Boolean and Multiple-Valued Logic Decomposition, despite their important applications in circuit design and Pattern Theory. This survey is an attempt to ll this gap.
The functional decomposition is an extremely wide and multifaceted topic, it is located in the very
center of the area of logic synthesis. Therefore, in writing this survey, we had to be restricted to some
speci c point of view some kind of special interest in the decomposition. We decided to look at the
issues from the point of view of their usefulness to the goals of the Pattern Theory group at Wright
Labs, 537].

1.1 Goals of Pattern Theory Group

The goals of the Pattern Theory work, as we understand them, are the following:






To create practical Machine Learning algorithms that will give useful results on military data.
Which means, at the minimum, functions of 30 binary-input, binary-output variables. Better,
about 100 variables.
The program must be robust across various classes of data. It must have better generalization
capabilities than the well-known "Decision Tree" constructing program C4.5, as well as other
recent decision-tree-based learning or decision-diagram-based learning programs. (The decisiondiagram-based approaches were presented in 1994 by Ron Kohavi 338] and Arlindo Oliveira 474].)
The new program is also expected to be faster than the current version of Flash.
To make contribution to the methods of "discovery". Upgrade Flash in such a way that it would be
able to "invent" new algorithms and digital structures. For instance: it took about 100 years from
the invention of discrete Fourier Transform to the discovery of Fast Fourier Transform by Cooley
and Tucker. We would like to be able to nd similarity patterns in data in a few seconds, and create
a structure of an FFT automatically. Flash can already "invent" simple circuits such as an adder,
but is unable to nd more complex circuits, such as a combinational sorter, comparator, maximum
of k numbers, lattice realizations of symmetric functions, and buttery architectures. One of the
reasons of this inability is that at present, Flash cannot deal with multi-output functions. Second,
it cannot detect symmetries or some other global properties of the underlying Boolean functions.
To advance the state of the art of the decomposition theory with respect to many new aspects
of decomposition that are speci c to Machine Learning applications. It must result not only in
a better program, but also, in original and new research results that will be appreciated by the
research community, as measured by high quality conference and journal papers. The papers
should make substantial and fundamental contributions to the theory of decomposition especially
when applied to Machine Learning.

There are other points to be made about a special nature of the decomposition for Pattern Theory.
The rst very important observation is the following:
In the past, the work in the area of Ashenhurst-Curtis Decomposition (AC decomposition) was conducted for application in circuit design, 32], 153]. For problems taken from engineering practice in
circuit design, when the number of input variables increases, the number of don't cares increases slightly
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with the number of minterms (the minterms are also called true minterms or positive samples), and
the number of zeros (called also false minterms or negative samples) increases dramatically. This kind
of examples can be found in the well-known benchmark sets for logic synthesis: MCNC Benchmarks,
ISCAS Benchmarks, and other. These benchmarks have been created by designers from industrial companies and universities, and deal with Boolean functions from: computer, DSP and telecommunication,
such as large controllers, state machines, decoding logic, arithmetic and interfaces.
This is in sharp contrast to practical functions from Machine Learning applications, where, with
the increase in the number of input variables, there is only a small increase in the number of both
positive and negative samples, but a dramatic increase in the number of don't cares. For instance, it is
reasonable to expect that for a function of 100 input variables there will be not more than 10,000 cares.
This distinction makes completely dierent requirements on the decomposition programs in the both
areas "circuit design", and Machine Learning, a point that has been not yet su ciently observed and
appreciated. This fact calls for the development of totally new approaches to synthesis, and is a very
positive opportunity for the Pattern Theory group, since if properly utilized, it would allow the group
to become the leaders in the eld. Instead of adapting the algorithms created for circuit design, the
group should create new algorithms from scratch, taking into account the speci cs of a problem as the
main characteristics.

1.2 Variants of the System

We believe, that with respect to what was mentioned in previous subsections, the following separate
variants of Flash system should be created.
1. Decomposition to minimize DFC. DFC stands for Decomposed Function Cardinality. DFC of a
circuit decomposed to blocks is the sum of DFC measures of the component blocks. The DFC of
a block is n2k where k is the number of block inputs and n is the number of block outputs.
2. Decomposition to nd good extrapolation of don't cares. This is assumed to be the same as the
"DFC minimization", if a really minimum value of DFC is found. However, any decomposition
method has some kind of bias, even an obvious bias of having disjoint sets of variables in the
bound and free sets. Moreover, unavoidably an additional bias must be introduced for functions
with many variables, where all solutions to partial combinational problems will be approximate
because of the high-order NP-hardness of the entire problem. It is then not sure that the DFC is
the absolutely best measure to be used as a heuristic in the decomposition process.
3. Decomposition to recognize hardware structure. Such decomposition would require, at the very
minimum, the introduction of multi-output functions and blocks with many outputs, which currently do not exist in Flash.
Of course, these variants can share most data structures and routines, but we feel that these goals
would be easier to satisfy in separate "limited" versions, and not in a single "super-version", that would
try to "do everything right."

1.3 Terminology and Sources of Information

In the most general formulation, the problem of decomposition of a single-output Boolean function
F is to nd a representation of F which consists of a composition of simpler Boolean functions. There
are several types of decomposition, so to be precise about the subject of our presentation, we will rst
give respective de nitions. Decomposition is the process of expressing a function of n variables as a
function of functions of fewer variables. For instance, function F (X) is decomposed to functions H and
G, such that F(X) = H(A G(B)), where A and B are proper subsets of the set of inputs X = A  B,
A \ B = . When A \ B = , the decomposition is called a "disjoint decomposition", otherwise it is
called a "non-disjoint decomposition". G is a single-output function. H and G are called component
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functions of F , G is called a predecessor function and H is called a successor function. H has fewer
variables than F. A is called the free set, and B is called the bound set. In Ashenhurst formulation

function G has one output. In Curtis formulation function G can have more than one output, but no
more than the number of variables in B.
The main assumption of Flash is that it uses the Curtis type of Boolean Decomposition, in order to
minimize some cost measure, the DFC. However, an important point is that there is some confusion in
the technical literature, graduate textbooks, and understanding of experts in the eld, of what actually
constitutes the Ashenhurst/Curtis Decomposition and its many special cases and extensions.
The same type of decomposition is discussed under dierent names in the literature, when applied to
dierent data representations. This in our opinion, is not correct. On the other hand, the name Ashenhurst/Curtis Decomposition has been used to practically quite dierent types of decomposition, linked
only by their super cial references to the original papers by Ashenhurst and Curtis. An attempt has
been made while preparing this survey to nd the original papers, give precise and uniform de nitions,
and attribute the name of the decomposition to its original inventor.
Until now, the main source of information on decomposition in USA is the book by Curtis 153] that
presents early American research on what is now called the Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition. Other
monograph books include: Bochmann and Steinbach 83] (in German) that presents mostly German
and European research, Bibilo and Yenin 70] (in Russian) that presents only the research from the
former Soviet Union, and two monographs by Luba 376, 382] (in Polish) that concentrate mainly on
the approach developed at the Warsaw University of Technology.
We will de ne precisely the Ashenhurst decomposition 32], the Curtis decomposition 153], the
Flash decomposition 537], the XBOOLE decomposition 83], the Perkowski et al (PUB) decomposition
486, 488, 678], the Luba decomposition 376], the Roth/Karp decomposition 548, 317], and others.
By de ning a decomposition, our main distinguishing criterion will be the number of decompositions possible for a given type of decomposition, and not the data representation or some secondary
implementation details of the algorithm.
We found that the following types of decomposition are the most interesting for the above-mentioned
requirements of the Pattern Theory:












Ashenhurst decompositions, de ned in 32]
Curtis decompositions, de ned in 153]
Roth/Karp decomposition 548, 317, 550, 549, 318]
Sasao multiple-valued PLA decomposition 575, 577, 580]
the PUB decomposition of Perkowski, Hoang, and Brown, 486, 488]
Yang/Ciesielski PLA decomposition 721, 722, 724]
Luba's Partition-Based binary 376, 382], and multiple-valued decomposition 396, 397]
Bochmann/Postho/Dresig/Steinbach algebraic AND/OR/EXOR decomposition 83], so-called
XBOOLE Decomposition
Zakrevskij/Bibilo decomposition 734, 70]
Orthogonal decompositions of Perkowski et al. 492, 494, 496] and
Lai/Pedram/Vrudhula approach based on BDDs 351].
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2 Classes of Functional Decomposition
The questions to be answered in this section are:
1. Does a decomposition which creates blocks having more outputs than inputs belong to the category of Ashenhurst/Curtis Decomposition ?
2. Is Roth/Karp decomposition 548, 550, 317] an example of AC decomposition ?
The answer to the rst question is no. According to the criteria mentioned in section 1 and applied
in this paper, we will not treat such a decomposition as an Ashenhurst/Curtis (AC) decomposition.
Following the original papers, only a decomposition which creates blocks with the number of outputs
smaller then the number of inputs will be denoted as being the AC decomposition, otherwise there is
no DFC gain. A decomposition that creates blocks which have the number of outputs greater than
or equal to the number of inputs is certain generalization of the AC decomposition but is not the AC
decomposition. All these types of decompositions will be called the Functional Decompositions. Ross
et al 537] de ned such a general decomposition, but it is not actually realized in Flash.
The answer to the second question is yes, but the Roth/Karp decomposition uses a dierent data
representation. Analogously, the Shen/Kellar 607, 608, 609] and Varma/Trachtenberg decompositions
701] are particular cases of the AC decomposition.
When the blocks have overlapping inputs, then every circuit structure, for instance a SOP, or a
multi-level NOR network 640], can be obtained by some sort of decomposition. We will call them
switching circuit decompositions, or Boolean Decompositions in case of binary functions. Some of these
methods have been called "decompositions" by their authors. Again, only if the number of inputs is
larger than the number of outputs of a block, and the concept of the multiplicity index is used, the
decomposition will be called the AC Decomposition.
We will base our de nitions on books on decomposition that have been published until now: Curtis
153], Bibilo 70], Steinbach 83], Luba 376, 382], as well as on the graduate textbooks in logic synthesis:
Zvi Kohavi 336], Prather 520], Bolton 85].
We will then de ne the following types of decomposition:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ashenhurst decompositions, de ned in 32].
Curtis decompositions, de ned in 153].
Roth/Karp decomposition 548, 317].
Sasao multiple-valued PLA decomposition 577].
Ross decomposition, de ned in 537] (called Ashenhurst-Curtis there).
Perkowski/Hoang/Brown decomposition (PUB), 486, 488].
Yang/Ciesielski PLA decomposition 721, 722, 724].
Luba's Partition-Based binary and multiple-valued decomposition 376, 382].
Bochmann/Postho/Dresig/Steinbach algebraic AN/OR/EXOR decomposition, so-called XBOOLE
Decomposition 83].
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Zakrevskij/Bibilo decomposition 734, 70].
Orthogonal decompositions of Perkowski 492, 494, 496].
Pedram's decomposition using BDDs 351].
Murgai/Brayton's decomposition using BDDs 453, 455].
Jozwiak generalized decomposition 312, 313].

What was called Ashenhurst-Curtis Decomposition (ACD) by Ross et al 537] in the past, now will be
called a Functional Decomposition (FD). This will be a kind of "mother of all methods", but only for the
family of decompositions, which are based on what Tim Ross calls "basic decomposition condition" 537]
(counting the column multiplicity). According to this criterion, the decompositions of XBOOLE 83],
Yang/Ciesielski 721] or orthogonal 492], will be not included to the class of FD. However, Ashenhurst
32], Curtis 153], Ross 537], Sasao 577], Perkowski et al. 486, 488], and Zakrevskij/Bibilo 734, 70]
will be examples of Functional Decompositions. Next, particular decomposition cases attributed to
various authors will be derived from the FD model, by imposing various constraints on the general FD
model.
Other decompositions will be discussed in much less detail, and only if we feel that discussing them
may be useful for improving the decomposition model used in Flash. The question arises:


'If the FD is applied without any restrictions, will it generate every possible circuit? Can then
every circuit structure be treated as a special case generated by certain restrictions imposed on the
FD model?'

The answer is no. For instance, SOP and ESOP circuits, or Dietmeyer-like decompositions 175]
cannot be created as particular cases of this model. It is, however, perhaps possible to further expand
the FD model to include these classes, but it will be not attempted in this survey report.
Concluding, the decompositions based on column multiplicity criterion will be called the Functional
Decompositions (FD). If they assume in addition less outputs than inputs to every block, they will
be called the Ashenhurst/Curtis Decompositions (ACD). In addition, if there is only one binary wire
from the predecessor block to the successor block, the decomposition will be called the Ashehurst
Decomposition. For more than one wires connecting the predecessor and successor blocks, the AC
decomposition will be called the Curtis decomposition.
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3 The Goals of this Survey.
The goals of writing this survey were the following:
1. Find what work has been already done by other researchers - not to repeat the same eort again.
2. Find what approaches to decomposition did practically work well when implemented in computer
programs.
3. Find some partial ideas, heuristics, or representations that can be borrowed, integrated, and
enhanced into our future improved programs.
4. Find what are the "open research problems" related to decomposition, or just what are the
problems that have been not yet formulated nor solved.
5. Find how people are approaching the problems that we found most important in our research in
the past:







representation.
variable partitioning.
coloring/covering for column compatibility.
column encoding.
subfunction reusing.
vacuous variable reduction.

Here, our goal will be not to present systematically all ideas that can be found in the decomposition
literature. We feel that there is a lot of repetitions and re-formulations in the published papers and the
authors seem to be not familiar with fundamental papers published previously. Some papers are strictly
and solely related to K-map representations, that we consider obsolete, and besides, do not introduce
any new ideas. Some other are only reformulations of known ideas to the cube calculus representation.
Our survey concentrates on papers and ideas that seem to be the most fruitful for the implementation
of decomposing programs. Especially the implementation of the approximate programs for a large
number of incompletely speci ed variables, but also for the exact programs that may be useful to
evaluate the quality of the approximate programs.
Therefore, we devote a considerable amount of attention also to some general logic synthesis problems
that will be useful to design such decomposers. These general problems include:





representation issues, such as the use of various types of decision diagrams to represent functions,
provable search constraints, such as nding rst partial or total symmetries in input variables
of the functions, and then use these symmetries to limit the search space of the bound sets of
variables, without sacri cing the quality of the decomposition.
applications of heuristic methods to reduce the search, such as variable ordering techniques for
BDDs that are strictly related to the problem of variables partitioning into bound and free sets.

We have tried to give the list of literature as complete as possible. It includes some really rare internal
reports (some of them, but not all, are available to us). We provide also the literature positions that
we have found only indirectly - in other referenced papers (or through personal conversations). We are
continuously collecting literature on decomposition, so future editions of this survey will include more
references on both new publications, and existing publications that are not yet available to us.
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4 Functional Decomposition Versus Algebraic Methods.
4.1 Decomposition is not 'Algebraic'.

Binary Decomposition is not a Boolean concept, it means, that it can be explained without using the
concept of Boolean algebra and gates. What is necessary is only to describe a function (as a discrete
mapping) in terms of composition of other functions. An analogous property is true for multiple-valued
signals. The concept of decomposition can be explained without resorting to Post logic, Galois logic, or
any other speci c multiple-valued algebra to realize the functions, 530, 236]. Therefore, one can oer a
very abstract and comprehensive treatment of decompositions of the binary, multiple-valued and fuzzy
logic functions.
However, the above observation does not mean that some kind of 'algebraic' concepts cannot be
used in the decomposition process. For instance, in binary decomposition one can use Binary Decision
Diagrams 111] for data representation, and the Binary Decision Diagrams are a concept of Boolean
algebra. A similar property is true for the multiple-valued data, where multiple-valued logic diagrams
can be used instead of binary decision diagrams to represent the functions.
The main advantage of the functional decomposition approach of the current Flash program is that
it is not using any algebraic or even Boolean methods. (Although the Flash program is now only for
binary logic, the approach applied in it can be very easily expanded to the logic with multiple-valued
inputs and outputs, which is exactly one of generalizations that will be presented below.)
In other synthesis methods, one assumes certain sets of blocks to realize the 'gates', for instance the
AND, OR, and EXOR set 83], the NOR set 161], the AND/EXOR set 622, 623], or a multiplexer
set 488]. Such approach is currently dominating in the industry (the technologies of standard cells,
PLDs, sea of gates, etc.). Although the 'universal logic module' approaches, such as the 'lookup-table'
approach to design with Xilinx FPGAs, assume, similarly to Flash, arbitrary lookup tables as 'gates',
but, contrary to Flash, these approaches assume a limited fan-in to these tables (for instance 4, 5 or 6
inputs are used in the older version of TRADE, 678]). This is in a clear distinction to the approach of
Flash, where no restriction on the number of inputs to a logic block is assumed.
There are also some other kinds of decomposition, for instance the approach in the XBOOLE system, that assume a decomposition to certain types of Boolean gates. In the case of XBOOLE two-input
AND, OR, EXOR, and an inverter. Even though we nd such decompositions interesting from the
Pattern Theory point of view, and these decompositions have relation to the functional decompositions,
in this survey we will concentrate only on presenting the approaches that have a similar 'philosophy' to
Flash.
The approach used in Flash program has the following consequences:
 It cannot be used directly to hardware realization of circuits, and some another logic minimization
programs, such as Espresso, must be used to minimize and realize the blocks which are nondecomposable by the method of Flash. In the future, another 'gate-oriented' decomposers or
synthesizers can be used inside Flash on equal terms with Espresso. The realization of nondecomposable blocks, seems however to be of only a secondary importance from the Machine
Learning point of view.
 There exists a possibility that the cost evaluation (DFC) of large blocks is not an accurate prediction of complexity. The argument for the current approach in Flash is, however, that such blocks
are rarely created by the program.
 The FD approach can be easily expanded in a natural and general way to multiple-valued, fuzzy
and continuous logic. Such an extension would be practical when one assumes a software real15



ization of arbitrary complexity blocks. However, one of the very important goals of the Pattern
Theory research is to combine the advantages of Flash for discrete data with the advantages of
the ABTECH's 'abductive network' approach for continuous data 6]. ABTECH's approach is to
compose a network from certain types of blocks rather than decompose. It uses particular kind of
continuous blocks: third order polynomials of real-valued input variables. Such blocks are analog
circuit (continuous logic) counterparts of the limited-fan-in logic gates in the logic design area. If
the current approach of Flash were used for continuous data, then some additional mechanisms
should be developed to map the 'non-decomposable blocks' to the polynomial blocks. There may
be a concern that such a mapping will not be an optimal one. One then may ask a question:
'why not to try to compose the function from existing types of blocks?' Since, in any case, for
continuous functions, ABTECH has to assume certain blocks, such as polynomials, why not to
try to uniformly apply the composition methods for both multiple-valued and binary variables?
Such an approach, though totally dierent from the one applied in Flash, de nitely appears to be
reasonable, and has been used in both digital and analog design 343]. Therefore, some papers on
this type of decomposition, with blocks taken from certain library of blocks, will also be briey
reviewed in this survey.
The current philosophy of Flash is that it is better to assume no knowledge on the types of gates,
because assuming any kind of element would be considered a dirty patch-up, that would only
add a bias. An argument against this philosophy is that, in any case, assuming some kind of
bias is necessary to eectively construct some objects, or to learn some patterns. One possible
approach would be to have one bias compete with another bias in order to produce the best
learning algorithm. If there were no bias at all, there would be a danger that never-ever anything
interesting would be found for larger data sets because the search space would be prohibitively
large. The current approach of Flash is that rst we want to use FD to investigate the whole space
of solutions without a bias. Then we want to study how imposing various kinds of constraints
would aect the quality and the structure of solutions. As already noted, other approaches are
also possible, including the ones that would assume, or 'guess and check', several speci c biases.

4.2 The Controlling of Biases in the Decomposition.

There are many possible ways of dealing with the 'bias' problem.
1. One possible bias is to restrict the search space based on some heuristic principles. For instance,
the algorithm created by Craig Files 215] restricts heuristically the search space of all variable
partitions to a subset of the original space of all partitions. By using this particular algorithm,
and not some other search-restricting algorithm, we make a certain decision. Such decision is a
bias in itself.
2. Certain structural properties of the decomposed function can be assumed, which would sometimes
allow to prove that searching some subspace of the entire space would be su cient to nd the
exact solution in this narrower sense. For instance, this can be achieved by investigating partial
and total symmetries of the input variables 175, 332].
3. A certain bias is introduced by assuming blocks with less than 5 inputs, or some other small
number of inputs. This bias may be useful when a circuit realization of the decomposition is
considered.
4. Any other heuristic way of constraining the search space is a bias.
5. Some other methods of restricting and controlling the decomposition search have been shown by
Steinbach 637, 638] (for improving testability, and for improving power consumption - Schneider 597]), Luba 397, 601, 602], and other authors. They select one of few types of available
decompositions, depending on the satisfaction of some conditions by the data.
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An ideal solution would be to have many methods built into a general decomposition method.
This would allow a parameterized user control of the decomposition process. This would be like
a user-controlled, dynamical bias, possibly tunable or learnable with each data set.
6. An universal method which would generate specialized methods for particular types of restricted
structures. In the past the following structures have been investigated:





various kinds of trees 114, 118],
Maitra cascades 406],
tandem networks of Butler 116],
partially symmetric sub-functions 175, 332].

All these networks are particular cases of the FD decomposition.
Although we are not aware of using such an approach within the FD context, the OR / AND /
EXOR strong-weak decomposition of Steinbach 637, 638] or some special AND, OR and EXOR
input decompositions described by Luba 376, 382] and Wnek 689] are good examples of similar
decomposition approaches outside the AC framework.
One of the goals of this survey will be to develop an understanding of how the dierent constraints
aect the nal DFC value, the generalization abilities of the algorithm, and its learning time. While
surveying the literature, we will be paying a special attention to all the issues of the bias problem in
multi-level circuit synthesizing programs.
In the following sections we will list other important issues, related to the decomposition, which have
guided us in selecting the papers to be covered in this survey.
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5 Research Areas Related to Functional Decomposition Applicable to Pattern Theory.
In this section we will list the research topics and options which exist in functional decomposition.
1. Type of variables. On what kind of data the algorithm operates. We assume that in all cases
the don't cares exist in data representation.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Binary logic (each variable is from a set 0,1), 32, 153, 376, 537].
Multiple-valued data (each variable is from a nite set of integers), 211, 396, 397, 677].
Fuzzy (each variable is from a continuous interval 0,1]), 314, 221].
Analog, or continuous (each variable is an arbitrary real number), 544].
Integer (each variable is an arbitrary integer), introduced in 112], but not for AC decom-

position.
(f) Mixed. New research area.

2. Representation of Functions.
(a) Lists or Arrays of Samples, 537, 32, 153, 376].
(b) Binary Cubes and Multiple-Valued Cubes 83, 637, 638, 70, 678].
(c) Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) 111]. Ternary Binary Decision Diagrams with
extension for don't cares - three terminal nodes: 0 1 X 351], the method most successful
computationally until 1994.
(d) A pair of BDDs, one for ON-set and one for OFF-set to specify an incompletelyspeci ed function. A new approach, proposed below.
(e) Kronecker Decision Diagram (KDD) 179] with extension for don't cares, or a
pair of KDDs, one ON-set and one for OFF-set. These representations have not been
proposed yet for decomposition.
(f) Other binary decision diagrams: zero-suppressed 435], pseudo-KFDD 579], EVBDDs
351], etc. These are new approaches which have not been applied to decomposition yet (with
an exception of EVBDDs in Pedram).
(g) New classes of Decision Diagrams that expand data beyond binary: Orthogonal 494, 496] multiple-valued KFDD, multiple-valued pseudo KFDD, symmetric diagrams,
Bryant's Binary Moment Diagrams 112], etc. These are all new approaches, none used for
decomposition yet.
(h) Fuzzy Functions and Fuzzy Decision Diagrams. These are both new approaches.
3. Input Variable Partitioning to Free and Bound Sets. How to nd all, some or few good
bound sets.
(a) State-space Search (simple genetic search 226], genetic classi ers, expert systems, heuristic search 697, 215], search in planning spaces.)
(b) State-space Search-restricting theorems. 491].
(c) State-space search-restricting heuristics. 491].
(d) Applying learning to improve search performance. 490].
(e) Use strong heuristic to generate just a few candidates. 678].
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4.

5.

6.

7.

(f) BDD-based. 351, 697].
(g) Information theory based - correlation of variables, order of variables 525, 402].
(h) Symmetry based. 175, 332].
Column Minimization Problem, 488, 678, 537, 99]. How to nd the minimum number of
compatible columns?
(a) Graph-coloring approach for the Incompatibility Graph 488, 678].
(b) Set covering approach for the Compatibility Graph 376, 70, 550].
(c) "Set covering with weights of rows" for the Compatibility Graph. New approach.
(d) Covering/assignment approach of Bibilo et al for the Compatibility Graph, 70]. (This
method solves the encoding problem concurrently with the column minimization problem.)
(e) Reduced Covering approach of Luba et al for the Compatibility Graph, 397].
Encoding of groups of columns. Columns are also called symbolic sub-functions, or cofactors
with respect to variables from the bound set. Sets of columns are encoded to simplify the logic.
(a) Encoding based on the Fast Linear Ordering. Wei Wan et al, 678].
(b) Perkowski/LocNguyen fast rule-based heuristic encoder 465].
(c) Quadratic Assignment algorithms.
(d) Sasao's method (one hot code and binary code with maximum zeros 575, 577, 580]).
(e) Yang and Ciesielski's approach. 721, 724].
(f) Devadas' approach. 171, 174].
(g) Spectral Approach (Varma and Trachtenberg 701], Karpovsky 323]).
(h) The encoding method of Brayton et al encoding method, 455].
Choice of Bound Partitions and Order of Creating Partitions. Bound Partitions are
selected in such a way that some kind of a special restricted structure is created, such as:
(a) trees, tandem structures and other limited decomposition structures (Butler 116, 114], Butler
and Breeding 118], and Bender 54]).
(b) totally and partially symmetrical variables are used in predecessor blocks 117, 175].
(c) trees of non-repeated variables 548, 152, 153].
(d) cascade structures 406, 667, 114].
(e) iterative networks (such as a comparator of two numbers of an arbitrary length each).
(f) combinational systolic structures, pipelines, FTT-like butteries, or other computer structures.
Realization of Non-decomposable blocks. Each block evaluated as non-decomposable by
ACD is then realized:
(a) With SOP Minimizer such as Espresso, 92].
(b) With ESOP Minimizer such as Exorcism, 622].
(c) With a decision diagram, such as a BDD.
(d) With a combination of programs, which would select the best solution, such as the current
variant of Flash which combines Exorcism and Espresso.
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(e) A transformations of a non-decomposable block is executed to make this block decomposable, such as Wei Wan's EXOR transformation 678], or Steinbach's EXOR transformation.
8. Sub-function Reusing.
(a) Reuse During Encoding, this is the approach of TRADE 678] (TRAnsformation and
DEcomposition).
(b) Reuse by Re-entering Sub-functions as Input Variables, this general logic synthesis
approach has not been used yet in the framework of AC decomposition.
9. Technological constraints - Block packing (TRADE), XBOOLE 83].
10. Removal of largest sets of vacuous variables. Luba 382].
11. Dealing with multiple-output functions: Luba, TRADE, Pedram et al 382, 678, 351].
Below we will briey present the history of decomposition research and the modern look at the issues
which are the most important for Pattern Theory.
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6 Historical Overview of the Research on Decomposition.
Below we will list papers published every calendar year, to show the dynamics of the area, as well
as the historical inuences among the papers. In this section, only a very brief information about each
paper is given. The papers that we consider to be the most important, or that have been the most
inuential ones, will be presented in more detail in the next sections.
The study of the historical literature is nevertheless fruitful, since it helps us to see the most important
issues in their development perspective and allows thus to nd the most prospective directions of future
research.

YEAR 1854. Boole published his fundamental book, 88]. He introduced there the expansion that

was later on attributed incorrectly to Shannon. Thus Boole makes the beginning of the decomposition
theory, both with the respect to FD, and to the orthogonal (non-singular) expansions, because the
"Shannon Expansion" is the fundament of both the decomposition and the decision diagrams used
in orthogonal expansions. The so-called "Shannon Expansion" is THE most fundamental formula of
Boolean logic. Boole's book is referenced in all American and Russian early research on decomposition.

YEAR 1927. Zhegalkin published his famous, but not known in Western Hemisphere paper 742],

where he introduced what was next called "Reed-Muller" transform, and Reed-Muller Canonical Form.
Not only was this transform next used in e cient realizations of "Ashenhurst Decompositions", but it
was a base to create all orthogonal transforms and decompositions. Moreover, it was also used in new
kinds of decision diagrams that can be used as an e cient representation of functions in decomposing
programs.

YEAR 1949. Shannon published his paper 605], which started the history of engineering-oriented

logic synthesis theory outside of the USSR. This paper inuenced also the early research in USSR
(Gavrilov, Povarov, Yablonsky).

YEAR 1952. Ashenhurst published early versions of his most inuential works 27], that de ned

what we understand now by the "Ashenhurst Decomposition". This year brought also another early
paper on "Ashenhurst Decomposition", published by Semon, 603].

YEAR 1953. The paper by Singer was also written, 617], a member of the same Aiken's group in

Harvard, where the whole research on decomposition originated in the USA. (The Bell Laboratories is
another place of early research).
Although the report by T. Singer, "The decomposition chart as a theoretical aid", from Harvard
Computation Labs is little known now, the introduced by him method became next very inuential.
This report has been therefore reprinted as an appendix in the book of Curtis, 153].
These papers constitute the classical Ashenhurst Decomposition. In his historical paper 28], Ashenhurst stated the fundamental disjunctive decomposition theorem. He used the so-called "Harvard Decomposition Charts" in it. The charts, invented at Harvard, perhaps by either Ashenhurst himself, H.
Aiken or T. Singer, were used by most of the early researchers, but they are completely equivalent
to collections of the more popular Karnaugh Maps, with all possible dierent selections of variables
in their rows and columns. The individual map from the "decomposition chart" was known since the
end of the XIX-th Century under the name of the Marquand Chart. In this survey the more familiar
Karnaugh maps will be used for illustration. The Ashenhurst method is based on an arrangement of the
Karnaugh map with rows corresponding to the variables in the free set and columns corresponding to
the variables in the bound set. A simple disjunctive decomposition exists if and only if the map has at
most two distinct types of patterns of 0's and 1's in columns. It can be observed that the rows in such
case have also at most two types (the function, or the function and its negation) but not counting rows
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of 0s and rows of 1s. The general observation is that by reducing the column multiplicity one reduces
often the row multiplicity as well. All observations and ideas of Ashenhurst were next developed by
other researchers.

YEAR 1954. The following papers have been written: 517], 527], 451]. The paper by G.N. Povarov

in the Soviet Union originated a controversy who really invented the decomposition. It is quite possible
that the Boolean Decomposition has been invented not by Ashenhurst but by Povarov, who in 1953
published (in Russian) a paper "About Functional Separability of Boolean Functions". He formulated
there what is popularly known as "fundamental Ashenhurst Theorem", as well as three other theorems
useful in simple decompositions. In his paper he gave references to work of Shannon, Gavrilov, and
Polya. The paper was recommended by Academician Keldysh on Dec.7, 1953, and published in May of
1954. The Povarov's paper has been cited since then widely in Soviet and European literature, and he
was treated in the USSR as the originator of the decomposition idea.
Also this year, Reed and Muller publish separately their fundamental papers 527], 451], being not
aware that more or less the same ideas have been published by Zhegalkin in 1927.

YEAR 1956. A more advanced paper of Ashenhurst was published 30], which has been next often
referenced.

YEAR 1957. R.L. Ashenhurst published his widely acclaimed paper "The decomposition of switching functions", in Proceedings of International Symposium of Theory of Switching 31]. A paper of
Human is also published 297], which proved inuential in logic design and is often referenced by early
decomposition papers.
YEAR 1958. The rst in the series of important papers by Curtis is published: 150]. This paper

started what is now known as Curtis Decomposition.
The Curtis Decomposition is a generalization of the Ashenhurst method. However, although Curtis
deals with a more general type of a decomposition, the general problem representation and the plan
of looking for solutions (going through all possible partitions of input variables) are in his method
still the same as in the Ashenhurst papers. Therefore, we will call this family of decompositions the
Ashenhurst-Curtis, or for short, the AC decomposition.
Curtis 150] extended Ashenhurst's results to multiple decomposition when F is expressed as
F = H(A G1(B) G2 (B) :::: Gk(B)).
The use of decomposition charts (or K-maps) is of course limited to only small number of variables.
Therefore, very early, researchers concentrated on the representation issue in order to allow using
computers to decompose larger functions. This was done especially by the IBM group under Karp and
Roth.

YEAR 1959. S.B. Akers published a paper 15], "On a theory of Boolean functions", where he

introduced the concept of a Boolean Dierence, one of the most important concepts in the switching
circuit theory, that has been next used much in conjunction with Boolean decomposition. This paper
started one approach to decomposition that was next developed mostly in Europe: Belgium (Davio,
Deschamps, Thayse), USSR (Gavrilov, Zakrevskij, Bibilo), and Germany (Bochmannn, Postho, Dresig,
Baitinger, Steinbach).
The following important papers in the mainstream of "Ashenhurst-Curtis Decomposition" have been
also published: 32], 151].

YEAR 1960. J.P. Roth from IBM publishes "Minimization over Boolean Trees," 548], a paper that

started the sub-area of the Ashenhurst decomposition, called the "Roth-Karp Decomposition". This
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is the decomposition that is most extensively investigated in the USA - all recent papers from U.C.
Berkeley refer to Roth-Karp rather than to other types of decomposition, since it was considered to be
the most e cient one.
Instead of looking for compatible columns as in the AC decomposition, Roth and Karp proposed to
extract common sub-functions. In their seminal paper 548], they presented an algorithm for identifying
a common sub-function between two functions, based on the partitioning to compatible classes. This
approach has two disadvantages rst it does not apply to more than two functions and second, it does
not identify more than one shared sub-function.
In a very important step, Roth and Karp proposed a new data representation for the problem, by
using the cube covers of sets ON and OFF. This was one of the rst ideas and applications of cube
calculus. Let us observe that this early representation, or its close derivatives, are still being used in
some of the most successful programs for decomposition. Cube represenation is compact, and it is also
especially well suited for strongly unspeci ed functions of many variables 70, 637, 638, 678].
The Roth/Karp algorithm is based on the computation of compatible classes. Let F (x y) be a
Boolean function with a bound set B and a free set A, and CARD(B) = m and CARD(A1) = n, where
CARD(S) denotes cardinality of set S. Let Bb = B i and Bf = B n;i where B = f0,1g. Two variables
x1 and x2 from Bb are said to be compatible exactly, if for each y from Bf , F(x1 y) = F(x2 y).
Roth and Karp showed that a function has simple disjunctive decomposition with respect to given
bound and free sets if and only if Bf can be partitioned into k  2 classes consisting of mutually
compatible elements.
When a function is completely speci ed, compatibility is an equivalence relation, and k is simply the
number of equivalence classes.
The relation between a distinct column of a K-map and a compatible class is bijective. The basic
dierence between the AC and Roth-Karp methods is in the use of dierent function representations.
One uses K-map to represent the function, while the other uses covers of the ON-set and OFF-set of the
function. When functions are incompletely speci ed, the detection of decomposability becomes quite
complicated. For example, the compatibility in the Roth-Karp method is no longer an equivalence
relation. The determination of k compatible classes requires then solving the minimum clique covering
problem for the compatibility graph, which problem is known to be NP-hard.

YEAR 1961. Further papers re ne the decomposition approaches of both the Aiken's Lab, 152],
and the IBM group 317, 549].

YEAR 1962. H. A. Curtis published a book, 153] - "A New Approach to the Design of Switching
Circuits", where he formulated a generalized theory. The book is still one of the basic references to
what is called in the Western Hemisphere by the "Ashenhurst-Curtis Theory of Decomposition".
The IBM group continues their line of breakthrough papers: 549], 550].
K.K. Maitra introduces for the rst time some kind of a restricted decomposed network - a cascade
that was next to become known as the "Maitra Cascade".
YEAR 1963. Book by Maley 408] included early ideas on NOR decomposition, mainly intuitive
graphical methods of "inhibiting" functions by other functions. These ideas have been, however, very
important, since they laid a groundwork for further research of Darringer, Stoers, Dietmeyer, and
Duley 186] on applying decompositional methods to multi-level circuit design.
Further important work of Karp: 318].

YEAR 1964. The earliest Russian paper other than Povarov that we were able to nd is the one

by Tumanyan, 672]. We have not yet, however, had a chance to look in full detail to the very early
literature from the USSR and Eastern Europe.
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YEAR 1965. The following related papers have been published in USA: 16], 17], 73], 519], 679].

The papers published in USSR are: 673], 705], 703], 704].
The paper of Akers 16] is the predecessor of the Decision Diagrams approach that took over the
eld of logic synthesis in the 90-ties. Interestingly, the alphabeta diagrams invented by Akers allow to
solve graphically, and for few variables, many problems that remain still of big interest nowadays. The
diagrams are represented as successive partitioning of the Karnaugh-like map into smaller and smaller
rectangles. Akers points out to the importance of multi-level design the visual interpretation of such
circuit constrains as fan-in, fan-out, levels of logic, decomposition and two-level forms the reduction
to smaller diagrams by Shannon expansion the dependence on the order of variables and the merging
of diagrams to larger diagrams (compositional synthesis). Another advantage of this approach is the
ease with which these constraints may be rephrased in terms of the diagrams. The explanation of
Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition using the alphabeta diagrams can be made quite easily. Given the
diagram of a function F, select a smaller rectangle in F and remove it as a separate diagram G. Label
the resulting empty rectangle in F with G and call this diagram H. Now if G and H are synthesized
separately, a realization of F may be obtained by simply connecting the output of G to the input of
H. This approach allows to easily nd patterns of EXOR, AND, majority or other simple functions in
the map. Even now, after 30 years, the Aker's paper can be very useful as a heuristic representational
and teaching aid. This is also a one more way of linking Karnaugh maps and decision diagrams to the
concepts of decomposition and composition of Boolean functions.

YEAR 1967. P. Deschizeaux in Grenoble, France defended one of the rst theses related to decomposition 170], "Synthese de fonction Booleennes generales".

YEAR 1968. R.E. Prather published one of the rst, if not the rst, general logic synthesis textbooks
that included the Ashenhurst decomposition 520]: "Introduction to Switching Theory: A Mathematical
Approach".
The following papers have been published: 42], 45], 48], 78], 186], 261], 424], 520], 596], 564],
659].
The paper by Thelliez is perhaps the rst paper ever that attempts to generalize the circuit decomposition ideas to logic with more than two values - he discussed the case of ternary logic.
YEAR 1969. The following papers have been published:

13], 161], 294], 328], 358], 448], 509], 508], 607], 644], 645], 684], 685].
V.Y. Shen defended a Ph.D. thesis in the Department of Electrical Engineering at Princeton, where
he used for the rst time the idea of Reed-Muller form for the representation of Boolean function in the
decomposition process in order to test bound sets more e ciently 607]. He showed thus for the rst
time, that the very idea of the decomposition is not related to tabular representations of Ashenhurst
and Curtis, but can be expressed in any logic representation. This idea has been next carried out very
successfully by other researchers.

YEAR 1970. The following papers have been published: 281], 565], 608], 677], 727].

Kellar and Shen published 608]. Their algorithm could provide a quick way to determine if the
children decompose, thus restricting the number of attempted decompositions.
The article 677] dealt with functions with more than two possible output values. It was thus the rst
approach to general-purpose multiple-valued function minimization (logic with an arbitrary number of
values).

YEAR 1971. The following papers have been published: 43] 176], 159], 249], 282], 609], 654].
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Thayse 654] and Bankowski 43] are the authors of two earliest papers (independently), that attempted at purely algebraic approach to the decomposition, based on the concept of the Boolean
derivative.

YEAR 1972. The following papers have been published: 123], 333].

E. Kjelkrud published a paper 333], where he considered for the rst time incompletely speci ed
functions in more detail.

YEAR 1973. The following papers have been published: 23], 74], 118], 247], 283], 511], 656],
660].
The paper by A. Thayse, and M. Davio, 656] "Boolean dierential calculus and its application to
switching theory," proved with time to be a very inuential one.

YEAR 1974. The following papers have been published: 130] 196], 260], 368], 369].

G.V. Bochmann and W.W. Armstrong publish a paper "Properties of Boolean Functions with a Tree
Decomposition".

YEAR 1975. The following papers have been published: 75], 79], 107], 108], 109], 114], 137],
229], 277].
J.T. Butler publishes rst of his papers on the number of functions realized by cascades, disjunctive
networks and other special kinds of decompositions.

YEAR 1976. The following papers have been published: 155], 314], 323], 432], 457], 650], 719].

H.A. Curtis published an important paper: "Simpli ed decomposition of Boolean functions," which
inuenced the line of research represented recently by Luba et al. 376].
M.G. Karpovsky 323], published the rst complete exposition of the spectral approach to logic
synthesis: "Finite orthogonal series in the design of digital devices." This book presented also a new
approach to decomposition, and introduced the linear (EXOR) pre- and post- processor based decompositions".
A. Kandel, 314], published the rst paper that used the idea of functional decomposition to Fuzzy
Logic circuits.

YEAR 1977. The following papers have been published: 18], 445], 480], 640], 676].

Stoers wrote one of the early papers in "Gate Decomposition", 640]. He depended heavily on
Karnaugh maps for realizing NOR kind of decomposition.
The method of Walczak 676] decomposes Boolean functions described by Boolean expressions and
hence is limited to completely speci ed unitary functions and is even inferior to Roth-Karp method.
We are not familiar, however, with all the references from his literature.

YEAR 1978. The following papers have been published: 19], 116], 117], 162], 192], 263], 339],

356], 661].
Butler 116] used partition matrix to design "tandem networks", as opposed to cascade and disjunctive nets. This is a new special architecture devised for realizing decomposed functions. "Tandem
Network" is a one more idea of a restricted decomposed structure that can be further investigated in a
practical program.
Kodadapani 339] gave interesting theorems for a, related to decomposition, topic of a design with a
limited fan-out constraint.
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YEAR 1979. The following papers have been published 25], 127], 349], 458], 513], 512], 531],
710].
Armstrong 25] presented applications of decomposition to pattern recognition, learning, adaptation,
extrapolation. This is perhaps the rst paper that linked machine learning and functional decomposition, being thus the predecessor of the Pattern Theory research.
The rst papers of the German school of functional decomposition arrive: 513], 512].

YEAR 1980. The following papers have been published: 44] 61], 62], 63], 64], 65], 146], 149],

195] 344], 367], 371], 667].
Crist 146] proved that for the uniformly distributed (completely speci ed) functions, the non-trivial
decompositions are very improbable for n 5. He gave probabilities that a function will decompose.
Much is worked out when the number of variables is small.
The rst papers of the Zakrevskij/Bibilo's school in the Soviet Union have been published.

YEAR 1981. The following papers have been published: 54], 80], 133], 268], 571], 664], 566],
616].
D. Bochmann, and Ch. Postho publish in Germany "Binaere Dynamische Systeme," one of the
rst textbooks containing the German school's approach to decomposition.

YEAR 1982. The following papers have been published: 1], 71], 91], 311], 731], 624].

R.K. Brayton, and C. Mc. Mullen publish "The Decomposition and Factorization of Boolean Expressions," which becomes widely referenced by MIS II literature and recent U.S. industrial papers.
A.W. Biermann et al publish "Signature Table Systems and Learning," where several links of learning
and decomposition are discussed.

YEAR 1983. The following papers have been published: 67], 177], 221], 242], 298], 342], 164],

376], 479], 631], 690].
The rst work of the Polish school by Luba was published, a monograph 376]. This approach
uses partitions and Rough Partitions (set systems) to represent functions, and to solve all related
decomposition problems.
Francioni and Kandel 221] publish rst correct approach to Ashenhurst-like fuzzy logic decomposition.

YEAR 1984. The following papers have been published: 68], 69], 76], 92], 156], 158], 194], 265],
340], 467], 572], 611], 738].
T. Sasao introduces the concept of Input Variable Assignment which was next used to create classes
of non-FD decompositions.

YEAR 1985. The following papers have been published: 269], 302], 375], 377], 378], 739].

S.L. Hurst, D.M. Miller, J.C. Muzio publish one of modern textbooks which emphasize the spectral
approach to logic synthesis - "Spectral Techniques in Digital Logic."

YEAR 1986. The following papers have been published: 111], 245], 246], 380], 380], 463], 416],
477], 514], 461].
Luba published his second monograph book on decomposition in Polish, 382]. R.E. Bryant publishes
"Graph-Based Algorithms for Boolean Function Manipulation", one of the most important papers in
logic synthesis which invigorated research in decision diagrams, and thus led also to the best recent
decomposers.
J.C. Muzio and T.C. Wesselkamper publish "Multiple-Valued Switching Theory", one of very few
textbooks on the topic of multiple-valued logic.
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YEAR 1987. The following papers have been published: 37], 39], 93], 94], 374], 381], 675], 486],

536], 575], 668], 714].
This is the rst year that the increased interest in Boolean decomposition has been reected in the
number of published papers. Several groups that are active in future years published their rst papers.
A book by the Belorussian group headed by Bibilo is published, 70].
R.K. Brayton and U.C. Berkeley group publish the rst journal paper on MIS II system - "MIS - a
Multiple-Level Logic Minimization System."
T. Sasao published "Functional Decomposition of PLAs" where the ideas of PLA decomposition were
rst discussed.
Perkowski et al 486] is the full version of Perkowski/Brown 1988 paper 488], with several other
extensions that were not included in 488]. It included the generalization to multi-output functions,
the non-disjoint decompositions, the decompositions with one-hot encodings, the methods to minimize
multiplicity index, the extension to multiple-valued input cubes, and the extension to the multiplevalued logic. Generalized don't cares and "multiple-valued relations" have been introduced here for the
rst time for multiple-valued logic. This paper introduced also the PUB decomposition. Some of this
material has been next used in Wei Wan/Perkowski's 1992 paper, 678], but the original version has
been never published. A renewed interest in decomposition causes that a modi ed version of this paper
has been included in our recent report 501].

YEAR 1988. The following papers have been published 46], 171], 180], 211], 382], 409], 417],
418], 446], 488], 515], 535], 533], 534], 632].
Paper 211] is a good reference to modular and multiple-valued decompositions.
Perkowski and Brown explained the PUB and Ashenhurst/Curtis decompositions in a simple and
uni ed way, using the concepts of synthesis with multiplexers. A new graphical decomposition method
is shown that uses Karnaugh maps instead of Ashenhurst's decomposition maps. Next, a cube-based
method for strongly unspeci ed functions is given. The column minimization problem has been reduced
here to a graph coloring problem for the rst time in a published paper (this was perhaps also done in
one of early Bibilo that we have no access to).
YEAR 1989. The following papers have been published: 174], 181], 189], 218], 276], 303], 357],

359], 523], 577], 633], 634], 701], 682], 721], 741], 743].
S. Devadas et al present an early approach to Boolean decomposition from U.C. Berkeley "Boolean
Decomposition in Multilevel Logic Optimization." T.T. Hwang et al present a new EXOR-like decomposition in a paper "Multi-Level Logic Synthesis Using Communication Complexity."
B.G. Kim defends his Ph.D. Dissertation "Multilevel Logic Synthesis Using Extended Array Implementation" at the University of Wisconsin-Madison which includes the ideas of using symmetry in the
decomposition.
D. Varma and E.A. Trachtenberg publish a new spectral approach to decomposition in a paper
"Design Automation Tools for E cient Implementation of Logic Functions by Decomposition."

YEAR 1990. The following papers have been published: 3], 4], 96], 110], 85], 129], 182], 230],
235], 243], 266], 304], 321], 335], 407], 167], 452], 465], 560], 578], 582], 583], 635].
The rst paper of R. Murgai et al on "Logic Synthesis for Programmable Gate Arrays" has been
published, where U.C. Berkeley's approach to lookup-table based FPGAs has been presented.

YEAR 1991. The following papers have been published: 82], 83], 113], 183], 213], 217], 223],

224], 231], 233], 286], 325], 330], 332], 360], 385], 383], 384], 435], 441], 444], 453], 481], 516],
537], 593], 614], 620], 647], 692], 700], 702], 724], 717].
Varma and Trachtenberg 702] discussed the problem of evaluating the complexity of a Boolean
function, which is very important in decomposition. As observed already by Yablonsky in 1959, 718],
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an accurate evaluation of complexity may be as expensive as minimization of the function with the
respective method. There exist functional decomposition procedures by Karpovsky 1977 324] that use
abstract complexity criteria based on functional approximations to logic complexity, and that arrive at
optimal solutions by analytical methods.
An important paper by Yang and Ciesielski 724] was devoted to a Boolean decomposition of PLAs.
Although Ashenhurst/Curtis work was never mentioned here, the paper introduced a powerful method
to nd variables' partitioning that is not exhaustive. This method has been applied here to PLA
decomposition but it can be adapted to general functional decomposition as well. Especially, the
presented by them ideas may be useful to nd best encodings during the decomposition process.
A paper of Berkeley group by Murgai, Nishizaki, Shenoy, Brayton, and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli,
"Logic Synthesis for Programmable Gate Arrays," signi ed an increased interest of this group in Boolean
methods of this group (while the group has been predominantly occupied with algebraic methods
earlier). This was the second of their several important papers, that have been mostly devoted to
Xilinx's Look-up Table model.
A book with an original approach to decomposition was published in Germany - D. Bochmann, B.
Steinbach, "Logikentwurf mit XBOOLE."

YEAR 1992. The following papers have been published: 38], 58], 59], 84], 141], 184], 185], 267],

305], 312], 326], 350], 354], 355], 361], 386], 387], 388], 389], 390], 391], 423], 468], 483], 494],
538], 539], 585] 598], 636], 649], 678], 695].
Y.T. Lai, M. Pedram and S. Vrudhula in their report "BDD-based Logic Decomposition: Theory"
presented a new approach to Curtis decomposition of multi-output incompletely speci ed functions
based on Binary Decision Diagrams.
W. Wan and M.A. Perkowski published "A New Approach to the Decomposition of Incompletely
Speci ed Multi-Output Function Based on Graph Coloring and Local Transformations and Its Application to FPGA Mapping" where several new heuristics for variable partitioning, encoding and column
compaction were introduced, as well as EXOR decomposition of Curtis-nondecomposable functions.
One of the approaches to improve the general Ashenhurst/Curtis approach to Boolean decomposition
is to apply some kind of transformation to non-decomposable blocks. Since many functions are nondecomposable, Wei Wan and Perkowski developed an approach to Ashenhurst/Curtis decomposition,
that is particularly useful for new Lookup-table and ne-grain FPGAs 678]. One of the design parameters of their program, TRADE, is the number of inputs to the non-decomposable block (for instance,
a CLB of Xilinx). In case of Xilinx, this parameter is 4 or 5. For Algotronix or Atmel, the parameter is
set to 2, which produces two-input gates, in practice, AND, OR and EXOR gates. In TRADE, several
carefully designed heuristic techniques are used to obtain high quality solutions without actually searching too large a space of candidate partitions, column groupings or column encodings. Firstly, instead
of searching all possible bound sets, a cube-based heuristic to generate a limited sequence of "good"
bound sets is used. Secondly, for an incompletely speci ed functions, a fast graph-coloring algorithm to
nd a minimum partitioning of columns to disjoint sets of compatible columns is applied. (Because of
the constraint of 4 or 5 input CLBs, the graph for coloring is small and has not more than 32 nodes).
Thirdly, the compatible columns are encoded with a fast encoding algorithm that sorts columns according to their "Hamming distance" similarities. Next, the existing CLB output functions are re-used in
encodings of new symbolic functions, which decreases the total number of newly created binary functions. Finally, non-decomposable blocks are recursively transformed to EXORs of smaller functions on
which the standard Curtis decomposition attempts are repeated. This approach leads to high quality
decompositions on Xilinx and other FPGAs, and can be also used to create multi-level DAG circuits
of AND, OR, EXOR and NOT gates (or equivalently, OR, AND, NOT and EQUIVALENCE gates).
TRADE is superior on many examples (especially symmetric functions) to other FPGA minimizers.
TRADE tries to construct the network in such a way that:
 the decomposed network is technology feasible (for Xilinx architecture, the input variables of each
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node is up to ve),
 the number of nodes in the network is as small as possible,
 the connections between the nodes are as simple as possible, and
 the path from the input to output, which is measured by the number of CLB layers, is as short
as possible.
This approach generates circuits which t better to Xilinx technology and have less CLBs, less
connections and less layers. Thus the circuit is faster and easier to place and route.
The presented methods have the following assets:
 The input data to the program is an incompletely speci ed Boolean function described by the
sets of ON and OFF cubes. It is the property of this method that the more DC cubes exist, the
more e cient the method becomes. This makes our approach particularly powerful for strongly
unspeci ed Boolean functions.
 The decomposition methods are speci cally adapted to the lookup-table based FPGA architectures.
 A fast variable partitioning method is used to quickly nd the good quality partitions for decomposition, avoiding the thorough test of all possible decomposition charts.
 In order to simplify the decomposed blocks, the column multiplicity minimization and the quasioptimum don't care assignment are performed, they are achieved through a fast graph coloring
algorithm. A bound set encoding algorithm is used to further simplify the decomposed blocks.
 A local transformation method is used to make the decomposition possible for all Boolean functions.
 A CLB reusing algorithm is used to decrease the number of CLBs used in the nal mapped circuit.

YEAR 1993. The following papers have been published: 7], 21], 35], 36], 55], 98], 226], 285],

351], 392], 393], 394], 395], 396], 469], 482], 496], 532], 541], 542], 543], 558], 559], 563], 568],
579], 580], 601], 590], 637].
As evidenced by the amount of papers, in the last few years the increase of interest in Boolean
Decomposition has been very signi cant.
A paper by Y.T. Lai, M. Pedram and S. Sastry, "BDD-based Decomposition of Logic Functions With
Application to FPGA Synthesis," presents what is currently the published binary decomposer that is
able to decompose the largest functions.

YEAR 1994. The following papers have been published: 99], 179], 287], 397], 470], 544], 545],

546], 638], 602].
T. Luba, and R. Lasocki in their paper "Decomposition of Multiple-valued Boolean Functions" introduce what is now perhaps the most e cient decomposer for multiple-valued functions. It is especially
e cient for strongly incompletely speci ed functions. It seems that this is the best multiple-valued
minimizer available, but not enough su cient documentation is available.
B. Steinbach and M. Stoeckert in paper "Design of Fully Testable Circuits by Functional Decomposition and Implicit Test Pattern Generation" present the numerical results of Ternary-Vector-List based
(a kind of cube calculus) universal decomposer, and its applications to testable circuit design.
Selvaraj in his Ph.D. Thesis defended at the Technical University of Warsaw introduced a program
that combines parallel and serial decompositions.
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7 Modern Explanation of Ashenhurst-Curtis Decomposition.
In this section we will present the fundamental Ashenhurst-Curtis Approach, and illustrate it with
various function representations in order to be able to compare all the existing approaches to decomposition.
For instance, an incompletely speci ed binary single-output function can be represented as a table
with don't cares in some of cells, as an array of cubes, as a ternary BDD (a ternary BDD is a BDD
with three types of terminal nodes 0, 1 and X (representing a don't care)), or as a pair of standard
BDDs, one for ON and one for OFF set.
Similarly, a multi-output incompletely speci ed binary function can be represented as a multi-output
table with don't cares, as a multi-output array of cubes, as a shared ternary BDD, or as a shared BDD
of ON-OFF pairs of standard BDDs for each component function.
For Machine Learning applications, which have a large number of don't cares (DC), the best representation should deal with function ON and OFF sets represented in some way (cubes, BDDs, etc.).

7.1 Basic Data Formats and Denitions

Suppose that one intends to decompose an incompletely speci ed function consisting of twenty- ve
inputs and twenty outputs into several smaller logic blocks. The function is given in Espresso format:
.i 25
.o 20
.ilb i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 i11 i12 i13 i14 i15
i16 i17 i18 i19 i20 i21 i22 i23 i24 i25
.ob o1 o2 o3 o4 o5 o6 o7 o8 o9 o10 o11 o12 o13 o14 o15
o16 o17 o18 o19 o20
.type fr
10-01-010101-01-01010-1010-10010-1010-01-101-11-111-1--1100000-01-101-01-00101010-----1
00000001-01010101-11-0110
01-0-1-010101-1101-0
..
..
00100101010101010-------1
1-110101001---010101
.end

Espresso Format is a two-level description of a Boolean function. It is a character matrix with
keywords embedded in the input to specify the size of the matrix and the logical format of the input
function. In the above le:
.i 25

speci es the number of input variables (25).
.o 20

speci es the number of function outputs (20).
.ilb i1 i2 ...... i25
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speci es the names of input variables.
The left matrix of the above le corresponds to the input cube array, i1 is the name of the input
variable corresponding to the rst column of the input cube array, i2 to the second column, and so forth.
.ob o1 o2 ...... o20

speci es the names of function outputs.
The right matrix of the above le corresponds to the output cube array, o1 is the name of the output
variable corresponding to the rst column of the output cube array, o2 to the second column, and so
forth.
o1 is the name of the function output corresponding to the rst column of the output array (right
matrix of the above le), o2 to the second column, and so forth.
.type

fr

sets the logical interpretation of the character matrix of output array. Symbol fr speci es that a 1
in the output array means that the corresponding cube in the input cube array belongs to the ON set.
A 0 in the output array means that the corresponding cube in the input cube array belongs to the OFF
set. The symbol '-' or ' " in the output array means that the corresponding cube in the input cube has
no meaning for the value of this function. DC set may be computed as the complement of the union of
the ON set and the OFF set.
.end

marks the end of the input logic.
With respect to the algorithms used in the program, DC cubes are not needed for the output function
minimization. This decreases the memory demand and makes algorithm much more e cient (especially
when the number of DC cubes is large).

Fundamental Denitions
A Cube is a compact expression of a set of minterms. For example, minterms 11010 and 11000 can
be expressed as a cube 110-0. '-' means it takes the value of both 0 and 1.
If the output of a cube is 1, it is called the ON cube.
If the output of a cube is 0, it is called the OFF cube.
If the output of a cube is - (don't care. It can be either 0 or 1), it is called the DC cube.
The ON set is the collection of all ON cubes. The OFF set is the collection of all OFF cubes. The
DC set is the collection of all DC cubes. Cube, ON cube, OFF cube, DC cube, ON set, OFF set and
DC set are showed in Figure 1.
The Cube Calculus is a set of operations applied to cubes and arrays (lists) of cubes. In our description, we will use the Intersection operation, which can be illustrated using maps, arrays of cubes, or
BDDs.
Figure 2 shows the rules of Intersection operation. The  is the result of the Intersection of 0 with 1
or 1 with 0. x or X have the same meaning as the "-".
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Cube
#

ON

cube ! 10110- 1
1{000 1
111010 1

OFF cube ! 0-1001 0
01101- 0
0-1001 0
DC

cube ! 01010- 0100-1 {0101 -

ON

set

OFF set
DC

set

Figure 1: Cubes and cube sets
From Figure 2, the rules are:
0 \ 0 = 0,
0 \ 1 = ,
0 \ x = 0,
1 \ 0 = ,
1 \ 1 = 1,
1 \ x = 1,
x \ 0 = 0,
x \ 1 = 1,
and x \ x = x.
Figure 3 shows the general decomposition scheme. Boolean decomposition uses Boolean representation.
For example, a bit-by-bit intersection on cubes can be illustrated as follows:
1010xx
100x1x
-----10 01x



The Decomposition Chart 617, 27, 153] is a chart that is similar to the Karnaugh map with the only
dierence being that the column and row indexes of the decomposition chart are in the straight binary
order, while that of the Karnaugh map are in the Gray code order. Figure 4b shows an example of a
decomposition chart.
The corresponding Karnaugh map is shown in Figure 4a. The column of the chart is denoted as a
vector of its successive minterms. For example, column 1 in Figure 4b is denoted as a vector  1, 1, 0,
1 ]. Because there is no essential dierence between the Karnaugh map and the decomposition chart,
Karnaugh maps will be used instead of decomposition charts for illustration.
The Bound Set is a set of variables forming the columns of the decomposition chart. In Figure 4b, f
c, d, e g is a bound set.
g

The Free Set is a set of variables forming the rows of the decomposition chart. In Figure 4b, f a, b
is a free set.
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0
0

0

0

1
x

x

0

1

1

1

x

Figure 2: Intersection operation
The Column Multiplicity denoted by (A j B), is the number of dierent columns in a decomposition
chart. In (A j B) A stands for the free set, B stands for the bound set. For example, in Figure 4b,
A = fa bg B = fc d eg and (A j B) = (ab j cde) = 3.
If two horizontally corresponding cells in two columns of the decomposition chart are (0,0), (1,1),
(0,x), (1,x), (x,0), (x,1) or (x,x), these two cells are called compatible. If all the corresponding cells
in two columns are compatible, these two columns are called compatible. Otherwise, they are called
incompatible. In Figure 4b columns 1 (1, 1, 0, 1]) and 6 (1, x, 0, x]) are compatible, while columns 5
(0, 1, 1, x]) and 6 ( 1, x, 0, x] ) are incompatible. In this explanation, we will use maps, Cube Calculus,
or BDDs, to test whether two columns (called also column functions, column cofactors or K-map loops)
are compatible or not. The formula 488] to test the compatibility of two columns ( columns i and j) is:
 ON(i) \ OFF(j) = 0 ] ^  ON(j) \ OFF(i) = 0 ] ) i-th and j-th column are compatible
The 0 stands for a zero function (0 Boolean constant). The formula states that if the Intersection
of the ON function of column i and the OFF function of column j is zero, and the Intersection of the
ON function of column j and the OFF function of column i is zero as well, these two columns are
compatible. Otherwise, they are incompatible. Let us observe, that this condition does not specify
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Decomposition

Figure 3: Decomposition
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Figure 4: Karnaugh map and decomposition chart
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Figure 5: Example of an incompatibility graph
how functions ON and OFF are realized. For instance, ON and OFF are represented as cube arrays in
TRADE.
The Incompatibility Graph is a graph which illustrates the incompatibilityrelationship among columns
of the decomposition chart. Each node in the incompatibility graph corresponds to a column in the
decomposition chart. If two columns are incompatible in the Incompatibility Graph, there is an edge
between the corresponding nodes. If they are compatible, there is no edge.
Figure 5 shows an Incompatibility Graph corresponding to the decomposition chart in Figure 4b.
The Compatibility Graph is a graph which illustrates the compatibility relationship among columns
of the decomposition chart. Because two columns can be either compatible or incompatible, the compatibility graph and the incompatibility graph are mutual complements. It means that the sets of
edges of these graphs are disjoint and the union of the sets of edges creates a full graph. The column
minimization problem has been reduced in the past to one of the following:
 incompatibility graph coloring,
 incompatibility graph maximum independent set partitioning.
 compatibility graph maximum clique partitioning.
 compatibility graph maximum clique covering.
All these problems are mathematically equivalent, but can be solved with heuristic approaches that
will perform better or worse on particular categories of graphs (sparse, dense).
In Figure 5, the number in each node (denoted by a circle) is the column number. The letter beside
the circle is the color assigned to the node (column) after graph coloring.

7.2 Decomposition of the Incompletely Specied Functions.

In this section, the functional Boolean decomposition of incompletely speci ed functions will be
presented. The basic ideas follow 27, 153, 154, 549] and the general approach based on graph coloring
is patterned after 488, 678, 464].
Curtis has described the decomposition of completely speci ed functions in 154]. He proved the
fundamental theorem:
(AjB)  2k , f(B A) = F(1(B) 2(B) : : : k (B) A)
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Figure 6: Curtis decomposition
This formula states that if the column multiplicity (A j B) (under the partition of the bound set B
and free set A) is less than 2k , then the function f(B A) can be decomposed into the form:
f(B A) = F(1(B) 2(B) : : : k(B) A)
The graphical representation of this theorem is shown in Figure 6.
From Figure 6 we observe that, after decomposition, the big block f is broken into several smaller
sub-blocks 1  2 ::: k and F.
The essential problem of the decomposition of incompletely speci ed function is how to assign DC
outputs as 0 or 1 to minimize the column multiplicity. Because the number of colors in a properly
colored incompatibility graph is the same as the number of dierent columns (column multiplicity) in a
decomposition chart 488], the problem of nding the smallest column multiplicity can be transformed
into that of performing the proper graph coloring to nd the smallest number of colors. We use the
following criterion:
Assume n to be the expected number of output variables from the blocks with bound set as inputs,
and n be less than the number of variables in the bound set. If the column multiplicity is equal to or less
than 2k , and k is less than or equal to n, the decomposition is successful (or the function is decomposable)
for this bound set under the expected value of n. Otherwise, the function is non-decomposable for this
bound set under the expected value of n.
After a successful decomposition, the number of input variables of each sub-function (decomposed
blocks, like 1  2 ::: k and F in Figure 6) is decreased, and the complexity of each sub-function is
decreased as well. This will be illustrated with an example.
Figure 7a is the Karnaugh map of function f with don't care outputs. For instance, one may intend
to decompose the function f into several sub-functions (denoted by L, M and N in Figure 7c) with the
input variables of each sub-function less than or equal to four.
According to the rules presented above, the incompatibility graph is created as shown in Figure 8.
After graph coloring, three colors, A, B, and C, are obtained. Which means -  = 3. These colors
group nodes as A = f0, 1, 3, 6g, B = f2, 5, 7g and C = f4g. The columns with the same color are
combined horizontally by the rules: (0, 0) ! 0, (0, x) ! 0, (x, 0) ! 0, (1, 1) ! 1, (1, x) ! 1, (x, 1)
! 1 and (x, x) ! x.
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Figure 7: Karnaugh map, decomposition chart and the expected decomposition
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Figure 8: Incompatibility graph
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Figure 9: Final don't care assignment
For example, columns 0, 1, 3 and 6 in Figure 7a are combined and replaced by a new vector  1, 1,
1, 0 ] as shown in the nal don't care assignment in Figure 9. In the above example, we have chosen
the variables a and b as the free set and variables c, d and e as the bound set. This partition results
in a successful decomposition in the sense of the column multiplicity less than or equal to three. In
Figure 7c, x and y are the encoded outputs of the bound set, two variables are enough for three dierent
columns ( 3  22 = 4). The encoding of Bound set will be discussed in the next section.
There has been certain criticizm of AC model. It starts from an observation that in the AC decomposition the block F which is the result of decomposition has fewer input variables then the initial
function block f. This property, however, is not true for most of the practical circuit realizations, for
instance the SOP realization, which has the number of primes in the minimal cover (the second level)
that is larger than the number of input variables (the rst level). And there are many other practical
circuits that have the same property. Because of that, the application of the AC decomposition model
is questioned for general circuit design. However, this criticism does not apply to the most general
non-disjoint decomposition model, where the number of blocks in intermediate levels can grow, because
they use dierent overlapping subsets of intermediate variables.

7.3 Bound Set Encoding.

There are many methods 722, 724] to implement the decomposed blocks (blocks L, M and N in
Figure 7c). Here we introduce an algorithm to encode the bound set that aims at simplifying the block
N. The encoding algorithm assigns adjacent codes (Gray code) to the similar columns. This increases
the number of large cubes in the block N. The similarity (or dierence) between two columns is measured by the so-called Dierence Factor. The more similar the two columns, the lower the value of the
Dierence Factor. The Dierence Factor is the number of minterms in which the two columns are not
identical. The Dierence Factor between the i-th and j-th columns is:
Dierence Factor = minterm size(ON(i) \ OFF(j)) + minterm size(OFF(i) \ ON(j))

In the above formula, "minterm size()" calculates the number of minterms. "ON(i) \ OFF(j)" is the
Intersection of ON function of the i-th column with the OFF function of the j-th column. "OFF(i) \
ON(j)" is the Intersection of OFF function of the i-th column with the ON function of the j-th column.
The more similar the two functions, the smaller the value of the Dierence Factor. It becomes a zero
for identical functions.
In this example, bound set fc, d, eg forms eight columns as shown in Figure 7a. After graph coloring,
three dierent columns were found. These three columns are: 1, 1, 1, 0] corresponding to color A, 0,
1, x, 1] corresponding to color B and 1, 1, 0, 0] corresponding to color C as shown in Figure 9. We
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Figure 10: Similarity Factor Table

de 00 01 11 10
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0
x
(a) Block L

c

ab

xy 00

c

de 00
0
1

01 11 10

1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 y
(b) Block M

xy 00 01 11 10
00 1 0 1 x
01 1 1 1 x
11 1 x 0 x
10 0 1 0 x
f
Color A B C
(d) Block N

01 11 10

ab

1 1 0 x
1 1 1 x
11 0 1 x x
10 0 0 1 x
f
Color C A B
(c) Block N
00
01

Figure 11: Decomposed Karnaugh maps
introduce two new variables x and y to encode the bound set fc, d, eg. First let us calculate the
Dierence Factors. The Dierence Factor between columns corresponding to color A and B has a value
of 2. The value of the Dierence Factor between columns corresponding to color A and C is 1. And the
value of the Dierence Factor between columns corresponding to color B and C is 2.
A Table of Dierence Factors is created as shown in Figure 10.
Because the Dierence Factor between columns corresponding to color A and C is smaller (with a
value of 1), these two columns are put in adjacent positions, as shown in Figure 11c. Let us code the
column corresponding to color C as 00, the column corresponding to color A as 01 and the column
corresponding to color B as 11 as shown in Figure 11c, which is the Karnaugh map of the block N.
Color A has the code 01, which means that x is equal to 0 and y is equal to 1 for all columns with the
color A. These columns are 000, 001, 011 and 110 in Figure 9, therefore the cells 000, 001, 011 and
110 of the Karnaugh map in Figure 11a, which is the Karnaugh map of the block L, are lled with 0
because x is equal to 0. The same cells in Figure 11b, which is the Karnaugh map of the block M, are
lled with 1 because y is equal to 1. The same way, color B has the code 11, which means that both
x and y are equal to 1. Columns 010, 111, and 101 correspond to color B, therefore the cells 010, 111
and 101 of the Karnaugh maps in both Figure 11a and (b) are lled with 1. Color C has the code 00,
both x and y are equal to 0, column 100 correspond to color C, the cell 100 of the Karnaugh maps in
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bound set encoding( )

f

create Similarity Factor Table
sort Similarity Factor Table in increasing order
l c = one column of the column pair at position 0 of the queue
mark l c as used
r c = another column of the column pair at position 0 of the queue
mark r c as used
put l c and r c in line *l c at left, r c at right *
c n = 2
while (c n < column multiplicity)

< column multiplicity(column multiplicity ;

1)

 i++)
for (i = 1 i
2
if ((c i = one of the pair at position i) == l c)

f

mark c i as used
put c i at the left of l c
l c = c i
c n++
break

g

else if ((c i = one of the pair at position i) == r c)

f

g

g

mark c i as used
put c i at the right of r c
r c = c i
c n++
break

Figure 12: Pseudo-code of bound set encoding
both Figure 11a and (b) are lled with 0.
Two variables can encode up to four columns (22 = 4). There are only three columns, corresponding
to color A, B and C, that need to be encoded in our example. We ll the remaining column (column
10 in Figure 11c) with don't cares (DC column). The existence of this newly introduced DC column
will further simplify the block N. This example shows that even if the input function is completely
speci ed, the algorithm may introduce DCs in the middle of the process, which is very useful for the
simpli cation of the later stages.
Figure 11d shows a Karnaugh map of an alternative implementation for the function f, which uses
the natural order of the colors. Clearly, the Karnaugh map in Figure 11c is simpler than that in
Figure 11d.
The pseudo-code for bound set encoding is shown in Figure 12. The BLIFF format of the result is
as follows:
.model example
.inputs a b c d e
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.outputs
.names c
1-1 1
010 1
.names c
0-- 1
--1 1
-1- 1
.names a
0-0- 1
-1-1 1
1-1- 1
.end

f
d e x

d e y

b x y f

BLIF Format is a multi-level description of the Boolean network. Each node in this representation
has a single output. Therefore, each net (or signal) has only a single driver, and one can therefore name
either the signal or the gate which drives the signal without ambiguity.
.model example 16

speci es the name of the model (example).
.inputs a b c d e

gives the name of the input variables (a, b, c, d, e).
.outputs f

gives the name of the output of the function (f).
.names c d e x

with the following ON set describes the logic of a node (sub-block L in Figure 7c). The input variables to this node are c, d, e, and the output variable is x.
.names c d e x

with the following ON set describes the logic of a node (sub-block M in Figure 7c). The input variables to this node are c, d, e, and the output variable is y.
.names a b x y f

with the following ON set describes the logic of a node (sub-block N in Figure 7c). The input variables to this node are a, b, x, y, and the output variable is f.
.end

marks the end of the model.
There are four fundamental problems to be solved in a Boolean decomposition of an incompletely
speci ed function:
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How to chose the bound set to minimize the column multiplicity?
How to minimize the column multiplicity for a given bound set ?
How to encode the functions?
How to transform a non-decomposable function into a decomposable one?

These questions will be discussed in more detail in next sections.
Variable Partitioning is the separation of the input variables into two sets, the bound set and the
free set. Each partition corresponds to an individual decomposition chart which is going to be used to
calculate the column multiplicity. In order to nd the decomposition that corresponds to the smallest
column multiplicity, one needs to go through all possible decomposition charts. If there are total m
input variables and n variables in the bound; set, the number of all possible partitions is ( mn ).
For example, if m = 64 and n = 5, then 64
5 = 7 624 512.
If the time required to calculate the column multiplicity of a decomposition chart is 0.01 second, one
would need more than 20 hours to complete all calculations. This 20 hours will be repeated thousands
of times to get the decomposition done. Therefore, it is impractical to try all possible partitions to nd
the best one.

There are basically three approaches to the Variable Partitioning problem:




a fast method - nd few good partitions using a powerful heuristic,
perform a heuristic search for a reasonably good subset of all partitions,
check all partitions to nd the exact solution.
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8 Roth-Karp Decomposition
8.1 Introduction

Roth's serial decomposition technique, 549], can be illustrated as follows. Given F (a b c d e) a
selection is made of free and bound variable sets (these sets are not necessarily disjoint) and tests
are made for the existance of single-output or multiple-output predecessor functions. Let us assume a
single-output predecessor g1 (a b), as illustrated in Figure 13.

a
b
a
c
d
e

g1

F1

Figure 13: Serial decomposition with single output predecessor, one stage
Function F1 (g1(a b) a c d e) is the image of F and its ON-OFF sets can be computed from the
ON-OFF sets of F in terms of the outputs g1(a b) a c d and e (as shown in a later example). Let us
assume the simple disjoint case, i.e. g1(a b) is a single-output function. The image of F will exist if the
following conditions hold :
Given functions F(B A) and g1 (B) there exists a function f such that:
F (B A)  f(g1 (B) A)
(1)
(i.e. for each set of inputs B A where the value of F is de ned, f has the same value) if and only if:
1. input cubes bi and bj , are incompatible with respect to F (F(bi  ak) 6= F(bj  ak )), where same ak
implies g1(bi ) 6= g1 (bj )
or equivalently,
2. g1(bi ) = g1 (bj ) implies compatible input cubes bi and bj , with respect to F, (F(bi  ak) = F(bj  ak ))
Function f is then called the image of F(B A), such that for all cubes bi aj where the value of F is
de ned, f(g1 (bi ) aj ) has the same value. Compatible cubes intersect and 6= denotes dierent values of
a scalar Boolean function.
If F1 is still not realizable with a library component, its image F2(g2 (a c) g1 e d) is formed if a
single-output predecessor g2 (a c) exists.

a
c
a1
d
e

g2

F2

Figure 14: Stage two decomposition F2
The ON-OFF sets of F2 can be also derived from the sets for F1 in terms of g2  g1 e and d if F2 is
a realizable component then this is the last step of the decomposition process, otherwise the image of
F3 has to be obtained, etc.
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ON
abcd
u1 = 1 0 1 x
u2 = 1 x 1 0
u3 = 0 1 x x

OFF
abcd
v1 = 1 1 x 1
v2 = 1 x 0 x
v3 = x 0 0 x

Table 1: ON OFF cubes for bound set B = fabg and free set A = fcdg
The test for existance of a single-output predecessor is as follows: We want to test if F(a b c d) has an
image F1(g1 (B) A) where the bound set B = fa bg and the free set A = fc dg. Let us arrange the ON
and OFF array of F as in Table 1.
Let's denote the set of ON cubes by U = fu1 u2 u3g and the set of OFF cubes by V = fv1 v2  v3g.
Any two cubes u and v, one in the ON set and the other in the OFF set, must be mapped to distinct
cubes in the image of F if u and v have common free-set parts u ; B v ; B then the bound-set parts
u ; A v ; A are the only distinguishing features of u and v and g1(u ; A) 6= g1(v ; A) must hold.
Otherwise some cubes of the image F1 would appear in both the ON and OFF sets of F1.
In the above example:
u1 ; A = 10, u2 ; A = 1x, u3 ; A = 01
u1 ; B = 1x, u2 ; B = 10, u3 ; B = xx
v1 ; A = 11, v2 ; A = 1x, v3 ; A = x0
v1 ; B = x1, v2 ; B = 0x, v3 ; B = 0x
The above requirement can be also stated as follows: the bound-parts of u and v are incompatible if
their free-parts intersect.
For example u1 ; B and v1 ; B intersect at 11 F(1011) = 1, F (1111) = 0. Thus we must have:
F1(g1 (10) 11) 6= F1(g1 (11) 11) and this requires g1 (10) 6= g1(11).
All pairs of cubes u v must be considered to determine if a decomposition with g1 exists. A systematic
way to do this is to list all pairs which intersect and the corresponding incompatible bound-part cubes.
Figure 16 shows a graph of compatible values of predecessor g1(a b).

bound set: ab
00

01

10

11

Figure 15: Compatibility Graph of g1(a b) values
This graph can be interpreted as the following set of implications :


u1 ; B intersects v1 ; B

implies g1 (10) 6= g1(11)
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u3 ; B intersects v1 ; B implies g1 (01) 6= g1(11)
 u3 ; B intersects v2 ; B
implies g1 (01) 6= g1(1x)
 u3 ; B intersects v3 ; B
implies g1 (01) 6= g1(x0)
The above Compatibility Graph from Fig. 16 cannot be partitioned into two cliques of compatible elements, therefore g1 (a b) has 3 distinct values:


g1(10) 6= g1 (11) 6= g1(01).
This implies that g1 (a b) can not be a single-output binary function. The Roth-Karp algorithm 549]
considers a multiple-output predecessor at this point, such that the number of mutually compatible
bound-part sets  2t where t is the number of outputs of the predecessor: F1 (g1(B) g2 (B) : : : gt(B) A).
In the above example there were three compatible bound-part sets 11, 10, and 01. Hence a decomposition can be found if a two-output predecessor block is used 3 < 22 t = 2. Two-output predecessor
block, as required by Roth's test for single-output/Ashenhurst predecessor above is shown in Figure 16.

a
b
a
b

g1
g2

H

c
d
Figure 16: Two-output predecessor block in serial decomposition
Another way to state the above requirement is that the ON set of F must be identical to the ON set
of H (image of F ). The ON terms of F above can be mapped to the distinct values of g1 (ab)g2(ab)cd
(minterms in the ON set of the image H). The truth table for F is as in Table 2.
a
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

b
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

c
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

d
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

F
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2: Truth table for F
With a b as the bound set variables, the decomposition chart shows that one possible mapping is ab
= 10 to g1 g2 = 00, ab = 11 to g1 g2 = 01, and ab = 01 to g1g2 = 10. The truth table for H can then
be lled in as in Table 3.
Each row corresponds to a row in the table for F, with variables ab mapping to g1g2 as speci ed
above. This represents an arbitrary encoding of the columns in the decomposition chart of F given by
Kmap from Table 4.
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The relation between the input cubes of the bound set variables ab and g1 g2 is shown in Table 5.
Columns C1  C3 form compatible class1 , encoded with g1g2 = 01, C2 is class2 with g1 g2 = 10, C4 is
class3 with g1g2 = 00. H depends on the predecessor functions g1 and g2 according to:
H = g1 g2 + g1cd + g2c
Also g1(a b) = ab and g2 (a b) = ab + ab.
The nal image:
H = ab + (a + b)cd + (ab + ba)c
The above observations have been stated formally in two theorems by Roth and Karp 549]:

Theorem 8.1 Given F (B A) and g1(B), there exists F1(g1(B) A) = F i for all cubes bi and bj
included in B , bi incompatible (non-intersecting) with bj implies g1(bi ) 6= g1(bj ).

Theorem 8.2 If the cubes of bound set B can be partitioned into k mutually compatible sets then a
decomposition with a t-output predecessor exists, where k  2t and

F = F1(g1 (B) : : : gt(B) A)
A circuit synthesis procedure was presented in Karp 318], based on a-priori knowledge of all the
predecessor (library) functions g1 () g2() ::: gk(). This requirement can not be maintained in a general
decomposition framework. Instead, any form of the predecessors gi () can be assumed and the DFC
minimization strategy should rely on bound and free set evaluations for decomposition forms such as
simple (column multiplicity = 2) disjoint, iterative disjoint, and complex disjoint and non-disjoint. The
image of F should be constructed at each level as in the example above.
The iterative disjoint form has been de ned in Karp 318], pp.300-303 as shown in Figure 17, with
single output predecessor at each stage.

S1

g1
S2

g2
S3

g3

Figure 17: Iterative serial disjoint decomposition
The S1 S2 and S3 are disjoint sets and cover all variables of F, and all gi() functions are single
output.

9 Bibilo-Yenin Decomposition.
Ideas of Ashenhurst and Curtis, and particularly Roth and Karp have been re-implemented by Bibilo
and Yenin before 1987 and published in a book 70]. However, the comparison of the quality of their
method with the quality of similar approaches in the West is di cult, since they did not use benchmark
functions. In the book there is no critical evaluation of the proposed improvements, no references to
recent Western literature, and no comparisons to Western programs. They use more e cient algorithms
for partitioning and column compaction which is performed together with the encoding. This is perhaps
a very good idea worth further study. It is somehow similar to the concurrent state minimization and
state assignment, as proposed in 364, 124].
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Bibilo and Yenin report to solve functions of 40 input variables, and they tested their programs
on randomly generated functions. Since randomly generated functions are very hard, the performance
of their approach seems to be good, but it is hard to assess. Some of their algorithms should be
implemented and compared.

10 He and Tolkersen Decomposition.
In 1993 He and Tolkersen proposed a new Boolean extraction algorithm based on K-maps. Because
of K-map size restrictions, their algorithm is not very practical as presented. However, there are certain
new ideas in their paper which can be perhaps adapted to one of the modern representations of Boolean
functions, such as BDDs or partitioned representations. This will be discussed in the sequel.

11 Spectral Approach of Shen and McKellar.

The main drawback of using the basic method of Disjoint Decomposition is to check 2m ;m;2 "maps"
for an m-input function. However, it is possible to devise algorithms that use necessary conditions for
the existence of a decomposition in order to prune out certain combinations of input variables which
do not belong to bound sets of any decompositions. This eectively speeds up the procedure in all but
pathological cases.
The search for a fast algorithm for the disjunctive decompositions of switching binary functions was
studied by Shen at el 607, 608, 609]. They presented a fast algorithm based on testing a necessary
condition for decomposability of switching functions. During this process, candidate bound (CB) sets
were generated. The CB sets are a smaller subset of all possible bound sets. By performing an additional
minor test on CB sets, Shen et al were able to determine the decomposability of a switching function
in disjunctive form. Shen and McKellar 607, 608, 609] devised an algorithm that detected candidate
partitions for disjoint decompositions of logic functions but required further testing of candidates, even
though the set of candidates contained far fewer partitions that the original set of all possible partitions.
They also showed that Reed-Muller (RM) canonical form was easier to test for decompositions than the
disjunctive normal form (DNF). Thus, the idea of a speedup resulting from applying a new function
representation has been further reinforced.
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g1 g2
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

c
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

d
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

H
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 3: Truth table of H, for g1 (a b), g2(a b)

cd-ab 00 01 11 10
00
0 1 0 0
01
0 1 0 0
11
- 1 0 1
10
- 1 1 1
C1 C2 C3 C4
Table 4: Kmap

a
0
0
1
1

b
0
1
0
1

g1
0
1
0
0

g2
1
0
0
1

Table 5: Bound set encoding table
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12 The Approach of Steinbach et al.
The approach of Steinbach et al is the result of many years of research of Bochmann, Postho and
Dresig. This is a 'gate-type' variant of a decomposition. Two-input gates: AND, OR, EXOR, and
a single-input NOT gate are assumed. The decompositions for these gates can be either disjoint or
non-disjoint.
Although this is is not a Functional Decomposition and the concept of multiplicity index is not used,
this decomposition is more similar to AC than any other 'gate type' decomposition from the literature.
It can be also shown that their conditions for decomposability can be derived from the basic theorems
of Ashenhurst.
The sources of these original ideas seem to start from the independent works of Davio and Zakrevskij.
Bochmann himself was perhaps inuenced by the work of Zakrevskij's group, one of the three top logic
synthesis groups in the former Soviet Union. Zakrevskij was the creator of the original algebraic ideas
of this line of research such as the de nitions of dierential, maximum and minimum. Some of them
may go back perhaps to the early papers of Davio, Thayse and Deschamps. Many of the respective
early papers are still unavailable to us.
All recent ideas of this German group are implemented in programming system XBOOLE, therefore
we will be referring to the XBOOLE approach.
There are ve properties that are interesting about the approach of XBOOLE:






The totally algebraic formulation of the decomposition problem. The de nition of Boolean operators that are powerful and universal, and do not depend on the actually used representation of
Boolean functions. Being purely Boolean concepts, these operators can be implemented in conjunction with any other representations of binary functions. This can be taken advantage of by
reformulating these operators for other types of decompositions: multiple-valued, fuzzy, and other
logic. The decomposition method in the most general sense expressed by the operators should
remain the same. The symbolic operators used in XBOOLE are: complementation, cofactor,
AND, OR, MIN, MAX, and EXOR. The main di culty in generalizing these ideas to multiple
valued logic is in having several complementation operators in multiple-valued logics.
The e cient use of Ternary Vector Lists, a kind of 'Cube Calculus', in which all the cubes are
disjoint. They are being made disjoint ('orthogonalized'), immediately after execution of every
operation that may produce non-disjoint cubes.
The decomposition used by XBOOLE is actually not an AC decomposition, since it decomposes
each function to two-input gates: AND, OR and EXOR, and possibly also Inverters. This approach
allows to decompose large functions relatively quickly. Contrary to other 'Gate Decomposition'
methods, we discuss XBOOLE system here in more detail, because:

{ several of its ideas are still very close to the AC decomposition (for instance the general
decomposition models or variable partitioning),
{ we believe that its methods are general and can be adapted for Machine Learning purposes.



We will call it 'XBOOLE Decomposition'. Such decomposition can be one of 'Special Bias'
Decomposition in the future decomposer proposed in this document. It is much closer to AC decomposition than other 'gate-oriented' Boolean decompositions, like those of Zaky 740], Stoers,
Dietmeyer and Duley, and Darringer 157].
Every step in the decomposition can have a large amount of dierent results because of dierent
algorithms, dierent basis elements, and the ambiguity of the decomposition. The program allows
then to be controlled by some parameters in such a way that the result optimally meets some kind
of user requirements. Thus, it can be tuned to various technological parameters, such as the area,
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the number of gates, the depth of the circuit, the power consumption, or the circuit's testability.
An overview of dierent kinds of XBOOLE decompositions is given in 82, 184].
The method can e ciently handle the don't cares.
The method can be easily converted to either the BDDs with don't cares (ternary BDDs, an
extension of a BDD that has three terminal nodes, corresponding to '0', '1', and '-') or to the pairs
of standard BDDs that represents ON and OFF sets. XBOOLE uses a pair of cube represented
completely speci ed functions q (we denote it by ON) and r (we denote it by OFF)to represent
an incompletely speci ed function.

XBOOLE decomposition is based on the concept of 'groupability'.

Denition 12.1 (groupability, Steinbach).

A Boolean function f(Xa  Xb Xc ) is said to be (disjunctively, conjunctively of exclusive-or) groupable
with the operation  2 f AND, OR, EXOR g and variable sets Xa , Xb if

f(Xa  Xb  Xc) = g(Xa  Xc)



h(Xb  Xc )

(2)

Although not all Boolean functions are groupable, it has been proven in 359] that all Boolean
functions, which are not groupable by the EXOR gate decomposition, are always disjunctively or conjunctively weakly groupable.

Denition 12.2 (weak groupability) (Steinbach).

A Boolean function f(Xa  Xb ) is said to be (disjunctively, conjunctively, or exclusive-or) weakly groupable
with operation  2 f OR, AND, EXOR g and the variables set Xa if

f(Xa  Xc) = g(Xa  Xc)



h(Xc )

(3)

A weakly groupable function can be implemented by several weak groupings. For a disjunctively or
conjunctively weakly groupable function f(Xa  Xb ) the function h(Xc ) can always be selected in such a
way that g(Xa  Xc ) can be implemented more easily than f(Xa  Xc ), although the number of variables
is not altered.
The question 'is an incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(X) and OFF(X) for Xa
and Xb groupable?' can be answered using the following existence theorems.
The theoretical basis is explained in works of Steinbach, Le, Dresig, Bochmann, and Postho.

Theorem 12.1 (disjunctively groupable) (Steinbach).

An incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(X) and OF F(X) for Xa and Xb is disjunctively groupable, if and only if

ON(X) ^ maxXa k OF F(X) ^ maxXb k OFF(X) = 0

(4)

The dierential equation 4 implies that no pattern from the ON-set (represented by ON(X)) may be
in the projection of the OFF-set (OFF(X)) in the Xa as well as in the Xb direction.
Dual situations exist in conjunctively groupable functions.

Theorem 12.2 (conjunctively groupable) (Steinbach).

An incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(X) and OF F(X) for Xa and Xb is conjunc-

tively groupable, if and only if

OF F(X) ^ maxXa k ON(X) ^ maxXb k ON(X) = 0
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(5)

The exclusive-or groupability for Xa and Xb is determined step by step. First, the derivation of the
incompletely speci ed function for one variable xa is calculated using Lemma 12.1.

Lemma 12.1 (derivation of an incompletely speci ed function) (Steinbach).

The derivation of an incompletely speci ed function with respect to variable xa forms also an incompletely speci ed function with the functions

ONa (X) = maxxa ON(X)
OFFa(X) = minxa ON(X)

^
_

maxxa OFF(X)

(6)

minxa OF F(X)

(7)

Theorem 12.3 (exclusively-or groupable) (Steinbach).

An incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(X) and OF F(X) is exclusively-or groupable
for one variable xa and set of variables Xb , if and only if

ONa (X)

^

maxXb k OF Fa(X) = 0

(8)

The test (8) for (xa1 Xb ) and (xa2 Xb ) only con rms the exclusive-or groupability for ((xa1  xa2) Xb),
if there is at least one speci ed function within the incompletely speci ed function which meets the
requirements for xa1 as well as for xa2. The probability of nding such speci ed functions is increased
by using Theorem 12.4.

Theorem 12.4 (restrictions of an incompletely speci ed function) (Steinbach).
The reduced incompletely speci ed function with the functions

ON(X) := ON(X) _ OFF (X n xa  xa)maxXb k ONa (X) _ ON(X n xa  xa)maxXb k OF Fa(X)

(9)

OFF(X) := OF F (X) _ ON(X n xa  xa)maxXb k ONa (X) _ OF F(X n xa xa )maxXb k OFFa(X) (10)

contains all Boolean functions of the primary incompletely speci ed functions that are exclusive-or
groupable for (xa  Xb ).

The exclusive-or weak groupability is a property of all Boolean functions. But only functions that
satisfy theorems 12.5 or 12.6 enable the disjunctively or conjunctively weak groupings.

Theorem 12.5 (disjunctively weakly groupable) (Steinbach).

An incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(x) and OFF(x) is disjunctively weakly groupable
for Xa if and only if

ON(X)

^

maxXa k OFF (X) =
6 0

(11)

The inequality (11) implies that not all patterns of the ON-set (ON(X)) may be in the projection
of the OFF-set (OFF (X)) in the Xa -direction.
The patterns of ON(X) which are not covered by the 'zero-projection' belong to the function ON(Xc ).
Here, dual situations with regard to conjunctively weakly groupable functions can be also observed.

Theorem 12.6 (conjunctively weakly groupable) (Steinbach).
An incompletely speci ed function with the functions ON(X) and OF F(X) is conjunctively weakly
groupable for Xa , if and only if,
OFF (X)

^

maxXa k ON(X) =
6 0
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(12)

If only those properties of incompletely speci ed functions are used which have been mentioned
above, a convergent decomposition method can be developed. This is due to the following theorem.

Theorem 12.7 (groupable) (Steinbach).

Every Boolean function that is not disjunctively weakly groupable and not conjunctively weakly groupable
has the property of exclusive-or groupability.

The algorithm is based on the idea that the more symmetrical and the larger the vectors Xa and
Xb are, the better is the timing behavior of the design. The demand for symmetry is based on the fact
that Boolean functions with equal number of variables produce circuits with similar numbers of gates.
A maximum size of Xa and Xb results in a smaller vector Xc , to make functions g(Xa  Xc ) and
h(Xb  Xc ) being dependent on less variables.
As a criterion for the best grouping the smaller one of Xa and Xb should be as large as possible. If
more than one grouping has the same number of variables in the smaller vector, the grouping with the
largest vector is the best. In contrast to the area-optimizing algorithm where one vector is lled rst,
the numbers of variables in vectors Xa and Xb is increased alternately.
The algorithm uses a heuristic approach with certain rules when to add or subtract a variable, and
which one, from sets Xa and Xb . In this sense it is very dierent from all other variable partitioning
methods from the literature.
The largest examples presented in the paper are of a medium size: misex2, has 25 inputs and 18
outputs, duke2 has 22 inputs and 29 outputs. It is then not known, what are the practical limits of the
method. The functions are smaller than in Lai/Pedram's approach, but comparable to other recent top
decomposers by Bibilo, Luba, and TRADE.
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13 Applications of Spectral Methods.
Various spectral methods have been tried to solve the Boolean Decomposition problem. In 1971
Lechner formulated a decomposition method based on orthogonal transforms. Most authors concentrate
on various kinds of Walsh transforms (Hadamard, Paley, Karczmarz - these transforms dier only in
ordering of their coe cients which is irrelevant from the point of view of logic synthesis), although
there are few papers that use Fast Fourier, Haar, or Reed-Muller transform for binary functions and
Christenson Transform for multiple-valued logic.
Hurst, Miller and Muzio 302] tried to apply orthogonal transform techniques to decomposition, but
this approach could not be practically successful at the time of their publication (1970's), because no
fast and memory e cient methods for orthogonal transforms were available at that time. With the
recent introduction of fast methods for spectral transforms based on BDDs (Clarke and Zhao 1993
128]) the method of Hurst, Miller and Muzio may obtain some practical value again.
Tokmen 664], discussed disjoint decomposability of multiple-valued functions by spectral means.
Muzio and Hurst 459], found complete and reduced sets of orthogonal spectral coe cients for logic
design. Thus, this method could be useful for spectral-based decomposition.
Varma and Trachtenberg 701] created a fast algorithm for the optimal state assignment of large
Finite State Machines using spectral methods. Because the algorithm is very fast comparing to other
published state assignment algorithms, it can be used for encoding purposes in decomposition.
Recently, the work by Dressig et al. 182, 183, 184] reformulated the spectral approach in the form of
"groupability" analysis method, especially tuned for FPGA mapping. It should be further investigated
whether the "spectral groupability" of Dressig et al has any advantages over "functional groupability"
of Bochmann and Steinbach, that we have already introduced above as one of the leading recent ideas
worthy our further investigations.
In this section we will present in more detail some spectral approaches that may be used in a generalpurpose decomposer.
Decomposition of Boolean functions into linear blocks (linear blocks are multi-output combinational
functions implemented with EXOR gates only) and nonlinear blocks (which requires a complete base
AND, OR, NOT for instance) was discussed in Karpovsky 323], and R. Lechner and A. Moezzi 362].
It was shown that by examining the autocorrelation function of Boolean function F one can easily
design a linear preprocessor so that a cascade implementation of this function would have a reduced
complexity. No equivalent procedures for such a decomposition in the Boolean domain have been yet
proposed. This fact demonstrates that at least in some problem formulations the spectral methods can
solve problems that the functional methods can not.
Since the general AC decomposition is time consuming, research has been concentrated on nding ways of decomposing a function into sub-functions of restricted types (a decomposition into subfunctions of certain type will be called a "biased" decomposition. In essence, all practical decompositions
are biased (even assuming disjointness of the bound and free sets of variables in a disjoint decomposition is also a "bias"). Special decompositions with EXOR (linear) preprocessor or EXOR postprocessor
(EXOR decomposition from TRADE, 678]) can be considered, that assume the usage of EXOR operators of sub-functions or input variables. For instance, these ideas occur also in recent Machine Learning
related papers of Wnek 689].
Varma and Trachtenberg found that EXOR decomposition is especially good for functions that belong
to the class of arithmetic, error correcting and translating logic, such as code converters, adders, and
functions with embedded additions. Symmetric functions, which are usually di cult, also bene t from
the linearization process (linearization process consists in creating new variables that are EXORs of
some subsets of input variables. It is also called linear decomposition). Randomly de ned functions are
not considerably aected by linear decompositions.
Functions with more than about 20 variables, which so far have been very di cult to handle with
spectral methods, can be now treated e ciently. This is in striking contrast with other spectral methods
which ALWAYS required exponential number of operations and storage.
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Spectral methods are used in POLO system 586] to detect EXOR part of a Boolean function. Since
POLO system uses spectral methods together with programs based on the "unate paradigm" such as
those in the SIS package from U.C. Berkeley, POLO can easily handle not only functions that are close
to the strongly unate ones, but the strongly non-unate functions as well. The decomposition of Boolean
functions with pre- and post-linear parts by spectral means leads to greatly simpli ed circuits, which
may have application in Machine Learning. Moreover, these circuits are highly testable. They can also
be e ciently implemented in several existing FPGA technologies. Such decompositions are possible
using the spectral approach only. They create a layer of EXOR gates at the inputs, at the outputs, or
at the inputs and outputs of the multi-output function. The "EXOR Decompositions" can be applied
in tandem with any other logic synthesis method, which in some cases (for instance, for arithmetic
circuits) leads to a powerful synergy of the methods.
An interesting possibility investigated in POLO was to relate the two areas of logic synthesis that have had previously very little in common - the standard "functional" approach (that uses such
functional representations as cube calculus and decision diagrams), and the spectral methods. This
approach gave new insights to spectral methods and allowed to "demystify" these methods as basically
the "pattern matching" methods. It allowed also to create several new families of generalizations of
spectral transforms. This approach can be extended to realize the algorithms using the Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs) and the Shared, Reduced, Ordered Kronecker Decision Diagrams (KDDs) (which are
EXOR-based generalizations of BDDs 494, 496]). This representation would make all the algorithms
more memory e cient.
In addition, several other families of new orthogonal transforms have been found 492, 494, 496].
These transforms include the Arithmetic Transform, the Adding Transform and the Generalized Walsh
Transform 588, 587]. Because of the analogous properties to the Walsh Transform, all these new
transforms could nd the same applications in logic synthesis, and particularly in the decomposition
and characterization of Boolean functions as the Walsh Transform (the last transform is better known).
However, in contrast to the classical Walsh Transform, but similarly to the Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller
Transform, these new transforms have various "polarities" of input variables - so practically we can
consider entire "families" of such transforms. In particular, they allow to create pre- and post- processors
with some standard gates, whose types correspond to the selected type and polarity of the transform.
These gates include EXOR, AND/EXOR universal gate of Davio Expansion, and other "standard cells"
with high EXOR component. Similarly to Walsh, the "remainder" function, created after the removal
of the pre- and post- processors, can be synthesized using any other logic synthesis method.
It should be noted here, that all the previously mentioned spectral methods that were historically
based on Walsh Transform can be now investigated in light of the new transforms. Moreover, all the
transforms can be now represented with e cient Decision Diagrams Methods to create such diagrams
for transforms have been recently introduced. Although some of these approaches have advantages for
limited fan-in libraries of cells with high EXOR component, it is not yet sure, how these decompositions
compare to AC decompositions for DFC minimization. All these are open research problems.
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14 PLA Decomposition.
Several authors, including Ciesielski, 721, 722], Devadas 171, 174], and Sasao, 577] proposed to
apply Boolean decomposition to decompose a PLA into two or more cascaded PLAs. However, from
the point of view of the mathematical apparatus used, these methods have little in common with the
classical functional decomposition problem formulation, and can be rather treated as a multiple-valued
minimization and input-encoding problems (for multiple-valued minimization see Brayton 92], Muzio
et al 461]. and Sasao 572]). Nevertheless, the techniques introduced by them are very e cient, and,
because of certain similarities of multiple-valued logic and decomposition, they should be considered
by the proponents of the classical FD model as a possible source of enhancing ideas. Although their
methods have been presented entirely in the PLA technology framework, they can be perhaps also
modi ed to other types of "macro-blocks" or "universal cells".

14.1 Approach of Tsutomu Sasao to Multiple-Valued PLA Decomposition.

Contrary to Ciesielski and other previous authors, Sasao used classical AC decomposition concepts
to PLA decomposition.
In 1989 Tsutomu Sasao, 577], presented an application of multiple-valued logic to serial decomposition of PLAs. His approach resembles the classical Curtis decomposition with all predecessor blocks G
combined to a single multi-output block. Sasao divides the problem into two subproblems: a partition
problem and an encoding problem. His rst stage is very similar to all multiple-valued Curtis-like decomposition algorithms, with the only dierence that the entries in the table are still binary (he discusses
a multiple-valued input, binary output functions). Since this is a Curtis-like decomposition and not an
Ashenhurst-like decomposition, he allows the column multiplicity index value to be higher than 2.
In order to nd a simple circuit he looks for a partition with the smallest multiplicity value. For
the n variable function there are 2n dierent partitions. When n is small (16) a brute force method
is used. For larger n the following approach is advocated. The number of variables in the bound set
is denoted by n1. Each column of the decomposition chart is represented by a logical expression. The
number of expressions in the chart is 2n1 . Therefore when n1 is small the decomposition chart can be
represented with small memory storage. An equivalence of two columns is checked as an equivalence of
two logical expressions.
Sasao was one of the rst authors to discuss the encoding problem in the framework of functional
decomposition. He experimented with the "one-hot" encoding and the "minimum-length" encoding,
and he calculated the total sizes of the predecessor and successor's PLAs. A very simple encoding
algorithm was used by him - "the more frequent the pattern occurs in the decomposition chart, the
more the number of 0's in the code". Sasao found that the one-hot encoding worked better than the
minimum-length encoding. The paper was concluded with the desire of nding a good heuristic method
to nd a good partition more e ciently and to nd a better heuristic for the minimum-length encoding.
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15 FPGA synthesis.
A renewed interest in AC decomposition in recent years is caused by the introduction of Look-up
Table Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) by Xilinx in 1986, and other companies in succeeding
years (AT&T, Actel, Motorola, Algotronix). When it was found that the adaptation of earlier algebraic
methods didn't not work su ciently well for the Lookup Table model, researchers switched to Boolean
decomposition. Currently, in most of the systems, the decomposition is only an auxiliary process (MISPGA of Murgai and Brayton 452, 453], HYDRA of Filo, Yang, Mailhot, and DeMicheli, 217]).
However, with the arrival of systems such as TRADE 678], as well as the systems of Pedram 351],
Steinbach 83], and Luba 398], that are primarily based on the decomposition, the situation is becoming
to change drastically. Even the U.C. Berkeley group of Professor Brayton, who invented the algebraic
factorization approach and was for a long time its most stubborn adherent, is recently devoting more
attention to Boolean decomposition.

15.1 MIS-PGA and MIS-PGA(new).

In 453] R. Murgai et al presented improved algorithms for Table Look Up Architectures which
were included in the well-known program MIS-PGA(new). It uses several techniques, and Roth-Karp
decomposition is only one of them. They also use other decomposition techniques such as: co-factoring,
and AND-OR decomposition.
MIS-PGA(new) 453] starts from a tree-like network. First, it applies a variety of decomposition
methods to decompose the input network into a feasible network. The feasible network is a network in
which the number of inputs of each node is limited. For Xilinx architecture, this input number is up to
ve. Compared with its predecessor MIS-PGA, 452], more decomposition techniques have been incorporated. The decomposition methods that MIS-PGA(new) employs include cube packing which works
well for functions with more or less mutually orthogonal cubes. Roth-Karp decomposition is suitable for
symmetric functions but doesn't work with non-decomposable functions. AND-OR decomposition can
break an infeasible node into several feasible nodes. The generated feasible node is either an inverter,
a two-input AND or a two-input OR gate. Cofactoring decomposition uses the concept of Shannon
expansion to expand the network into a feasible network, in which all nodes have up to three input
variables. decomp -d (there is no special name for this decomposition in 453]) partitions the cubes
of the input network into a set of cubes having disjoint variable support, and creates a node for each
partition of cubes and a node which is the OR of all these partitions. The resulting subnetworks may
not be feasible, and neither are those from the kernel extraction decomposition. Other decomposition
techniques are used to make the network feasible. After decomposition, MIS-PGA(new) uses a max ow
algorithm to generate all possible super-nodes and solves the binate covering problem to minimize the
cardinality of the super-node set which covers the entire network. Finally, by solving the maximum
matching problem, it merges all possible nodes into the FG mode CLBs.
An infeasible node is one that cannot be realized by a single Con gurable Logic Block (CLB). A
feasible function can be realized by a single CLB. The decomposition phase starts from a possibly
infeasible network and creates a feasible network.
In kernel extraction, the kernels are extracted from an infeasible node. The node and the kernel are
then recursively decomposed. In the RK decomposition, a bound set X of cardinality m is chosen from
the fan-ins of the infeasible node n. The rest of the inputs of n form the free set, Y .
Then the decomposition of n is of the form:
f(X Y ) = g(G1 (X) G2 (X)::::::Gt(X) Y )
.

where G1 ::: Gt are feasible functions.
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If t + jY j > m, g needs to be decomposed further (jY j denotes the cardinality of Y ). To get the best
possible disjoint decomposition, all choices of bound sets have to be tried.
Murgai's et al implementation does not follow the original Roth and Karp papers. They do not search
all possible choices of bound sets, but select the rst one. This is the form in which RK decomposition
has become most popular. The results may be then highly non-optimal, but the method is fast. They
just observe that if the function is symmetric then all partitions are equally good, so their scheme
produced excellent results on some of the benchmarks like 9symm1, 9sym, rd84, and rd73. The recent
improvements to this approach are in 455].

15.2 Other Lookup-Table FPGA Mappers.

Chortle-crf 223] by Francis et al starts from a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). It rst divides the
DAG into a forest of trees. Then, by using the dynamic programming approach, it carries out technology
mapping on each tree to nd the minimum cost circuit. Several techniques are used, such as two-level
decomposition which uses a bin packing algorithm, multi-level decomposition, exploiting reconvergent
paths and replication of logic at fanout nodes. These make the Chortle-crf get a signi cant improvement
over its predecessor Chortle 222] in both the quality of solutions and the running time.
X-map 322] by Karplus converts BLIFF format into an if-then-else DAG, which is a network with
the number of inputs of each node less than or equal to three. Then it goes through a marking and
reduction processes to minimize the network. Finally, a simple merging algorithm is applied to merge
all possible nodes into the FG mode CLBs.
VISMAP 693] by Woo introduces the concept of invisible edges. The invisible edge is an edge
which doesn't appear in the resulting network after mapping. It starts from a feasible network (in
DAG format), partitions this network into several subgraphs of a reasonable size and goes through a
pre-processing and a main processing step to determine the invisible edges to reduce each subgraph. A
merge algorithm is used to merge all possible nodes into the FG mode CLBs.
Hydra 217] by Filo et al is similar to MIS-PGA: it does disjoint decomposition followed by a node
minimization phase. The main dierence is that both phases are driven by the fact that Xilinx CLB
may realize two outputs also. Hydra puts more attention on the FG mode CLBs.
The main objective of the above FPGA technology mapping approaches is to minimize the area.
There are several other approaches: MIS-PGA(d) by Murgai et al, 454], Chortle-d 225] by Francis,
224], and DAG-MAP 145] by Cong, which aim at the delay optimization.
The FPGA mapping approaches mentioned above consist, in general, of four major steps:
 graph construction,
 decomposition,
 reduction,
 packing.
In the graph construction step, the very rst step, a special kind of network-like graph or a set of
subgraphs is created. The graph (or network) can be feasible or infeasible. Several speci c FPGA
mapping techniques are applied to it. In the decomposition step, the most important step in the mapping process, a variety of decomposition methods are applied to transform an infeasible network into
a feasible one. During the process, the decomposition algorithms try to minimize the number of nodes
in the decomposed network as well as the number of input variables per node. In the Reduction step,
generally more computationally expensive, some covering algorithms are applied in order to nd a set
of minimum number of CLBs which can cover the entire network. In the Packing step, according to
the speci c FPGA architecture, some algorithms are used to merge the possible nodes to further decrease the area. Most of the operations used in the above four steps are local operations. The dynamic
programming algorithm ensures the local operation to traverse across the network. The program is
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recursively invoked until a satisfactory result is reached.
It is not clear which, if any, of the above methods have some advantages to DFC minimization for
very strongly unspeci ed functions typical for machine learning.
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16 Special Restricted Classes of Decomposition.
In this section we will present various special kinds of decomposition that assume some special
structures of circuits. All these decompositions, however, are close to FD and can be relatively easily
added to a general-purpose FD decomposer.

16.1 The Research of Butler and Bender.

For more than twenty years, there has been an interest in fanout-free networks (trees), where each
gate has a fanout of one. This interest has been motivated by the relative ease with which tests can be
generated for such networks, and also by some technological restrictions.
In particular, Hayes 277] considered fanout-free networks of AND, OR and NOT gates Chakrabarti
and Kolp 130], Butler and Breeding 118] and Maruoka and Honda 414, 415] have considered networks
of AND, OR, EXOR, and NOT gates. Kodandapani and Seth 339] have considered networks which also
include the majority function. A special case of a fanout-free network, a cascade, has been discussed by
Maitra 406] and Mukhopadhyay 448]. Cascades are fanout-free networks in which each gate connects
to at least one net input.
One way to measure the relative merits of various classes of circuits is to compare the number of
n-variable functions realized by a class. However, as shown by Butler and Bender, this can be deceptive,
since the relative number of functions realized by two networks for small n may be quite dierent than
that for a large n. Let FT CM (n) be the number of n-variable functions realized by networks whose
topology T is a cascade (C) or unrestricted fanout free (FF ), and whose component modules (CM) are
two-input EXORs (E), AND gates (A), OR gates (O), three-input majority gates (M) and inverters (N).
The particular networks of interest discussed by Butler and Bender are:







unate cascades of Mukhopadhyay 448]: FC AON (n).
Maitra cascades 406]: FC AOEN (n).
AON (n).
fanout free #1 277], 278] : FFF
AOMN (n).
fanout free #2 339] : FFF
AOEN (n).
fanout free #3 130, 118, 414, 415] : FFF
AOEMN (n).
fanout free #4 339] : FFF

For all but one of the networks listed (not published for FC AON (n)) recursive relations have been
derived and have been evaluated at least for n = 7. However, computation time and the large values
involved preclude computer evaluation much beyond this.
Consider now the relative number of functions for the various networks. The following can be
determined:
1. The fraction of n-variable fanout-free functions which are cascade realizable becomes arbitrarily
close to 0 as n approaches in nity for two cases, i.e.
AON (n))
FC AON (n) = o(FFF

and
.

AOEN (n))
FC AOEN (n) = o(FFF
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2.
AOMN (n) = o(F AOEN (n))
FFF
FF

showing that the EXOR in combination with ANDs, ORs, and NOTs produces more functions
EN (n) = 2 for all n,
than the majority gate. This is an interesting fact in view of the fact that FFF
MN
while FFF (n) ! 1 as n ! 1.
AON (n) represents a vanishingly small fraction of
3. The number of strictly fanout-free functions FFF
the number of functions realized by AOEN nets, verifying a conjecture by Kodandapani and Seth
339].
4. The relative number of functions for large n can be quite dierent than for small n.
AON (n))
FC AOEN (n) = o(FFF

and

AOMN (n))
FC AOEN (n) = o(FFF
However, for small n a dierent situation exists. For 2  n  6 the AOEN cascades realize more
functions than either the AON or AOMN fanout-free networks.
The asymptotic approximations for these networks suggest that the asymptotic behavior of cascades
and fanout-free networks with general component module sets have the same characteristics of the
speci c examples shown here. If this is the case, the addition of a distinct module to the module set in
general enlarges the function set by an arbitrarily large amount, as the number of variables approaches
the in nity.

16.2 Bender's and Butler's Enumeration

In 1979 Intern. Symp. on Multiple-Valued Logic Bender and Butler derived a recursion relation
is derived for the number of functions realized by fanout-free networks of multi-valued gates. An
asymptotic approximation to this relation shows that when the number of logic levels grows, the number
of functions realized is nearly independent of the network structure and is equal to c Ln , where n is the
number of inputs and c and L are parameters that depend on the number of logic levels. Fanout-free
networks are shown which realize any function of the input variables.

16.3 Maruoka's and Honda's networks of exible cells.

Maruoka and Honda discuss logical networks of exible cells 414]. The exible network is a network
composed of exible multi-valued cells that can be adjusted to perform any function. The network is
assumed to have a xed-interconnection pattern and to have a xed-input variable assignment. The
following question is answered: "What is the necessary and su cient range of the exibility of the
cells' functions to obtain all the output functions the circuit could realize?" Furthermore, the relation
between the cells that realize the same output function is derived and the number of dierent realizable
output functions is counted.

16.4 Universal Modules.

Yau and Tang 728] proposed several tree-type Universal Logic Modules (ULMs) that are based on
Shannon Decomposition Theorem. The disadvantage of the realization of arbitrary functions using the
universal logic modules of Yau and Tang is that, in general, it results in large trees of modules.
Although better pin bounds exist for other modules 726], 521], the arbitrary n-variable functions
are easy to realize by constructing trees of k-variable modules k  n. Unfortunately, the number of
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these modules used in such a tree depends on the order of Shannon decompositions. In 727] Yau and
Tang pose the problem of minimizing the number of modules in such trees.
Cheung and Ehrich investigated chain decompositions which, when they exist, reduce the number of
modules 137]. A decomposition theorem and algorithm are given in 137] for reducing the size of such
trees, using what is called the "chain decomposition". The basic assumption of the authors was that
good realizations are obtained by minimizing the fan-out at each stage of the decomposition. Although
the paper deals with three-variable IULM3 decompositions, their theorem can be readily generalized
to ULM-k for k > 3. The module realizes any n-variable function by successive expansions of k ; 1
variables for ULM-k when k < n each residue function is again expanded.
The following theorems are used.

Lemma 16.1 (Curtis).

If f = F(N1(A B) C) = G(N2 (A C) B) then f = K1 (A) K2 (B) K3 (C)
where * is OR, AND, or EXOR operator.
Lemma 16.2 (Curtis).
If f = F (N1(A B) C D) = G(N2 (A C) B D) then f = H(L D)
where L = K1 (A) K2 (B) K3 (C) and * is AND, OR, or EXOR operator.
Theorem 16.1 (Curtis).
Let f be a non-degenerate n-variable function. If f has two chain ULM-3 (CULM3) realizations obtained
by expanding with respect to two dierent pairs of variables, then the expansion with respect to either
pair of variables will yield identical CULM3 structures.

The length of the CULM3 realization depends on the residue function rather than the choice of
the expansion variable pairs. As a result, in determining the CULM3 realizability of the function, if
there exists such a pair of variables, one does not have to look for other pairs, since the decomposition
theorem indicates that all realizations will yield the same ULM3 structure. A similar proof has been
established when IULMM-k are used for 3 < k < n 136].
The algorithm of Cheung and Ehrich is the following. A function is rst tested for single variable
decompositions. Then tests for various types of two-variable decompositions are applied to the function
successively. The algorithm is non-exhaustive to these tests for a chain ULM3 realization. Applying this
algorithm enables to determine the realizability of ULM3 chain decompositions. However, it provides
no information about how to carry out the realization e ciently when there is no chain decomposition
at a particular stage. There is no guarantee that an initial fan-out of the tree realization might not
ultimately result in a better realization. However, there seems to be no procedure, short of exhaustion,
for determining when this is the case.

16.5 Irredundant Tree Networks of Chakrabarti and Kolp.

The paper by Chakrabarti and Kolp 130] is concerned with the synthesis of irrendundant tree
networks with two-input single-output exible cells. An algorithm is developed which tests whether a
given Boolean function is tree realizable. If it is tree realizable, the best tree is generated which realizes
the function. It is shown that for each realizable function there exist a non-trivial unique partition from
which a best tree can be constructed. Finally the number of functions realizable by irredundant trees
is determined. The best tree is the one having the minimum number of levels.

Denition 16.1 (Tree-realizable function) (Chakrabarti and Kolp).

Any two variable function is tree-realizable. A Boolean function f of n variables (n > 2) is said to be
tree realizable i there exists a two-block partition of f

P = fB1 B2 g
such that

f(X) = F(K1(B1 ) K2(B2 ))
and K1 and K2 are tree-realizable.
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Theorem 16.2 (Chakrabarti and Kolp).

Let P be a simple partition of f (i.e. f(X) = F ("(V ) V 0 ). Then f is tree realizable i F and " are
tree-realizable.

Theorem 16.3 (Chakrabarti and Kolp).

If f is tree-realizable, then there exists a nontrivial unique partition A of f , and A and the Boolean
operation are unique.

Theorem 16.4 (Chakrabarti and Kolp).

Let f be a given tree-realizable function which is expressed by its unique form as:

f(X) = F1(B1 ) F2 (B2 ) : : : Fm (Bm )
Let also F (Y ) = y1 y2 : : : ym and d(yi ) = l(Fi). Then d(F (Y )) = l(f).
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17 Decomposition of Multiple-Valued Logic Functions.
The decomposition of Multiple-Valued Functions has been discussed by:






Thelliez, 660] (only for ternary logic).
Walliuzzaman and Vranesic, 677].
Fang and Wojcik 211].
Luba, Mochocki and Rybnik 396, 394, 393]
Abugharrbieh and Lee, 7, 8]

Similarly to the binary case, there are two types of decomposition for multiple-valued functions:
1. AC-like decomposition,
2. Dietmeyer-like decomposition.
The rst approach is to extend the AC binary approach. This approach is represented by Walliuzzaman and Vranesic, 677], and Thelliez, 660], for ternary logic. Especially the partition-based approach
of Luba allows him to create an algorithm that is a straightforward adaptation of his former binary
algorithms.
The second approach is represented by Fang and Wojcik, 211]. Their paper is a very good reference
for some non-FD approach to Boolean Decomposition. We will call this approach a compositional approach to multiple-valued logic synthesis.
Both the above approaches have their characteristic advantages and disadvantages. The rst approach may require generating of all partitions. Next, function representation for each partition must
be examined to determine if it possesses the speci c decomposition property that is being considered.
Since only a very small number of functions will have a speci c property 114], if the function does
not have the desired property, the analysis does not yield a design. Hence the designer will have to
consider alternative decompositions or select some other approaches to design the function. Finally,
in multiple-valued systems, the entire classical decomposition approach is considerably more complex
than for binary systems because of the associated combinatorial explosion (this is not necessarily true
in the case of Luba's decomposition, but there are no comparisons of binary versus multiple-valued
decomposers yet).
The disadvantage of the second method is its inherent strong bias. Its advantage may be that it will
appear easy to convert it to the Abductive Networks developed by ABTECH Corporation 6, 439].

17.1 The Compositional Approach of Fang and Wojcik.

The method of Fang and Wojcik follows the approach of Dietmeyer 176], but it is dierent in several
key respects.
In the paper by Feng and Wojcik, the complex problem of identifying whether or not the function is
decomposable is greatly simpli ed, because the decomposition is considered only in terms of available
components. The components may consist of a set of building blocks or a single universal logic module.
All functions can be decomposed using this approach. In the worst case, a canonical form of the function
is generated, leading to a tree structure to implement the function.
The basic idea is to develop a systematic procedure which emphasizes function decomposition with
modularity. They apply a top-down approach which seeks to identify common sub-functions. The
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decomposition of the target function into sub-functions is considered in terms of available components.
The components must constitute a functionally complete set. The set can be a collection of building
blocks, or a single universal building block such as an m-variable multiplexer, or an n-variable PLA.
The technique of Dietmeyer was also applied to multiple-valued logic by Antoni Michalski in his 1980
Ph.D. in Poland 426].
The technique of Dietmeyer is based on using building blocks that are determined after the search
of partition matrices for a classic decomposition property. Since the decomposition may not exist, the
set of building blocks will not be found.
While in AC approach a function is rewritten in terms of new variables (functions), Wojcik and Feng
do not attempt to rewrite the function in terms of sub-functions which are next used as new variables
in the logic equation of the function. Rather, they identify which of the available components used to
implement the sub-functions can be interconnected to represent the target function.
In AC decomposition a binary function:
f(x1  x2 x3 x4) = x1x3 + x2x3 + x1x4 + x2 x4
is rewritten to:
f(x1  x2 x3 x4) = F(A(x1 x2) B(x3  x4))
where:
F(A B) = A B
A(x1  x2) = x1 + x2
B(x3  x4) = x3 + x4
In the approach of Feng and Wojcik for this example, if a module composed of a two-input OR gate
is used as the available component, then the function may be rewritten as:
F(x3 x4) = x3 G(x1 x2) + x4 G(x1 x2) = G(x1 x2)(x3 + x4 )
where:
G(x1 x2) = x1 + x2
is a sub-function.
The approach uses a prede ned collection of modules that are used to design an arbitrary function.
The approach is applicable to any radix and indeed can be applied to binary functions as well.
Feng and Wojcik developed the synthesis method along with several techniques to minimize the
number of components used in the design. The objective of the minimization was to reduce the number
of building blocks used from a prede ned component collection, but not to minimize the number of basic
logic components from which the building blocks are composed. These techniques do not guarantee
an optimal solution, namely the least number of the building blocks. Furthermore, optimality is a
function of many criteria, such as the number of modules, the complexity of module interconnections,
the number of logic levels in the design, etc.
Further work is needed to study the interaction among the optimization techniques and their ability
to produce an optimal design. It is also necessary to develop other techniques that will contribute to
achieving the optimization that is desired. Although some work on these kinds of compositional methods
has been done in the past, recently there have been no papers applying such ideas in frameworks of
modern representations and search methods.
It is this our opinion, that the approach of Feng and Wojcik would give very good results if implemented with BDDs or KDDs (This kind of techniques have not been tried with DDs yet).
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17.2 Tokmen's Approach to Disjoint Decomposability of Multi-valued functions
by Spectral Methods

.
The decomposition methods based on spectral analysis were investigated by Tokmen 664] and more
recently by Poswig 516]. It was shown that if the Walsh spectrum of a function is evaluated using an
FFT-like algorithm, the execution time of a program can be reduced signi cantly 701]. Other good
methods can be found in 208, 209, 128]. However as the number of variables increases, the execution
time still grows and it is not sure what are the practical limits of using these methods to decomposition.
The method of Tokmen, 664], is de ned as follows. Given is an m-valued function. The method
makes use of the given function f(X) and of the functions (gates) with which it is desired to realize
the decomposition. The method involves the solution to a set of mk simultaneous equations each with
m unknowns for the m-valued case. The decomposition is possible if each and all sets of simultaneous
equations have unique solutions. The method may be applied to functions of arbitrary size and is
implementation independent.
Further, if it is found that the decomposition using the desired gates is possible, then the detection
and proof of this decomposition fully de nes the spectrum and hence functional relationships of the
next level (reminder) function h. The detection of such simple disjoint decomposability of a given
multi-valued function may be considered as the rst stage in the design of combinational multi-valued
logic circuits. Tokmen refers to a paper by Fricke 227], and a book by Karpovsky 323].

17.3 Waliuzzaman's Approach to Multi-Valued Functions Decomposition.

The approach is presented in 677]. The standard Curtis-like approach of investigating all possible
decompositions to nd the best one becomes prohibitively time consuming for systems with m > 4. The
break-count procedure presented by Walliuzzamam allows for easy selection of decompositions which
lead to simple implementation.

Theorem 17.1 (Walliuzzaman).

A switching function f(X) X = x1  x2 : : : xn has a simple disjunctive decomposition given by F(Y h(Z)),
Y = y1  y2 : : : yn;s, Z = z +1 z2 : : : zs if and only if its partition matrix M(f Y jZ) has column multiplicity   m.

The proof is obvious, since in such case each column type is encoded with one logic value of the
output of the predecessor function.

Theorem 17.2 (Walliuzzaman).

If f(X) = f(A B C) can be expressed as f(A B C) = F (h(A B) C) = G(N(A) B C) then f(A B C) =
F(K(N(A) B) C) where K(N B) is a uniquely determinable function of N and B for which K(N(A) B) =
h(A B).

Theorem 17.3 (Walliuzzaman).

If f(A B C) = F(h(A) B C) = G(N(B) A C) then f(A B C) = H(h(A) N(B) C) where H(h N C)
is a uniquely determinable function of h, N and C .

These theorems are just modi cations of well-known Ashenhurst and Curtis theorems to mv logic.
Walliuzzaman's paper refers to papers by Arango, Santos, and Chacur 22], and Merril 425]. It seems
to me that presently this paper is only of historic value since more powerful and general methods have
been described in later years.
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17.4 Multiple-Valued Decomposition by Abugharrbieh and Lee.

The objective of Abugharrbieh's and Lee's research 7, 8] was to generalize the Shen et al 607, 608,
609] binary function decomposition algorithm to m-valued functions with m > 2. They obtained the
necessary condition for the decomposability for m-valued functions and used it in generating candidate
bound sets. A fast method for testing the necessary condition using partial partition tables (PP tables)
was also created, whereby the decomposability of the function can be determined for a randomly chosen
function in (Nm)3 time.
A fast algorithm for disjoint decomposition that does not require exponential time, proposed by Shen
and Kellar 607, 608, 609], applies Jacobian operator to switching functions to test if they satisfy the
necessary condition. This operator requires switching function to be given as an algebraic expression
in a canonical form using AND, EXOR, and NOT operators. Shen and Kellar showed that a randomly
chosen function of n variables has a very small probability of being decomposable and the time needed
to conduct such a decomposition test is O(n3).
Abugharrbieh and Lee developed an algorithm that is capable of testing m-valued functions for
m > 2. They generalized the necessary condition developed by Shen et al for the multi-valued logic.
Instead of evaluating the Jacobian operator, a dierent method is used to test the necessary condition
for decomposability. Furthermore the method operates on functions which may be given either by truth
tables or algebraic expressions. They showed that for n-variable m-valued randomly chosen functions
the execution time is O(nm)3 which is considerably less than in other approaches to mv decomposition:
318, 162]. In the case where a function has a single disjunctive decomposition, the execution time is
O(n3mn ).

Theorem 17.4 (Abugharrbieh and Lee).

An m-valued function f(X) has a simple disjunctive decomposition with a bound set X1 and a free set
X2 if and only if the column multiplicity  (the number of distinct columns) of T (X1 : X2 ) is less than
or equal to m.

Theorem 17.4 is the same as the Theorem 1 of Walliuzzaman.

Theorem 17.5 (Abugharrbieh and Lee).

Let f(X) = g(h(X1 ) X2 ) be a decomposable m-valued function with n variables. If fxi  xj g is included
in X1 and xk is a member of X2 , i 6= j , then all the PP tables T (xi  xj : xk  e), 0  e  mn;3 ; 1 have
column multiplicity   m.

This indicates a necessary condition for a function f(X) to be decomposable.

Theorem 17.6 (Abugharrbieh and Lee).

Let f(X) be an m-valued function with n variables. If x1, x2 and xk are members of X , i 6= j 6= k and
at least one PP table T(xo  xj : xk  e), where 0  e  mn;3 ; 1, has column multiplicity  > m then if
f(X) = g(h(X1 ) X2) such that xi  xj is included in X1 then xk is a member of X1 .

Theorem 17.7 (Abugharrbieh and Lee).

Let f(X) be an m-valued function with n variables. If B is the set of all AMB sets then any CB set
can be obtained by a nite union of elements of B .

In lieu of the Jacobian operator, partial tables were used in testing of the necessary condition for
decomposability. The method is easy to implement.
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17.5 Luba's et al Approach to Multiple-Valued Decomposition.

Some new papers by Luba et al are on decomposing multiple-valued functions. They are related
to Machine Learning, 398, 387]. Their approach to decomposition is similar to both classical Curtis
and Walliuzzaman approaches. The dierence is in that they apply the partition theory. The su cient
condition in this approach leads to the calculation of minimal cover of the maximum compatible classes.
Luba does not write in his papers how he selects the "bound set". In general, he does not devote
much attention to the algorithmic search aspects. Some new results are obtained by using the method
described by Selvaraj in his Ph.D. thesis 602]. The new idea is to combine the parallel and serial
decompositions in a single program. In an unpublished paper, Piotr Sapiecha in Poland is dealing with
"Simulated Annealing" algorithm to calculate the so-called reducts. In Luba's understanding they are
nothing but the minimal sets of non-vacuous variables that Luba uses in his approach.
The really innovative asset of Luba's approach is his partition-based representation that allows for
relatively easy determination of several properties. Most, if not all, of his theorems are restatements
of known theorems to his notation, but the method seems to have a large potential for incompletely
speci ed functions. It is still not clear which, if any, of his theorems and methods are really new. For
instance, his products of partitions have close relation to cofactors, his covering of the compatibility
graph corresponds to the coloring of the incompatibility graph in TRADE or to the set covering of
Pedram's approach, and so on.
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18 Decomposition of Information Systems.
Many problems related to decision making are of the following nature: Given a decision table - nd
all minimal decision algorithms associated with the table. This problem can also be seen as learning
from examples, or, as it is often called, decision rules generation from examples - Grzymala-Busse, 265]
266] 267]. These problems have been investigated from a number of points of view: one of them is
whether the whole set of attributes is always necessary to de ne a given partition of an universe, and
the other concerns the simpli cation of decision tables, namely the reduction of condition attributes in
a decision table.
The concept of information system decomposition can be treated as an aid in analyzing the existing
system 615] or as a base for designing a new one 12, 616]. Quality of decomposition depends mainly
on the analyst's experience. Some authors try to provide a formal approach to decomposition 483].
Decomposition approach similar in essence to one proposed earlier by Armstrong 25] was presented
by Luba, Mochocki and Rybnik in 1993. Avoiding data redundancy is an important problem in the
implementation of information systems. The problem is usually overcome by devising simpler rules and
removing redundant rules, as well as minimizing the number of attributes.
The importance of decomposition in general system design is emphasized by Courtois 483]: "Decomposition has long been recognized as a powerful tool for the analysis of large and complex systems".
From the technical point of view, the decomposition phase is exactly the same as in the multiplevalued decomposition with no constraint on the number of values of the output from the predecessor
block, so it will be not further discussed.
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19 Decomposition of Fuzzy Logic Functions.
Decomposition of fuzzy logic functions was rst discussed by Abraham Kandel in 314]. Later he
found errors in his paper which, after removing, made his method completely impractical. Therefore,
in the next paper by Francioni and Kandel 221], they propose a much improved method for disjoint
decomposition.
The disadvantages of their new method include however the following:
1. Lack of intuitive explanation how their decomposition rules have been created makes it di cult
to improve the algorithm.
2. The algorithm is strictly tabular, and no computer implementation exists.
3. The algorithm is quite complex and requires another program to minimize fuzzy functions.
The non-disjoint decomposition of fuzzy logic functions remains an open problem. Francioni and
Kandel mention interesting examples of applications of fuzzy logic decomposition, including medical
diagnosis, hardware realization of fuzzy logic circuits, pattern recognition, and document retrieval
systems.

19.1 Introduction

19.1.1 Fuzzy Logic
Denition 19.1 Fuzzy set, de ned as A, is a subset of universe of discourse U , where A is characterized

by a membership function uA(x). The membership function uA (x) is associated with each point in U
and is the "grade of membership" in A. The membership function uA (x) is assumed to range in the
interval 0,1], 0 corresponding to non-membership and 1 corresponding to full membership. The ordered
pairs form f(x uA(x))g to represent the fuzzy set member and the grade of membership, 732].

Operations:
The intersection operation of two fuzzy sets uses the symbols: \  ^, AND, or min. The union
operation of two fuzzy sets uses the symbols:  _, +, OR, or max.
 Equality of two sets is de ned as A = B $ uA (x) = uB (x) for all x 2 X.
 Containment of two sets is de ned as A subset B A  B $ uA (x)  uB (x) for all x 2 X.
 Complement of a set A is de ned as A, where uA (x) = 1 ; uA(x) for all x 2 X.
 Intersection of two sets is de ned as A \ B where uA\B (x) =minf(uA(x) uB (x))g for all x 2 X
where C  A C  B then C  A \ B.
 Union of two sets is de ned as A  B where uAB (x) =maxf(uA(x) uB (x))g for all x 2 X where
D  A D  B then D  A  B, 562].

Example 19.1 Let X = f1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10g and consider the following two fuzzy sets A and B:
A = f(3 0:8) (5 1) (6 0:6)g and B = f(3 0:7) (4 1) (60:5)g

Then:
A \ B = f(3 0:7) (6 0:5)g
A  B = f(3 0:8) (4 1) (5 1)(60:6)g
A = f(1 1) (2 1) (3 0:2) (4 1)(6 0:4) (7 1) (81) (9 1)(10 1)g
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Identities:
Idempotency:
X + X = X, X X = X
Commutativity:
X + Y = Y + X, X Y = Y X
Associativity:
(X + Y ) + Z = X + (Y + Z), (X Y ) Z = X (Y Z)
Absorption:
X + (X Y ) = X, X (X + Y ) = X
Distributivity:
X + (Y Z) = (X + y) (X + Z), X (Y + Z) = (X Y ) + (X Z)
Complement:
X=X
DeMorgan's Laws:
(X + Y ) = X Y , (X Y ) = X + Y

Transformations:
Some transformations of fuzzy sets with examples follow:
xb + xb = (x + x)b 6= b
xb + xxb = xb(1 + x) = xb
xb + xxb = xb(1 + x) = xb
a + xa = a(1 + x) = a
a + xa = a(1 + x) = a
a + xxa = a
a+0 = a
x+0 =x
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1

1

X=1-X

0

0

X

X

Figure 18: Membership Function and Inverse
x 0=0
x+1 =1
x 1=x

Example 19.2
a + xa + xb + xxb = a(1 + x) + xb(1 + x)
= a + xb

Example 19.3
a + xa + xa + xxa = a(1 + x + x + xx)
=a

Dierences between Boolean logic and Fuzzy logic
In Boolean logic the values of a variable and its negation are always disjoint (X X = 0) and
(X + X = 1) because the values are either zero or one. In fuzzy logic the membership functions can be
either disjoint or non-disjoint. The membership function is determined by the grade of membership and
can be any value in the interval 0 1] from zero to one (it means, both arguments and values are in this
interval). Fuzzy membership functions can be any function that can be realized in the interval from
zero to one. For simplicity, the term `grade of membership' of a variable in a set will be replaced by
the term `fuzzy variable'. An example of a fuzzy membership function X with its inverse membership
function is shown in Figure 18.
Another fuzzy logic membership function, which is linear, can be de ned by the function shown in
Figure 19.
With the membership function from Figure 19 the inverse of the membership function is shown in
Figure 20.
The fuzzy intersection of variables X and its complement X is not empty, or is not equal to zero
because the membership functions are non-disjoint. In Boolean logic the intersection or AND of a
variable and its complement is zero. The intersection of membership functions from X Figure 19 and
its complement X Figure 20 is shown in Figure 21.
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X

1

0
Figure 19: Membership function X

1
X=1-X

0

X

Figure 20: A complement of the membership function X

X

1

0

X

Figure 21: Intersection X X 6= 
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X

1

0

X
Figure 22: Union X + X 6= 1

X

1

0

X

Figure 23: X  X = X X + X X = X X
The fuzzy union of the variables X and its complement X is not equal to one because the membership
functions are non-disjoint. In Boolean logic the union or OR of a variable and its complement is one.
The union of membership functions from X Figure 19 and its complement X Figure 20 is shown in
Figure 22.
The xor of the fuzzy variables X and X is shown in Figure 23 which is the same as the intersection
of X and X.
The xor of the fuzzy variables X and X is shown in Figure 24 which is the same as the union of X
and X.

19.2 The Problem of Decomposition of Fuzzy Functions
Theorem 19.1 Let y z be a partition on X . A completely speci ed Boolean function f(X) possesses a

simple disjunctive decomposition with bound set Y and free set Z if and only if its Y=Z decomposition
map has a column multiplicity v  2.

The proof of this theorem is based on the Shannon's expansion theorem which proves that for a
Boolean function f,
f(x1  x2 ::: xn) = x1 f(1 x2 ::: xn) + x1f(0 x2  ::: xn)604].
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1

0

X

Figure 24: X  X = X X + X X = X + X

yz

wx

00

01

10

00

11
I

01
10
11

I

I

I

Figure 25: Decomposition map of Example 4.
Unfortunately, the Shannon's expansion theorem (and therefore Theorem 19.1) does not hold true
for fuzzy functions which are not disjoint binary functions but non-disjoint in nity-valued functions.
The next example will shows that a function can be decomposed correctly for binary functions but does
not decompose correctly for fuzzy functions.
Example 19.4 Let the function f be
f(w x y z) = wxyz + w xyz + wxyz + wxy z:
The Y=Z decomposition map of f corresponding to the Boolean representation of the variables and
to the partition Y = fw xg, Z = fy z g is shown in Figure 25.
Therefore the Boolean function represented by f has a simple disjunctive decomposition of the form
FG(w x) y z] = Gy z + Gyz
where G(w x) = wx.
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However, if f is a fuzzy function, then the variables represent grades of membership in a set, u(xi),
and take on values between 0 and 1 inclusive and not just 0 and 1.
Let u(w) = 0:4 u(x) = 0:2 u(y) = 0:9 and u(z) = 0:9:
Then f(w x y z) = wxyz + w xyz + wxyz + wxy z
= 0:4 0:8 0:9 0:9 + 0:6 0:8 0:9 0:9 + 0:6 0:2 0:9 0:9 + 0:4 0:2 0:1 0:1
= 0:4 + 0:6 + 0:2 + 0:1
= 0:6
But
FG(w x) y z] = (wx)y z + (wx)yz
Using DeMorgan's Law and distributive law we obtain:
= wxy z + wyz + xyz
= 0:4 0:2 0:1 0:1 + 0:6 0:9 0:9 + 0:8 0:9 0:9
= 0:1 + 0:6 + 0:8
= 0:8
As the previous example shows Theorem 19.1 does not hold. Next graphical methods are used to
correct the decomposition of fuzzy functions.

19.3 Graphical Representation of Fuzzy Functions for Decomposition.

In Boolean logic maps the symbols "1", "0", and "-" are used to describe a binary function. These
symbols denote the values of cells (minterms). Since there is only a nite number of unique terms in a
fuzzy function, a symbol I can be used to show if a term is present 413].

19.3.1 Fuzzy Maps

As presented by Schwede and Kandel 599], the fuzzy map may be regarded as an extension of the Veitch
diagram 712], which forms the basis for the Karnaugh map 316]. Fuzzy maps pictorially describe the
set of all fuzzy implicants which represent a fuzzy function. In a K-map of n variable minterms can
be represented by 2n areas in the map. A fuzzy map of n variables can be represented by 4n areas in
the map. The symbol I is used to represent a term in the fuzzy function, F(x1 x2 ::: xn). For two
variables fuzzy map, the columns are labeled x1x1  x1 x1 1 and the rows are labeled x2 x2  x2 x2  1 as
shown in Figure. 26 599].
The construction of fuzzy maps of min or + as intersection, and max or * as union, the area where
I is placed is easy to determine. The intersection and union of two variables are shown in Figure 27a
and 27b, respectively.
The column and row headings are conventionally replaced with quarternary numbers representing
the binary headings. There are four combinations for each variable xi , i in 1 2 ::: n variables, to be
represented in the headings of the rows and columns.
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X1 X1

X1

X1

1

X2 X2
X2
X2
1
Figure 26: Fuzzy Map

X1 X1

X1
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X1 X1

X2 X2
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X2 X2

X2

X2

I

X2
1

X1

I

X2
1

I
X1 + X2
(a)

X1 X2
(b)

Figure 27: Max and Min representations using fuzzy maps with (n = 2)
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Figure 28: F (x1 x2) = x1x1, F(x1 x2) = x1x1 x2 + x1x1 x2
1. This heading is vacuous in xi . The pair xi xi is denoted by 00 and is represented by 0.
2. This heading includes xi but not xi. The pair xi xi is denoted by 01 and represented by 1.
3. This heading includes xi but not xi . The pair xi xi is denoted by 10 and represented by 2.
4. This heading includes xi and xi . The pair xixi is denoted by 11 and represented by 3.
Fuzzy map representation has important properties which distinguish it from Boolean maps. One of
the most obvious of these is that the squares (each representing a dierent implicant) are not disjoint in
the sense that the absence of an I in a square does not necessarily exclude the associated implicant from
an equivalent representation of the function. Conversely, the presence of an I does not imply essentially
the associated implicant. The two dierent representations of the same function Figures 28a and 28b
are examples of these properties. The two fuzzy maps are of size n = 2 and the function in Figure 28a
is the same as the function in Figure 28b because x2 is vacuous so F(x1 x2) = x1x1 can be expanded
to F (x1 x2) = x1x1 x2 + x1x1x2 .

19.3.2 S-Maps

S-maps are another way to arrange two-variable fuzzy maps for n variables. To construct an n-variable
S-map, whole one- or two- variable fuzzy maps are treated as though they were squares of an S-map
on n ; 1 or n ; 2 variables. This method is just iterated for n variable S-maps. These subsets of the
logical space are called sub-maps and are a very important feature of S-maps. As in fuzzy maps, the
binary headings for the columns and rows are converted to a quarternary representation as shown in
Figure 29. The sub-map boundaries are indicated by the vertical solid lines.
S-maps have some important properties as follows:
1. The dominant square of a fuzzy map is the square representing the minterm 1.
The dominant square of the entire S-map is designated 0 while the dominant square of any submap is the lowest numbered square in that sub-map. The dominate square of the entire S-map
in the S-map shown in Figure 29 is square X1 = 0, X2 = 0, and X3 = 0. The sub-map dominate
squares are X1 = 3 X2 = 0 X3 = 0, X1 = 2 X2 = 0 X3 = 0, and X1 = 1 X2 = 0 X3 = 0.
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3
2
1
0
X3

3
2
1
0
X1
3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 X2

Figure 29: S-map for n = 3.

Theorem 19.2 (Kandel 315]).

A sub-map subsumes (is included by) a second sub-map if the minterm represented by the dominant
square of the rst subsumes the minterm represented by the dominant square of the second submap.

2. Theorem 19.3 (Kandel 315]).

Every subset (pattern of implicant squares) of a sub-map is included in the dominant square of a
subsumed sub-map.
3. Theorem 19.4 (Kandel 315]).
Any subset of a sub-map is included by the same pattern on a subsumed sub-map.

The same manipulations used on a two-variable map can be used on an n-variable S-map. On S-maps
entire sub-map sized patterns behave as single implicants as on the two-variable map.
Both fuzzy maps and S-maps help to decompose fuzzy switching functions.
 Fuzzy map is used to nd if a decomposition exists.
 S-map is used to determine the decomposition, it means, to calculate the G and H functions.

19.4 Fuzzy Logic Multiplexers

Fuzzy logic multiplexers are like binary logic multiplexers in that the values of one or more control
variables inuence what input data goes to a single output. They both have many inputs and one output.
In binary logic multiplexers the control variable or variables select which input from the multiplexer is
transmitted to the output. In binary logic multiplexers the only input that is transmitted to the output
is selected by the control variable or variables. In fuzzy logic multiplexers the inputs can be transmitted
simultaneously to the output selected by the inputs values and the control variable value(s). In the
fuzzy logic multiplexer, the dierent input variables are compared with a constant 1, a control variable
or variables, their complements, and the control variable or variables and their complements, in parallel,
using minimum operations. The maximum of these minimum operations makes the output. A fuzzy
logic multiplexer and its internal realization with fuzzy gates are shown in Figure 30.
This multiplexer works as follows:
1. The rst input is compared with the constant 1, which is the highest value, because the control
variable is vacuous so the input is the minimum value.
2. The second input value is compared to the inverted control variable 1 ; X.
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Figure 30: Fuzzy Multiplexer, (a) symbol, (b) internal structure using a Fuzzy Inverter, Min,and Max
gates
3. The third input is compared to the control variable X.
4. The fourth input value is compared with the control variable X and the inverted control variable
value 1 ; X.
After these four minimum comparisons are done the maximum of these four is the output.

Example 19.5

f(w x y z) = w x z + wxz + wyz + wyz = (w z + wz)x + (wz + wz)y
If we let G(w z) = wz + wz
then f(w x y z) can be decomposed as follows:
f(w x y z) = Gx + Gy = FG(w z) x y].
The decomposed fuzzy circuit uses a fuzzy multiplexer as shown in Figure 31. The data inputs to the
multiplexer with 2 address variables are labeled like in fuzzy maps with a quarternary representation.
The function that the multiplexer needs to perform is Gx + Gy. The inputs to the multiplexer are G
and G which needs to go to the multiplexer inputs x and y. The x input is labeled 10 because x is the
rst column and y is the second column. The 10 input label is translated to x and 1 in the quarternary
representation the 1 and x is intersected to equal x. The y input is labeled 02 because in translating
from the quarternary representation 0 is 1 and 2 is y, 1 intersected with y results in y.

19.5 Decomposition of fuzzy functions

Denition 19.2 A fuzzy switching function, f(X), is said to be normal in xi if it is in disjunctive

normal form where no minterm includes an xixi , and is written fi (X). If f(X) is normal in yi for
every yi in Y = y1  y2  ::: yn, then f(X) is said to be normal in Y and is written fy (X).

Denition 19.3 Let fY=Z g be a partition on the set of fuzzy variables X . A fuzzy decomposition

chart for a function f(X) with a fY=Z g partition of X is a reduced fuzzy map where the variables of
Y de ne the columns, the variables of Z de ne the rows and the following columns are excluded: the
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x
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00
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01
02
11
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21
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13
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G
for x for y
0=10=1
1=x1=y
2=x2=y
3 = xx 3 = yy

G

y

Output

Figure 31: A Decomposition of a Fuzzy Function from Example 19.5 using a Fuzzy Multiplexer.
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I
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I
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Figure 32: Fuzzy decomposition chart for 3 variables
00 column or column heading 0 and the 11 column or column heading 3. A fuzzy switching function,
normal in Y , is represented on a fuzzy decomposition chart by placing an I in the column and row
representing each minterm of the function and leaving the other positions blank.

Denition 19.4 CAP is a unary operation denoted by the symbol ^ such that: ^0 = 0 ^1 = 2 and
^2 = 1. This corresponds to permutation of input values.

Denition 19.5 Columns in a fuzzy decomposition map are said to be I-equivalent if and only if all
I's or blanks in every row of one column is the same as another column. Every column is I-equivalent
to itself.

Example 19.6 In the fuzzy decomposition chart for 3 variables shown in Figure 32, where x1 and x2
are bound and x3 is free, columns 12 and 02 are I-equivalent. Column 20 is not I-equivalent to any
other column. And columns 22, 21, 11, 01 and 10 are all I-equivalent.
Denition 19.6 The number of distinct columns in a fuzzy decomposition chart which are non-vacuous

in I is called the column distinction count and is designated by c. (This count does not include blank
columns.)

Denition 19.7 A fuzzy decomposition chart represents a trivial case of fuzzy switching function normal in Y to be decomposed if and only if all the columns containing an I are I-equivalent.

Denition 19.8 These functions are used for column compatibility later on in De nition 19.10.
Let T = f0 1 2g.
COMPL 1 is a function f : T 4 ;! T 2
such that

f(a b c d) =



^bc^ if b = c
bc otherwise
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Figure 33: DIP 1 a(xi  xj ) = xixj  a = xi + xj

3

2

1

0

xi

3
2

b

1
0
xj

b
b

g

Figure 34: DIP 2 b(xi  xj ) = xixj  b = xi + xj
COMPL 2 is a function f : T 4 ;! T 2 T 2
such that

f(a b c d) = bc da:
Note: When referencing these functions, ab and cd will represent column headings and should be
arranged so that ab < cd with respect to their decimal values.
Denition 19.9 A decomposition implicant pattern (DIP) is one of the 5 implicant patterns shown
in the S-maps of Figure 33, 34, 35 36, and 37 where a, b, c, d and e represent sub-map patterns g is
any sub-map pattern or can have no sub-map pattern and no implicants appear in either the 3 row or
the 3 column or any other place except g.

The next de nition is based on the representation of the DIP function on fuzzy decomposition charts
as opposed to S-maps. This de nition provides a procedure to determine whether or not a fuzzy function
corresponds to some DIP.
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Figure 35: DIP 3 c(xi  xj ) = xixj  c = xi + xj
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Figure 36: DIP 4 d(xi  xj ) = xixj  d = xi + xj
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Figure 37: DIP 5 d(xi xj ) = xi  xj  d = xi  xj
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Figure 38: Illustration of compatible columns for a Fuzzy function

Denition 19.10 The columns of a fuzzy decomposition chart are compatible if and only if:
1. for any ab column where a = 0 or b = 0, if column ab is I-equivalent to column ba then the only
other column non-vacuous in I is the column represented by COMPL 1 (a b b a)
or
if column ab is I-equivalent to column ^ba^ then
the only other column non-vacuous in I is the column represented by COMPL 1 (a b ^b ^a) or ab
is I-equivalent to a^^b and all other columns are vacuous of I's
or
2. (if all ab columns where a = 0 or b = 0 are vacuous in I then) for any ab column, where a 6= 0
and b 6= 0, if column ab is I-equivalent to column ^a^b then
the only other columns non-vacuous in I are the columns represented by COMPL 2 (a b ^a ^b)
which must also be I-equivalent.

Example 19.7 In Figure 38a the columns are compatible. In Figure 38a from De nition 19.10.1, the

ab column where a = 0 or b = 0, is the column 01. It is I-equivalent to ba column 10. Then the only
other column non-vacuous in I is the column represented by COMPL 1 (a b b a) = COMPL 1 (0 1 1 0)
= f(a b c d) = ^bc^ = 22 which is the only other non-vacuous column in I. The columns in Figure 38a
are compatible from De nition 19.10.1.

Example 19.8 In Figure 38b the columns are not compatible. In Figure 38b column 21 is I-equivalent

to 12, column 21 is I-equivalent to 11, and column 12 is I-equivalent to 11. From De nition 19.10.2 (if
all ab columns where a = 0 or b = 0 are vacuous in I then) for any ab column, where a 6= 0 and b 6= 0,
if column ab or 21 is I-equivalent to column a^^b or 12 then the only other columns non-vacuous in I are
the columns represented by COMPL 2 (a b ^a ^b) = COMPL 2 (1 2 2 1) = f(a b c d) = bc, da = 22,
11 which must also be I-equivalent. But columns 22 and 11 are not I-equivalent so these columns in
Figure 38b are not compatible.

Theorem 19.5 If a fuzzy switching function in Y , fy (X), is decomposable on a fY=Z g partition of
X , Y = fy1  y2 g, then it represents a trivial case or it can be represented by a decomposition implicant
pattern (DIP) with the bound variables as the outside row and column headings.
As an example the labels in Figure 29, X3 is the outside row and X1 is the outside column. This
next theorem is used to determine if a fuzzy switching function can be decomposed or not.
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13
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yxzz
I

I
wxzz
I

xz

Figure 39: Fuzzy decomposition chart for f(w x y z)

Theorem 19.6 Let fY=Z g be a partition on the fuzzy set X where Y = fy1 y2g. A completely speci ed
fuzzy switching function normal in Y possesses a fuzzy simple disjunctive decomposition with fuzzy bound
set Y and fuzzy free set Z if and only if:

1. its Y=Z fuzzy decomposition map represents a trivial case, or
2. its Y=Z fuzzy decomposition map has columns that are all compatible from De nition 19.10 and
the column distinction count c  2.

The function in Figure 38a is a decomposable function because the column distinction count is c  2
and the columns are compatible while in Figure 38b the columns are not compatible so the function is
not decomposable.
Example 19.9 Let
f(w x y z) = x yzz + xz + w xzz + wyz
Let Y = fw yg and Z = fx z g. Since f(w x y z) is normal in Y , its fuzzy decomposition map is as
shown in Figure 39.
The column distinction count for this chart is 2. The columns 01 and 10 are I-equivalent and the
only other column non-vacuous in I is column 22. Since COMPL 1 (0 1 1 0) = 22, the columns 22, 01,
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Figure 40: S-map of f(w x y z) representing DIP 1.
and 10 are compatible.
Therefore, by Theorem 19.6, f(w x y z) is decomposable with w and y as bound variables and x and z
as free variables. Figure 40 shows the S-map of this function. According to Theorem 19.5, f(w x y z)
can be represented by DIP 1 Figure 33 where the outside row y corresponds to xi and the outside
column w corresponds to xj .
Using Table 6 this DIP implies:
G(w y) = wy, G(w y) = w + y.
f(w x y z) = (wy)z + (w + y)xzz + xz
Therefore substituting G(w y) = G(Y ) and G(w y) = G(Y )
f(w x y z) = F(G(w y) x z)] = G(Y )z + G(Y )xzz + xz
The decomposed fuzzy circuit is shown is Figure 41.
Now let g = G(w y) = wy.
Then
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h(X)
h(X)
DIP
xi
xi
xi xj
xi + xj
1
xi xj
xi + xj
2
xi xj
xi + xj
3
xi xj
xi + xj
4
xi xj + xixj xixj + xi xj 5
Table 6: Two variable matching DIPs.
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for x for z
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2=x2=z
3 = xx 3 = zz
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Figure 41: The decomposed fuzzy circuit
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Figure 42: F(g x z) map
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0
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3 2 1 0 z
I

Hz
xz
gxz z
Hzz

Figure 43: S-map of F (g x z) representing DIP 2
F (g x z) = gz + g xzz + xz.
The fuzzy decomposition map for F(g x z) with g and x as the bound variables is shown in Figure 42.
Again, the column distinction count is 2. The columns 02 and 20 are
I-equivalent and the only other column non-vacuous in I is column 11. Since COMPL 1 (0, 2, 2, 0) =
11, the columns 11, 02, and 20 are compatible. Therefore, by Theorem 19.6, F(g x z) is decomposable
with g and x as bound variables and z as a free variable.
The S-map is represented by F (g x z) is shown in Figure 43. This gives according to Theorem 19.5,
F(g x z) can be represented by DIP 2 Figure 34 where the outside row is x corresponds to xi and the
outside column g corresponds to xj .
From the Table 6
H(g x) = g x, H(g x) = g + x.
g = G(w y) = wy, g = G(w y) = w + y
so by De Morgan's Law and distributive law we obtain:
H(w y x) = (wy)x = (w + y)x = w x + y x.
f(w x y z) = H(w y x) = (g x)zz + (g + x)z
And therefore
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Z
ZZ
Figure 44: The decomposed fuzzy circuit
f(w x y z) = FH(w x y) z] = H(w y x)zz + H(w y x)z 221]
The decomposed circuit is shown in Figure 44.
Substituting in H and G we get:
f(w x y z) = FH(w x y) z] = H(w y x)zz + H(w y x)z = (g x)zz + (g + x)z
f(w x y z) = (g x)zz + (g + x)z
= (w x + y x)zz + (wy + x)z
This decomposed function takes 5 not, 6 min, 3 max operations while the original function, f(w x y z) =
x yzz +xz +w xzz +wyz, takes 6 not, 9 min, and 3 max operations. Decomposing this function makes
the circuit simpler by one fuzzy not, and three fuzzy min operations.

19.6 Another Decomposition Example. Application of decomposition:

An example of using decomposition will start from a decision table. Such tables are used in medical
diagnostics. A fuzzy decision table can be used to represent symptoms and test results which de ne
a particular medical condition. A decision table can represent a fuzzy valued switching function. The
decomposition could produce a function made up of variables representing symptoms and tests, or just
of the tests, which could be evaluated by personnel other than a doctor. The doctor evaluates the
patient's conditions without having to evaluate all the variables. Decomposition can be used to isolate
functions which when evaluated could determine whether further tests are even necessary. Less tests
are better for the patient by being less expensive and by avoiding tests which involve a high risk for
the patient. For an example, Table 7 is a very simple version of a fuzzy decision table which represents
conditions for diabetes. The variables represent the results of certain tests which are made and evaluated
in order to determine if a person has diabetes. Let:
 Variable x be represented by the amount of sugar present in the urine based on a urine analysis.
 Variable y be represented by the amount of sugar present in the blood derived by a blood test.
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Tests Rule No. 1 Rule No. 2
Urine analysis
x
Blood test
y
Glucose tolerance test
z
z
Positive Diabetes 1 - 0.6]
Table 7: Fuzzy decision table
variable z be represented by the tolerance level of sugar by the body based on the results of a
glucose tolerance test.
The rules that determine if a person has a diabetes are:
1. Rule 1. If a person has a high level of sugar in the blood and a low level of tolerance, this person
may have diabetes.
2. Rule 2. If a person has a large amount of sugar in the urine and a low level of tolerance, this
person may have diabetes.
The value in the table represents the grades of membership of the function which determines when
someone has diabetes.
The fuzzy valued switching function which represents this decision table is


f(x y z) = yz + xz
If we let G(x y) = x + y then this function can be decomposed as follows:
f(x y z) = (x + y)z = G(x y)z = FG(x y) z]
Since the limit of f for the diabetes condition is a grade membership of 0.6, if G(x y) has a grade
membership less than 0.6 then the glucose tolerance test need not be administered to deduce that the
person does not have diabetes.221]
Concluding, Example 19.9 shows that decomposition of a fuzzy function works correctly, but there is
more considerations to be made in order to have a function decomposable. This makes decomposition
even more rare to occur than a binary decomposition. When decomposition does work the amount of
operations is reduced. We are investigating improvements and generalizations to the presented methods
of fuzzy function decomposition.
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20 The Decomposition of Continuous Functions.
The only paper about generalizing the AC decomposition to continuous functions is one by Ross et
al. 546]. However, the method of orthogonal decision diagrams for continuous variables, developed by
Pierzchala, Perkowski and Grygiel, should be also easily adaptable to AC decomposition, because of
the close link of orthogonal and AC decompositions 510].
Perkowski, Pierzchala and Grygiel developed methods to realize Galois Field operations for small
elds in analog/mixed Field Programmable Analog Array - FPAA. Paper 510] gives an example of
realization of GF(4) operations. In this way, Galois Field type of expansions can be realized in hardware
in an analogous way to Galois(2) expansions, i.e. AND/EXOR canonical forms. The regular array
structure of the FPAA allows also to realize structures based on Orthogonal Expansions which are
not Galois Expansions. The structure of the corresponding circuit resembles a PLA as well, and has
columns corresponding to orthogonal functions over GF(2n), where the functions are realized by cascades
of Galois Addition and Galois Multiplication gates, and pass gates. Each column is Galois-multiplied
by a constant, and next these values are Galois-added in rows. Thus, the column is a generalization
of an AND-term of a PLA, and a row is a generalization of an OR-term (interestingly, a very similar
array structure allows also to realize fuzzy logic circuits). Further, the trellis expansions of functions
can be also generalized to continuous logic, where obviously variable repetition is required in a general
case. Several other generalizations to other algebras, including fuzzy logic, as well as their realizations
in regular array structures have been also described in another paper (not published yet). This is a
fruitful area of our current research.
In another, yet unpublished paper, they observe that general decision diagrams, universal cells,
regular structures and decompositions are so general, that they apply not only to binary logic, but
also to multiple-valued logic, Galois Fields and other algebras ( elds and some rings). They are also
applicable to continuous, i.e. analog logic, for instance fuzzy logic. This helped to create the concept of
universal analog-digital "tissue" which would allow to realize a very wide category of logics and other
formal systems in hardware. A practical realization of these eorts is the concept of Field Programmable
Analog (Mixed) Array which is for analog (mixed) circuits what FPGA is for binary circuits 510].
Perkowski and Hong 486] and Luba and Lasocki 397] presented a case of decomposing a function
with various numbers of values in each variable. The recent research of the author is on the expansion
of these methods to include also continuous and fuzzy variables. It is done using generalized decision
diagrams that have nodes corresponding to binary, multiple-valued, continuous and fuzzy variables.
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21 The Generalized Decomposition.
Although Pattern Theory (PT) group interests are only in combinational logic decomposition, from
the mathematical point of view the decomposition of Finite State Machines is a close issue. Historically,
the decomposition methods have been applied to state machine design for many years, starting with
works of Hartmanis and Stearns in 1960's and 1970's. Hartmanis and Stearns created a very general and
computationally convenient mathematical apparatus, called "Partition Algebra", and proved powerful
theorems about parallel, cascade and other decompositions of nite state machines. It was, however,
observed that these methods are ine cient for practical state machines, and rarely a good decomposition exists for a random machine. In general, the criticism and the reception of these methods in
industry were initially similar to that of the reception of AC decomposition in case of combinational
circuits. However, there has been recently an increased interest in state machine decomposition methods in companies such as Philips, Siemens, and Synopsys and in top research universities. Moreover,
there exists a feeling that new decompositions and techniques can be developed that will be useful for
decomposing both switching functions and state machines 312, 313].
The partition algebra has been used by Luba et al for combinational decomposition, leading to
a totally new approach and practical results of a very good quality. Recently, a new generalized
theory of decomposition of both state machines and combinational logic has been developed by Jozwiak
et al. 312, 313]. It is yet uncertain to us, whether the theory of Jozwiak does indeed bring new
practical decompositions in case of combinational circuits (other than a common presentation framework
with sequential circuits). However, it de nitely allows to create much more general decompositions of
sequential machines by considering more decomposition types, including some quite complex new types
that are able to perform decomposition ("splitting") of internal states.
It is possible to extend the current model of Pattern Theory Group to state machines. This would
be the simplest and most natural extension of the current model, because the state machines include
the combinational logic, and there is no popular model of computability model that would be located in
the hierarchy between the two. If ever the Pattern Theory group would decide to make a state machine
generation their most basic model of algorithm Machine Learning then the classical model of state
machine decomposition would be is a good candidate. Especially the "Generalized Decompositions" of
Jozwiak are good candidates because of their similarity to the current decomposition model investigated
by the Pattern Theory group, and with respect to the use of the generalization of Luba's partition-based
decomposition model at PSU.
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22 Representation of Functions.
In this and following sections, we will present partial problems of decomposition. The subsequent
four sections will discuss the four most important issues:
1. Representation of problems.
2. Variable partitioning.
3. Column minimization.
4. Sub-function encoding.
As we observed in previous sections, many decomposition programs were successful due mainly to
some new approaches to problem representation: cube calculus, Reed-Muller forms, Binary Decision
Diagrams, Walsh Transforms, or partition calculus based representations. We hope that these were
not the last words in representation and that among many new and interesting new general representations of Boolean functions, there are some that may be used to create superior programs for Boolean
Decomposition.
Because we believe that representation is THE most important aspect of successful decomposers, we
will devote more attention in this section to the representation problem. Below, we will present the main
research results in sections corresponding to various representations that have been already investigated
for some other applications. Because Boolean methods are usually slower than algebraic methods, an
eective representation and e cient manipulation of functions is the key to the success of these methods.
For representing Boolean functions, the followingmethods have been used in decomposition programs:
1. Karnaugh maps: Ashenhurst, Curtis, Ross et al, Torkelson, Luba.
2. Cubes: Hwang and Owen, ( IEEE Transactions on CAD, May 1992), Karp 549], Perkowski/Brown
486], Wan/Perkowski 678], Bibilo 70], Steinbach 83] (a variant called TVL - ternary vector lists
that has a dierent coding of symbols 0, 1, and X and uses disjoint cubes).
3. Canonical Positive Polarity Reed-Muller Forms: Shen and Kellar, Trachtenberg and Varma.
4. Walsh Transforms: Karpovsky, Trachtenberg and Varma, Stankovic.
5. OBDDs: Chang and Marek-Sadowska 132], Lai, Pedram, and Vrudhula 351], and Sasao 580].
6. Edge-Valued Binary Decision Diagrams (EVBDDs) by Lai, Pedram, and Vrudhula 351].
7. Partitions of minterms: Luba, Selvaraj.
8. Partitions of cubes: Luba 398], Selvaraj 601, 602].
The following representations of binary functions are close to the above and were shown to have some
advantages in other problems, so they remain possible prospective candidates:
1. Canonical AND/EXOR and Orthogonal forms, other than the Canonical Positive Polarity ReedMuller Forms.
2. Spectral Transforms: all AND/EXOR transforms, Arithmetical Transform, Adding Transform,
Orthogonal Binary Transforms, Orthogonal Multiple-valued Transforms.
3. Decision Diagrams: Zero-Suppressed, Moment, Functional, Kronecker, Orthogonal, MultipleValued.
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Figure 45: A schematic diagram of the decomposition
4. Array of Cubes representing an ESOP.
For representing multiple-valued functions the following methods have been used:
1. Maps, expressions Walliuzzaman and Vranesic, 677].
2. Expressions, Wojcik and Fang, 211].
3. Maps, Abugharbieh, 7].
4. partitioned minterms: Luba, 398].
5. multiple-valued cubes and minterms: Sasao 1989, 579].
6. Multiple-Valued diagrams 579].
Single output functions have been discussed in: Ashenhurst, Curtis, Ross, Steinbach. Multi-output
functions have been presented in: Luba 398], Pedram 351], He and Torkelson 285], and Karp 318].
In the following subsections we will present the most prospective representations.

22.1 Various Types of Decision Diagrams.

Reduced, ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) provide a compact and canonical representation
of Boolean functions. These data structures are used in the decomposition program by Lai, Pedram and
Vrudhula 351]. When the function is incompletely speci ed, there are two ways to represent it using
BDDs. The rst is to generalize the BDD to 'Ternary DDs' that have three terminal nodes, standard
nodes 0 and 1, and a '*' node corresponding to the don't care value of the function. This method was
applied by Lai, Pedram and Vrudhula 351].
The other method, as far as we know not used in any program yet, would be to represent functions
'q' and 'r' of XBOOLE or functions ON and OFF of TRADE, each with one standard BDDs. In case
of multi-output functions a shared OBDD can be used, or any other shared diagram (Functional, Zerosuppressed, with negated edges, Kronecker, etc). This would allow to use standard DD packages and
're-use' all (or most) ideas of XBOOLE and TRADE, which propose two dierent approaches, that can
be now totally uni ed on an algebraic level.
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Pedram et al use also their new data structure, called Edge-Valued Binary Decision Diagrams (EVBDDs) 350]. EVBDDs provide a representation of Boolean functions over the integer domain and have
been shown to be useful for veri cation of arithmetic functions. Another similar and even more powerful
decision diagrams have been recently created by Brayant and Chen, 1994, and called Binary Moment
Diagrams. These topics are the areas of recent research.

22.2 Approach of Lai, Pedram and Vrudhula based on Binary Decision Diagrams.

Lai, Pedram and Vrudhula proposed in DAC '93 one of the most successful approaches to AC decomposition 351]. Their approach is applicable to both disjunctive and non disjunctive decompositions,
both completely and incompletely speci ed Boolean functions, single-output and multi-output.
Their general theory uses a new algorithm, based on both BDD and EVBDD representations (two
variants), for generating the set of all bound variables that make the function decomposable.
A function f(x0  : : : xn;1) is said to be decomposable under bound set fx0 : : : xi;1g where 0 < i < n
if f can be transformed to f(g0 (x0  : : : xi;1) : : : gj ;1(x0  : : : xi ; 1) xi;k : : : xn;1). Then, if k = 0,
the function is said to be disjunctively decomposable, otherwise it is non disjunctively decomposable.
Consider a simple example of a function f(a b c d e). Let bound set = fa b cg and free set =
fd eg. Here k = 0 hence a disjunctive decomposition is applied. Figure 45 shows a schematic diagram
of this decomposition.
If two or less than two g functions exist for the bound set (a b c), the decomposition exists. Else,
there is no decomposition. Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) are used to represent functions.

Notations


The left edge of the BDD represents the true edge or 1



v represents function f(x0  :::xn;1) and BDD rooted by node v

22.2.1 Disjunctive Decomposition on BDDs

In this section disjunctive decomposition with BDD's used as the method of representation will be
explained and the case of completely speci ed functions is presented.

Example 22.1
Let f = x0x1x2 x3 +x0x1x2x3 x4 +x0x1x2x4 +x0x1 x2x4 +x0x1x2 x3 +x0 x1x2x4 +x0x1 x2x3 +x0x1 x2x3 +
x0x1 x2x3x4 + x0 x1x2 x3 : The corresponding decomposition chart is as shown in Fig 46.
Looking at Figure 46 we can see that there are 3 distinct columns. Hence we know that there is a
simple disjunctive decomposition with the chosen bound and free sets. But how can this be found by
looking at the BDD?
The Pedram's method is this:
Draw the BDD with such a variable ordering that the variables from the Bound Set are on the top of
the BDD, and then they are followed by the variables from the Free Set. Figure 47 shows the BDD of
our example.
Figure 48 shows how the columns of the decomposition chart correspond to paths along the BDD. If
one looks at path 101 along the BDD it results in x4 which is the same as column 101. This illustrates
the correspondence of the decomposition chart and the BDD. Figure 49 explains what a cut set is.
One important assumption of Pedram's method is that the variable ordering of the BDD must
correspond to the bound set. If it does not correspond, a rotate operation must be used to move the
bound variables to the top.
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Figure 46: A Decomposition Chart to Example 21.2
Now a complete example will illustrate how to perform a disjunctive decomposition on BDDs.
Example 22.2 Let us assume a Boolean function of 5 variables f(a,b,c,d,e). Let fa,bg be the bound
set and fc,d,eg be the free set. Assuming a simple disjunctive decomposition with two g functions, the
decomposition would look like shown in Figure 50.
M and N are called the predecessor blocks and O is called the successor block. The entire process is
described in Figure 51, 52 and 53.

22.2.2 Finding predecessor and successor blocks.

The steps involved in nding predecessor and successor blocks are the following:
STEP 1: Construct a BDD.
STEP 2: Find the best cut of the BDD.
STEP 3: Encode each node in the cut set, i.e g,h,i

Let g=10, h=01, i=00. Since we have used two bits for encoding we have two g functions g0 and g1
as shown in the Figures 52, 53 and 54.
At this point we know that the successor function has inputs of g0 g1 x3 x4. Hence the original cut
set of the BDD will remain the same, and variables g0 and g1 will stand on the top of the BDD. This
is shown in Figure 54.
Both Ashenhurst and Curtis decompositions are easily found from the value of the cut. This technique
is next extended to a non disjunctive decomposition, and to multiple-output functions in a standard
way.
Pedram's method was also applied to incompletely speci ed functions. It is interesting how well is
this method suited for decomposition of multi-input, multi-output functions with a large number of
don't cares? Figure 55 shows an example of an incompletely speci ed function, and Figure 56 shows
the corresponding 'ternary' BDD with 3 terminal nodes - 1,0 and X.
It can be seen from this BDD that what is needed is some kind of technique to combine compatible
nodes to the smallest number of nodes. For instance, familiar graph coloring or set covering methods can
be used, so that the nodes of the BDD will be combined, just like combining columns in the Karnaugh
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so now we draw the BDD for g0 by making the nodes
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Figure 52: Finding the predecessor block
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Figure 53: Finding the predecessor block
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Figure 55: Decomposition chart of an incompletely speci ed function
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Figure 56: BDD with 3 nodes for an incompletely speci ed function
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map so as to reduce the column multiplicity. One possibility would be to create an Incompatibility Graph
and apply graph coloring, another possibility is to create Compatibility Graph, maximum cliques, and
solve the coloring table. One more approach would be to create a new method performing 'column
minimization' in a smart heuristic way directly on the BDD.
When functions are incompletely speci ed, an analogous di culty occurs as in Roth-Karp and
Perkowski-Brown-Wan algorithms. The authors propose a set covering algorithm, but do not describe
it in detail, so it is perhaps a standard one from MIS tools. The encoding method is also not presented
or even mentioned.
While Roth-Karp use NP-hard problem, and Perkowski use NP-hard graph-coloring problem, Lai et al
are faced with performing analogous task on BDDs. Since BDD can represent only a completely speci ed
function, they rst generalize the BDD to a graph that has three types of terminal vertices: 0, 1, and
DC, to represent the constant function 'don't care'.
Next, they compute the cut-set as before. Since each node in cut-set may represent an incompletely
speci ed function, they need to compute the compatibility between any two nodes in the cut-set so
that a minimal k can be found. The determination of compatibility between two BDD nodes, or the
compatibility between their corresponding functions, is carried out by algorithm is-compatible. After
this step, the construction of computability graph and the computation of minimum clique cover is the
same as in the Roth-Karp algorithm.
From the point of view of the size of functions that can be handled, the Pedram's method is the top
decomposition method in the world today. They are able to solve all decomposable forms for functions
such as vg2 which has 25 inputs and 8 outputs, or even e64 that has 65 inputs and 65 outputs. These
are clearly one of the largest examples of AC decomposition ever achieved. Perhaps, THE largest.
However, for the predecessor and successor functions there is no encoding scheme used so the random
encoding chosen is not guaranteed to be a good encoding.
Concluding, one can state that the only innovative idea of their paper is the BDD representation and
the concept of cut-set in BDD, as well as using variable sifting techniques to nd the good bound sets.
Hence Pedram's method can be improved by combining Luba's method, Steinbach's method, or any
other method that proposes new decompositions, conditions, algorithms or heuristics. Also, if some
encoding method is used it will greatly improve the quality of decomposed blocks.

22.3 New Classes of AND/EXOR Decision Diagrams.

The Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) based representation and decision diagrams which are more general
than BDDs have been recently created and applied. While Hurst in 1985 302] only mentioned a
similar approach, recently both a theory and several synthesis tools have been developed in our group,
695, 591, 590, 696], 697, 567, 568, 569, 698, 179, 498, 499], and also by Sasao 579] Steinbach 55],
Rosenstiel 326, 598], and Marek-Sadowska 132, 561].
Perkowski et al 590, 592, 498] formulated the new class of Decision Diagrams, called Kronecker Decision Diagrams (KDD). These Decision Diagrams are the generalization of the popular Binary Decision
Diagrams (Bryant, 1986) and Functional Decision Diagrams, Kebschull, Schubert, and Rosenstiel, 326],
and are more compact than both of the former Decision Diagrams. The method is much more e cient
than FDDs, and can be applied to very large functions given in multi-level net-lists.
In addition, KDDs, similar to BDDs and FDDs, provide a canonical representation of functions and
can be applied in many areas. Currently, BDDs have been used in many applications in logic synthesis,
veri cation, testing, modeling and simulation. KDDs, while being more compact, can also be utilized
in many of such applications and thus can provide a major improvement over the current techniques
in these areas. They can also drastically cut on the number of nodes in the Decision Diagram for very
large functions that up to now have not been able to be represented by BDDs.
For any Decision Diagram to prove to be useful, the compactness of the representation has to be
compared with the ease of construction and manipulation. A package for representation and manipulation of functions has been developed 179, 55], which shows the compactness of the KDDs together
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with ease of manipulation and construction. It has been shown that for the standard, hard, benchmark
examples, KDDs are on the average 35% more compact than Binary Decision Diagrams, with some
reductions of up to 75% being observed. The minimization scheme is based on the state of the art minimization schemes for BDDs, namely, dynamic variable ordering with sifting algorithm (Rudell, IWLS
1993, 558, 559]). Here the sifting is performed for both the order of variables as well as the type of
decompositions.
Furthermore, a class of functions was presented for which both BDD and FDD representations are
exponential in size but KDD is of polynomial size 179]. This property together with the canonicity and
the ease of construction and manipulation distinguishes the major signi cance of the KDDs. Although,
thanks to their canonicity, the KDD seem to be the most prospective of the introduced by our group
diagrams as a general purpose representation of Boolean Functions, we found that other diagrams
are best for mapping to ne-grain FPGAs. Recently Ho and Perkowski developed a concept of Free
Kronecker Decision Diagrams 499]. They showed experimentally that it gives very good results on
mapping to Atmel 6000 series FPGAs. The dierence between the Kronecker Functional Decision
Diagrams and the Free Kronecker Decision Diagrams (FKDD) is that in the former diagrams all nodes
at certain level have the same variable and the same (one of three) expansion type. We generalized this
concept to 'Pseudo-Kronecker Decision Diagrams' where in each level we have still one variable, but
all three types of expansions are possible in nodes. This has been generalized even further, to FKDDs,
where there can be many dierent variables in a level. The tree or a graph is thus no longer 'ordered'.
Although it is more di cult to create a program for generating this type of diagrams, they reduce
signi cantly the number of nodes, and result in better mappings to FPGAs. It is possible to make
these free diagrams canonical, implement operations on them, and treat them as the general-purpose
function representations.
In another development, Perkowski et al observed that the totally symmetric Boolean functions can
be realized in totally symmetric and regular decision diagrams that have only local connections. They
call such at and regular diagrams, the trellis diagrams. A question can be now asked: 'can the functions
that are not symmetric be realized in trellis diagrams?' Interestingly, the answer is 'yes', if the variables
of the diagram are repeated. This leads them to the concept of 'diagrams with repeated variables'.
The current work is on the fundamental problem to create such diagrams for a given Boolean function,
namely, what should be the (possibly repeated) order of input variables, so that the total number of
variables (and the lattice area) will be minimized.
Finally, new classes of diagrams, called canonical 'Boolean Ternary Kronecker Decision Diagrams
(BKTDD)' have been created, that can theoretically be better than all other diagrams 498]. For selecting the expansion type, one has 1 choice in BDDs and original FDDs, 2 choices in modi ed FDDs,
3 choices in KDDs, and 12 choices in BKTDDs. There is no danger of loosing good choices in BKTDDs, since the three standard expansions of the KDD are still available in them. Therefore, the exact
BKTDD is always not worse than the exact KDD.
Some of the introduced families, such as the KDDs, include all types of nodes from the BDDs and
FDDs. It is then obvious that KDD diagrams are always more compact. The important questions are
only: 'how much percent decrease in the number of nodes can be obtained by constructing KDDs for
industrial benchmark logic functions? Can one represent with the KDDs some large functions than
are not able to be represented by BDDs?' The numerical results are very good for some benchmarks,
especially for incompletely speci ed and arithmetical functions. For the functions with a large number
of input variables our algorithm can still be signi cantly improved.
KDD diagrams allow also to represent some especially constructed large functions that can not be
represented by BDDs and FDDs. An example of such a function is given in (Becker, 1993). This is one
of the areas of the current research.
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22.4 Canonical Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller Forms

As presented in one of earlier sections, a very successful approaches to decomposition by Shen and
Kellar 607, 608, 609] and Trachtenberg and Varma, 1989 701] were based on Positive Polarity (Canonical) Reed-Muller Forms. There exists a family of more general forms, called Canonical Fixed Polarity
Reed-Muller Forms (FPRMs), that are, however, very close to Positive Polarity RM Forms. They nd
several applications in logic synthesis, and allow for more compact function representation.
They were used as internal representation of Boolean functions in design automation systems they
were used as a convenient model to discuss some important algorithms, they were used as an aid
in studying function properties and function classi cation (Marek-Sadowska, 1994 561]) and nally
they were useful to generate e ciently other types of EXOR Circuits, such as ESOPs, or Generalized
Reed-Muller Forms.
FPRM forms can be also relatively e ciently realized in cellular arrays. Their realizations are similar
to PLAs and are based on the concept of regularity to combine the synthesis and physical placement
and routing stages. In many applications the AND/EXOR realizations of the circuits require less layout
area than their AND/OR counterparts 494, 622, 623, 579]. The AND/EXOR PLAs often require fewer
products than AND/OR PLAs (Sasao and Besslich, 1990 578]). The major advantages of this logic
stem from the information processing capabilities of EXOR gate.
For the speci c AND/EXOR realizations, e cient heuristic algorithms for Fixed Polarity ReedMuller canonical forms have been created 567, 569]. Fast techniques for identi cation of a minimal
realization of Boolean functions in xed polarity AND/XOR canonical forms were introduced. This
scheme is then used in a Generalized RM canonical form minimization technique. Identi cation of a
minimal realization would reduce the number of cells needed in the regular array implementation. Fast
algorithm allows to approximately minimize functions larger than in the methods from the literature.
Many of the theorems and properties found in 567, 569] for FPRM forms are of general nature and
can nd applications in EXOR Logic Synthesis outside the topic of FPRM minimization.

22.5 Generalized Reed-Muller Forms.

The Generalized Reed-Muller Forms (GRM) forms are another canonical AND/EXOR forms that
are more powerful than FPRMEs. As shown experimentally in 147, 148] and recently by Tsutomu
Sasao, the good quality solutions, or exact solutions, for GRM forms are closer to the minimal ESOPs,
than any other canonical forms investigated in the literature.
In papers by Csanky, Perkowski et al 147, 494, 148] a theory of such forms has been developed, as well
as an e cient heuristic algorithm based on it. These papers suggest also an exhaustive exact method
for GRMs. In 147] several useful concepts of general nature have been introduced, that have been
next used by Marek-Sadowska 561]. For instance, the prime cubes, that have some similarity to prime
implicants in SOP minimization. Interestingly, the concepts introduced by us have been recently found
useful by other researchers for other applications. For instance, T. Sasao uses them to create an exact
algorithm for GRM minimization 579], and Malgorzata Marek-Sadowska uses them for classi cation of
Boolean functions and matching 561].
Although Sasao's algorithm, being an exact one, creates not worse and often better solutions than
the algorithm from 494], the older algorithm remains still useful, since it is faster and can solve larger
functions in an approximate way.
These forms can be used both as a representation and also in some special types of decompositions
and investigations of symmetry and other properties useful in decomposition.

22.6 Canonical AND/EXOR Multiple-Valued Input, Binary Output Forms.

The ideas of minimal Fixed Polarity RM forms were expanded to Multi-Valued Input Kronecker
Reed-Muller (MIKRM) forms. While the FPRM forms are based on two expansions: Positive Davio
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for variables of positive polarity, and Negative Davio for variables of negative polarity, the binary Kronecker Reed-Muller (KRM) forms use three expansions: Positive Davio, Negative Davio, and Shannon.
Therefore, there is 3n KRM forms for a function of n variables. Each binary variable in a KRM form
can have one of three polarities to each polarity there corresponds a non-singular (orthogonal) binary
array. The concept of polarity can be further extended for multiple-valued logic. For a multiple-valued
variable there are as many polarities as corresponding orthogonal matrices. Each polarity corresponds
to an expansion and an universal cell. These concepts lead to the canonical Decision Diagram and
the Flat Multi-valued KRM representations of multiple-valued input functions. These diagrams and
representations can nd similar applications to the previously mentioned AND/EXOR forms.

22.7 Approximate Minimization of ESOPs.

Approximate Minimization of ESOPs is a very important problem to which much research has been
devoted over the last 30 years. It has such a relation to the AND/EXOR PLAs as the classical two-level
SOP minimization problem has to the AND/OR PLAs. Similarly to SOPs, creating a quasi-minimal
ESOP can become the rst stage of a multi-level minimization, and can be also used as a general-purpose
representation of Boolean functions.
The rst e cient program of this type was called Exorcism 284]. Exorcism was based on application
of iterative-improvement of two, introduced by us, cube calculus operations on EXOR-Array cubes,
called primary crosslink and secondary crosslink. This approach has been generalized to handle don't
cares, and to multiple-valued input functions, making it thus the rst multiple-valued ESOP minimizer
487]. In 1990 Tsutomu Sasao created a similar program, called EXMIN, which was at that time in
all respects superior to Exorcism, except for the handling of don't cares 581]. In eorts to further
improve Exorcism, more cube reshaping and cube combining operations have been added to it, and
the distance of the cubes to which the operations can be applied has been limited. New measure on
cubes, called cube dierence, which was used to evaluate prospective application of cube operations, has
been also introduced. Further experimentation with large examples led to the invention of a new cube
calculus operation, called exorlink. This operation allowed for very e cient realization in software, and
it also includes all the well-known operations of both Exorcism and EXMIN2 (in the meantime Tsutomu
Sasao improved EXMIN and renamed it EXMIN2), plus many other new cube operations. Based on
the notions of dierence and distance of cubes, the authors were able to execute only some particular
cases of exorlink operation to selected subsets of cubes, decreasing thus substantially the search space.
Finally, since 1993 Exorcism is able to obtain better results than EXMIN2. Moreover, the new version,
Exorcism-mv-2 can assume any number of values for each input variable, and these numbers can be
dierent for any particular variable. The program has also no inherent constraints on the size of the
function. In addition, it improves much the handling of the incompletely speci ed functions, which
property is missing in EXMIN2. Exorcism-mv-2 was compared with the incompletely-speci ed function
ESOP minimizer created by J. Saul, and very good results were obtained on benchmarks of incompletely
speci ed functions taken from industrial circuits (MCNC, ISCAS). Those circuits had from about 10%
to 80% of don't cares. However, working recently in Wright Labs of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
on applying Exorcism-mv-2 to Machine Learning applications, the author found that its performance
on 'learning' benchmarks, although better than some of the popularly used 'learning' programs such
as C4.5, is still unsatisfactory on larger examples. Analyzing these cases, the author came to the
conclusion, that the inferior behavior of Exorcism-mv-2 is caused by the extremely high percent of
don't cares that is typical for Machine Learning benchmarks, and can be as high as 99.99999%. We
have done some small improvements to Exorcism-mv-2 which improved its operation on many examples,
but comparing its operation to a Boolean Ashenhurst/Curtis Decomposer we feel, that much further
improvements are possible. This opens up a new general research area, namely designing Boolean and
multiple-valued minimization algorithms for strongly unspeci ed functions typical for Machine Learning,
data-base, image recognition and AI applications.
In conclusion, Exorcism-mv-2 is currently the best heuristic ESOP minimizer available, especially for
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the case of multi-output strongly unspeci ed Boolean and multiple-valued input functions. In addition,
the author sees clearly now, how both its speed and the quality of the results can be further improved.
Exorcism can be used both to create ESOPs as a representation for decomposition, and to minimize
the non-decomposable blocks in AC decomposition. This is one of the current research areas.

22.8 Orthogonal Transforms, Fundamental Theorem and Its Applications.

Paper 496] presents a theorem that forms a foundation to all well-known and all possible new canonical circuits with EXOR output gates. Let M be a 2n  2n binary matrix with columns corresponding
to minterms and rows corresponding to a family of Boolean functions of n variables. Mi j] = 1 means
that the Boolean function of row i includes the minterm corresponding to column j. If the rows are
linearly independent with respect to a bit-by-bit EXOR operation, then the family is called 'orthogonal
family of Boolean functions'. The functions from the family are called 'orthogonal' functions. The
theorem states that for any orthogonal family of 2n Boolean functions fi of n variables represented as
a 2n  2n matrix M, there exists a canonical three-level realization:
F = f0



S0  :::  f2n ;1



S2n ;1

where functions fi are the given orthogonal functions, and coe cients Si are determined by multiplying matrix M ;1 by the vector of minterms FV of function F.
Each such canonical expansion creates also an universal cell that can be used in multi-level trees.
Analogously as in case of BDDs and KDDs, such trees can be factorized to Directed Acyclic Graphs
(DAGs), so that the concept of generalized functional decision diagrams, called Orthogonal Decision
Diagrams can be created. Such diagrams include all the known canonical decision diagrams from the
literature as their special cases 497].
The generalization of these concepts for multi-output incompletely speci ed functions F has been
also created. These concepts can be used to create e cient decision diagrams and programs to minimize
non-decomposable blocks in AC decompositions.

22.9 Logic with Multiple-Valued Inputs and Multiple-Valued Outputs.

An e cient algorithm for ternary Reed-Muller expansions under xed polarities is presented in 214].
It requires less computation than all the previous algorithms, including those by Chen and Wu, Yang,
Green and Harking. The algorithm, which is based on a recursive matrix, can be easily extended
to any higher radix, demonstrating that perhaps many other of the described here methods, created
by the author, which were developed for binary case or multiple-valued input, binary output, can
also be extended to multiple-valued-input, multiple-valued-output logic ('truly multiple-valued'). The
algorithm can be applied to both truly multiple-valued circuit logic hardware implementation, or to
multi-level realization of binary encoding of this logic, leading thus to circuits with relatively high
EXOR component, plus AND and OR gates. All such decision diagrams and canonical forms may be
used as representations in decomposition of mv functions.
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Figure 57: Cube arrangement

23 The Variable Partitioning Problem.
In this section we will present the Variable Partitioning approach applied in TRADE. Good heuristics
for variable selection (partitioning) is also in 215].
In this section a method operating on cubes will be presented. It is called the Pair Weighting
Method. This heuristic method will produce no more than four 'good' partitions which are to be used
for decomposition. The basic idea of this method is to arrange cubes (minterms) in the Karnaugh
map in such a way that they become more concentrated in either certain columns or rows, like the
arrangements in Figure 57a and (b), but not like that in Figure 57c. For a given function, the number
of minterms is xed, the number of cubes after minimization is xed as well. There are six minterms
in Figure 57a. Under that partition, the minterms are concentrated in two columns. In Figure 57b it
is the same function. Under that partition, the minterms are concentrated in two rows. In Figure 57c
it is the same function again, but the minterms are diverged across the Karnaugh map. Clearly, the
column multiplicities under the partitions shown in Figure 57a and (b) are less than that in Figure 57c.
How can we put more cubes in certain columns or rows? We rst analyze the relative positions
between two cubes in the Karnaugh map. There are four possible relative positions between two cubes
as shown in Figure 58. The rectangles stand for cubes. The shaded areas from both cubes are the
possible parts that can be put into the same columns or rows in the Karnaugh map. The question then
arises, under what partition do the shaded areas from both cubes reside in the same columns or rows?
The next example is used to show how to nd that partition.
The ON set of function f in Figure 59 is:
cube1
cube2

abcd
0-01110

The remaining cubes belong to the OFF set.
The column multiplicity is three under this partition (ab j cd, bound set cd, free set ab). The
Intersection of the two cubes results in the 'Intersection Cube' cube0.
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no e
(a)

one e
(b)

more than onee
(c)

all e
(d)

Figure 58: Relative positions between two cubes

cd

ab 00 01 11 10
00 1 1
01 1 1
11
1
10

cube1
cube2
f

Figure 59: Karnaugh map of function f
abcd
cube1
0-0cube2
1110
--------------cube0
e1e0

Because there are two 's, these two cubes have the relative position as shown in Figure 58c. The
comparisons of cube0 with cube1 and the cube0 with cube2 result in the Partition Cubes C1 and C2,
respectively:
abcd
cube0
e1e0
cube1
0-0-------------C1
NNNN

abcd
cube0
e1e0
cube2
1110
-------------C2
NYNY

The Partition Cube is formed as follows: If the corresponding bits of the two cubes are the same,
there is a Y in the Partition Cube. Otherwise N. Next, according to the Partition Cubes one attempts
to form partitions that would put as many shaded areas from both cubes into the same columns or rows
as possible. The Partition Cubes are ignored if they have the value of all Y's or all N's. Therefore, C1
is ignored. Group variables corresponding to Y in C2 into a group, group b, d, forming a partition ac
j bd. Under this partition, part of cube1 and part of cube2 reside in column 10 ( b = 1, d = 0) of the
Karnaugh map.
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ac
bd 00 01 11 10
00 1
01 1
11 1
10 1
1
f
(b)

bd
ac 00 01 11 10
00 1 1 1 1
01
11
10

1
f

(a)

Figure 60: Karnaugh maps for the 'best' partition

ab

cde
00
01
11
10

000 001 011 010 110 111 101 100

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0

1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

f

Figure 61: Variable partitioning example
These are minterms 0010 and 1110 as shaded in Figure 60a. This is just what we wanted: both cubes
have a part in one column. We form another partition bd j ac by grouping variables corresponding to
N in C2 (a c) in one group. Under this partition, part of cube1 and part of cube2 reside in row 10
(b = 1 d = 0) of the Karnaugh map. They are minterms 1000 and 1011 (shaded as well) in Figure 60b.
Again, this is what we aimed at: both cubes have a part in one row.
Clearly, the bound set fb dg is a better partition which produces a column multiplicity of two, while
bound set a, c results in a column multiplicity of three. In summary, rst all Partition Cubes are
calculated for each pair of variables. Each Partition Cube forms a partition. Number of appearances
of each pair is counted, and according to this number the nal partitions are formed.
Now a more complex example will be used to explain the detailed procedure of variable partitioning.
Figure 61 shows the Karnaugh map of function f with the column multiplicity (abjcde) of ve. Its
Espresso format input le is as follows:
.i 5
.o 1
.ilb a b c d e
.ob f
.type fr
00-01 1
-0101 1
01-11 1
-1111 1
----0 0
1-0-- 0
-0-1- 0
-1-0- 0
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.end

'Variable partitioning example'
(1) Calculate Intersection Cubes. For ON set, they are:
00-01
-0101
----00101

00-01
01-11
----0e-e1

00-01
-1111
----0e1e1

-0101
01-11
----0e1e1

-0101
-1111
-----e1e1

01-11
-1111
----01111

----0
-1-0-----1-00

1-0--0-1----1001-

1-0--1-0----1100-

-0-1-1-0-----e-e-

For OFF set, they are:
----0
1-0-----1-0-0

----0
-0-1-----0-10

(2) Calculate Partition Cubes. For ON set, they are:
00101
00-01
----YYNYY

00101
-0101
----NYYYY

0e-e1
00-01
----YNYNY

0e-e1
01-11
----YNYNY

0e1e1
00-01
----YNNNY

0e1e1
-1111
----NNYNY

0e1e1
-0101
----NNYNY

0e1e1
01-11
----YNNNY

-e1e1
-0101
----YNYNY

-e1e1
-1111
----YNYNY

01111
01-11
----YYNYY

01111
-1111
----NYYYY

For OFF set, they are:
1-0-0
----0
----NYNYY

1-0-0
1-0-----YYYYN

-0-10
----0
----YNYNY

-0-10
-0-1----YYYYN

-1-00
----0
----YNYNY

-1-00
-1-0----YYYYN

10011-0-----YNYNY

1001-0-1----NYNYY

11001-0-----YNYNY

1100-1-0----NYNYY

-e-e-0-1----YNYNY

-e-e-1-0----YNYNY

(3) Calculate Relationship Factors.
1. Create four triangle tables as shown in Figure 62, call them ON-Y Table, ON-N Table, OFF-Y
Table and OFF-N Table.
2. Initiate all their cells to zero. The value in each cell represents a weighted Relationship Factor.
between the variables corresponding to the row and column labels of the table. Later on, we
will sort the Relationship Factor Table. In order to keep the correct correspondence between
the value and the variable pair it represents, we attach two more storage units to each cell
to store the two variables that the Relationship Factor corresponds to. So the Relationship
Factor Table is, in fact, a 3-tuple list. For example, the ON-Y Table in Figure 62 is a list:
f(a b 2) (a c 4) (a d 2) (ae 8) (bc 2) (bd 4) (be 4) (c d 2) (c e8) (d e 4)g.
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b
c
a-b a-c
2
4
b b-c
2
c

d
a-d
2
b-d
4
c-d
2

e
a-e
a
8
b-e
4
c-e
8
d-e
d 4
ON-Y Table
b
c
d
e
a a-b a-c a-d a-e
9
3
6
3
b b-c b-d b-e
3 6
3
c c-d c-e
3
6
d-e
d
3
OFF-Y Table

b
c
a-b a-c
0
2
b b-c
2
c

e
a-e
a
0
b-e
0
c-e
0
d-e
d
0
ON-N Table
b
c
d
e
a a-b a-c a-d a-e
0
4
0
0
b b-c b-d b-e
0
5
0
c c-d c-e
0
0
d-e
d
0
OFF-N Table

Figure 62: ON-Y, ON-N, OFF-Y and OFF-N tables
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d
a-d
2
b-d
8
c-d
2

3. The Partition Cubes obtained in the second step are weighted in the following way:







Group variables corresponding to Y's in the Partition Cube.
Select a pair of variables in the group and increase the value of the corresponding cell of the
ON-Y Tables by 1.
Group variables corresponding to N's in the Partition Cube,
Select a pair of variables in the group and increase the value of the corresponding cell of the
ON-N Tables by 1.
Execute the calculations for all pairs in the group.
Perform the same operations for the OFF-Y and OFF-N Tables.

The formula of Relationship Factor is:
RelationshipFactor = sum ((pair between variables i and j) ? 1 : 0)

The summation is over all Partition Cubes and all pairs of variables in the Partition Cubes. '(pair
between variables i and j)? 1 : 0' in the equation means that if variables i and j are a pair, take the
value 1. Otherwise 0.
For example, if a Partition Cube C1 from the ON set is
abcdefg
C1 = YNYNNYY

the cells a-c, a-f, a-g, c-f, c-g and f-g of the ON-Y Table and the cells b-d, b-e and d-e of the ON-N
Table will be increased by 1.
According to above rules, we ll the ON-Y, ON-N, OFF-Y and OFF-N Tables as shown in Figure 62.
'ON-Y, ON-N, OFF-Y and OFF-N Tables'
(4) Form the 'best' partitions.
The Relationship Factor Table is sorted in decreasing order by the value of the Relationship Factors.
The variable pairs with largest values in the ON-Y Table are collected until the required number of
variables for the bound set is reached. Both cells a-e and c-e have the values of 8, so these two pairs
are selected and the bound set fa c eg is formed. For the ON-N Table, cell b-d has the largest value of
8. All the remaining are with the same value of 2. Cell a-b has the value of 2 and it shares the common
variable b with set fb dg. Set fa bg is then added to set fdg creating a bound set fa b dg. The same
operations are performed for the OFF-Y and OFF-N Tables to obtain another two bound sets fa c eg
and fb d eg.
The Karnaugh maps under these four partitions are shown in Figure 63. In fact, we have only three
Karnaugh maps because there are only three dierent partitions out of these four partitions. Partition
fbd j aceg and fac j bdeg result in a column multiplicity of two. While partition fce j abdg results in a
column multiplicity of three.
We have checked that only partitions
;  fbd j aceg and fac j bdeg can produce the minimum column
multiplicity of two. There are ten ( 53 = 10) possible partitions out of these ve-input function.
The pseudo-code for variable partitioning is shown in Figure 64.
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ace
bd 000
00

01
11
10

bde
ac 000

001 011 010 110 111 101 100

1 1

1

1 1

1

00

01
11
10

f
abd
ce 000
00

01
11
10

1
1

001 011 010 110 111 101 100

1
1
1

1
1
1
f

001 011 010 110 111 101 100

1
1

1

1
f

Figure 63: Partitions after variable partitioning

variable_partitioning()
{
repeat for ON-Y, ON-N, OFF-Y and OFF-N tables
{
create Relationship Factor Table
sort Relationship Factor Table in decreasing order
bound_set = first pair in the queue
while (|bound_set| < maximum_bound_set_number)
bound_set = bound_set U pair in the next position
}
}

Figure 64: Pseudo-code of variable partitioning
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24 The Column Minimization Problem.
The problem to minimize the number of columns is discussed by all authors. Some of them discuss
it as the set covering of a compatibility graph with nodes corresponding to sub functions of cofactors,
some other authors represent it as graph coloring of an incompatibility graph that is a complement of
the compatibility graph. These formulations are mathematically equivalent.
It seems, however, that there is something fundamentally wrong in both above formulations from
the point of view of decomposing strongly unspeci ed functions for ML applications. We will discuss it
in the next subsection.

24.1 Troubles with the Column Compatibility Problem.

This problem is not known from the literature and was observed in Wright Labs. Let us assume that
we have 100 input variables and 99.99999999% don't cares. This means, most columns are columns of
don't cares.
Such problem was observed for the parity function with 96 variables. There is no partitioning problem
here and all the troubles to nd a decomposable minimum solution of negated EXORs are due to bad
column grouping. The question is: 'how to group columns to avoid these troubles?' The following ideas
should be considered:
1. Do not combine columns of only don't cares with other columns.
2. Solve the column minimization problem together with the column encoding problem. For instance,
in essence, we do not need to absolutely minimize the column multiplicity, only to get it below
k = 2r (r = bound set cardinality - 1), so if maximum number of r = 3, 8 is as good as 5.
3. another approach - weighted covering, combine only columns that have 0's corresponding to 0's
and 1's corresponding to 1's, and not 0's corresponding to -'s and 1's corresponding to -'s.
4. Use greedy algorithm that selects the largest clique, remove it, and iterate. Similarly to the
'disjoint star' covering algorithm of Michalski.
5. Combine step-by-step the most similar columns. Do not treat '-' as similar. Use the weights for:
1) number of agreements.
2) probability.
3) probability that identical values are matched.
This is an area of our active current research. The goal is a reformulation of the fundamental Column
Minimization Problem.

24.2 Graph Coloring.

The graph coloring approach was implemented in TRADE program. The problem of nding the
smallest column multiplicity was reduced to the one of performing proper graph coloring with the
minimum number of colors. Graph coloring, 139, 259] is one in which every two nodes linked by an
edge are assigned dierent colors. Minimum graph coloring is one with the minimum number of colors.
Graph coloring is an NP-hard problem. There has been a substantial research in graph coloring in
order to nd the algorithms for a quasi-optimum solution with the fastest possible speed. The method
presented here is a fast graph coloring method. This method has been programmed and tested on many
examples, it resulted in excellent colorings. The method found exact colorings for graphs in 139] and
even found better coloring than that that was claimed to be minimal in the book. The method is called
the Color In uence Method.
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Figure 65: Graph coloring using Color Inuence Method
The main idea of this method is to evaluate the inuence of the color assignment to a node over the
entire graph, and chose the color which results in a minimum inuence. The minimum in uence means
that the color assignment to a node will produce a minimum increase of color-in-bar's.
The color-in-bar's (restrictions) are the colors that the node cannot be assigned with, which are
denoted by A B : : : A B A C : : : as in Figure 65.
After each color assignment to a node, the complexity of the graph is decreased. This is a greedy
method with global evaluation. The next example is used to illustrate this method.
Figure 65a shows a graph that need to be colored. Start from the node with the greater number
of edges, that is node 2, assign color A to it. This color assignment results in that nodes 1, 3, 5 and
6 cannot be assigned with color A, denote this restriction on those nodes by color-in-bar A's, and
remove all corresponding edges as shown in Figure 65b. Then, color the node with the most number of
color-in-bar's. If there are more than one node with the same number of color-in-bar's, chose the node
with the most number of edges. If there are still more than one node, evaluate the inuence of each
color assignment, and assign the node with a color which results in a minimum inuence. If a node
can be assigned with more than one color, the evaluation of the inuence of each color assignment is
also required. According to the rules stated above, nodes 5 and 6 are selected because they have the
same number of color-in-bar's and the same number of edges. Assigning color B to node 6 will result
in a restriction A B on node 1 and a restriction A B on node 5. While assigning color B to node 5 will
result in a restriction A B on node 6 and a restriction B on node 4. Because one A B restriction and
one B restriction result in less inuence than two A B restrictions, assigning a color to node 5 produces
less inuence than assigning a color to node 6. Node 5 is selected, color B is assigned to it, as shown in
Figure 65c. The same way, color C is assigned to node 6, as shown in Figure 65d, and color B to node
1, as shown in Figure 65e. Nodes 3 and 4 are in the same condition, and have the same inuence on
the graph. If color B were assigned to node 3, color A or color C must be assigned to node 4. The nal
color assignment is shown in Figure 65f.
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graph_coloring()
{
sort nodes in decreasing order by the number of edges
color first node
remove it
mark restrictions
remove edges
while ((cib_set = largest_number_color_in_bar(node_queue)) != empty)
{
e_set = largest_number_edge(cib_set)
if (|e_set| > 1)
f_n = minimum_influence(e_set)
else
f_n = e_set
color f_n
remove f_n
mark restrictions
remove edges
}
}

Figure 66: Pseudo-code of graph coloring
The above algorithm was incorporated into a program, named COLOR, and was run on a networked
SUN 4/670MP workstation. The program was tested on graphs with dierent number of nodes (N =
100 ! 1000) and dierent edge percentages (P = 10% ! 90%). The maximum number of edges in
a graph is N (N2; 1) , N is the number of nodes in the graph. The edge percentage (P) is simply the
percentage of the maximum number of edges. Edges in the graph are randomly generated.
By statistic analysis, it is found that the time (T) is proportional to the number of nodes (N) in a
polynomial form T  N 2:5.
The graph coloring problem is then solved (approximately) in a polynomial time, and not in an
exponential time. For small graphs, we are able to verify that the algorithm gives the minimum
solutions. It is then hoped that it gives reasonably good results for larger graphs as well, but this claim
cannot be veri ed, since the exact minimal optimizer is not yet available (we are working on it). The
pseudo-code for graph coloring is shown in Figure 66.
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25 Special Decompositions.
Because the general decomposition is di cult, one has to look to dierent ways of dealing with the
problem. One of them may be to consider several particular cases of decomposition in more detail, and
have a program that would evaluate and combine several e cient "mini-decomposers".
Applications of functional decomposition to test generation are described in 404].
Decomposition for minimization of Power Consumption is in the paper by Schneider, 1994, 597].
Paper 640] introduces new kind of decomposition that is useful for NAND and NOR gates. The
paper is very similar to Perkowski's 485] paper which introduced the concept of dissected pairs for this
task.
The following special structures of circuits for decomposers have been analyzed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maitra cascades,
Iterative circuits, pipelined logic,
Trees with repeated leaf variables,
Trees without repetitions of leaf variables,
Tandem networks of Butler.
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26 Detection of Symmetry.
Detection of symmetry helps to simplify the variable partitioning problem. This was used in binary
decomposition programs, but not in multiple-valued decomposers.

26.1 Approach of Stankovic and Moraga to Detection of Symmetry.

Stankovic and Moraga in 629] presented an approach to symmetry detection of mv functions.
In general, the problem of realization of a multiple-valued function is a relatively di cult task. Let
us however rst observe, that the examples of mv functions are naturally simpler than binary functions
for the same tasks. For instance, assume that there is 5 dierent values of variable and we have 6
variables. In binary case we need 3 bits for a variable, times 6 = 18 binary variables. In the mv case
we need just six 5-valued variables.
In some cases, when the given mv function has some particular properties, for example, symmetry
or partial symmetry with respect to a given pair of variables, this problem is greatly simpli ed.
Further, let us observe that if we have symmetric variables and we use them to create mv variables,
the symmetry is preserved. If we have symmetric mv variables, it is not necessarily reected in respective
binary variables that encode them, so symmetry of mv variables is a more powerful property, and will
perhaps contribute more to the synthesis of strongly unspeci ed functions.
Decomposition of an mv function in recognition of its symmetries will lead to signi cant simpli cations of the synthesis procedure.
In practice, one of the advantages of knowing that a given function is symmetric or partially symmetric is the potential economy oered by the realization of such a function using a smaller number of
components. A similar statement applies to the functional decomposition, in which case the synthesis of
an n-variable function reduces to the synthesis of two or more auxiliary functions with fewer variables.
In both cases, the time for performing the synthesis procedure is reduced as well.
The problem of symmetry detection and functional decomposition on a given pair of variables may
be studied both in the original domain and in the spectral domain. The existing results derived in the
original domain are primarily based on some algebraic transformations using tabular representation of
mv functions representing the extensions of the corresponding techniques by Ashenhurst/Curtis or by
the graph coloring techniques of Muzio 461].
In the spectral domain, methods for symmetry detection and functional decomposition are based on
relationships between spectral coe cients 301], 434], 302], 299], 300], 191], 684, 685], 442], 626],
627], 628], and 664],
In functional domain, the problem of using symmetry in decomposition was discussed in 725, 175,
332, 629, 628, 626].
The e ciency of spectral methods is mainly supported by Fast Fourier transforms on groups (the
Walsh transform for Boolean and the Chrestenson transform for mv functions). For an n-variable mv
function there are (n=2) dierent pairs of variables. Therefore, to detect all possible symmetries of
this function (or to examine the possibility of the decomposition on all pairs of variables), we need to
perform a great number of checks. In the practical applications this represents a tedious task related
to high requirements on processor time and memory. This fact considerably reduces advantages of this
method.

26.2 Use of Symmetry in Decomposition.

It is well known that the number of possible partitions for a function with n variables is 2n, which
makes it impractical to search all partitions for larger functions. However, if variables x1 and x2
are partially symmetric, then if a bound set D  fx1g has been considered, the bound set D  fx2g
does not have to be considered. The more partial symmetries exist, the less bound sets need to be
considered. These ideas lead to the improved decomposition algorithms for functions with partial and
total symmetries.
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Recently, Malgorzata Marek-Sadowska created a new e cient method of classifying Boolean functions
561]. This method can be used to design much more powerful decomposers, since it takes into account
more relations on the variables, such as:






nonequivalence symmetry,
equivalence symmetry,
mixed symmetries,
skew-nonequivalence symmetry,
other

In a similar but earlier study, Radomir Stankovic and Nebojsa Denic 628], introduced the same 8
symmetry classes as Sadowska, but used the apparatus of Gibbs derivatives instead of FPRMs.
Nobody has done the study of using symmetry of multiple valued functions in decomposition, but
there are interesting papers by Butler and Schueller 119], Epstein 197], Epstein, Miller and Muzio
198], 199], Stojmenovic, Miyakawa and Tosic 641], Mukhophadyay 447], Muzio 462], Muzio, Miller,
and Epstein 460].
Muzio 462] has studied the realization of general multiple-valued symmetric functions from fundamental symmetric functions. Speci cally, any arbitrary symmetric function can be realized as the
disjunction of fundamental symmetric functions. Some of these functions may be combined, improving the e ciency of the algorithm. The objective of the design is to realize a given function with as
few combinations as possible. The problem discussed by Muzio was the worst case. That is, certain
functions will require the maximum number of combinations, and it is desired to nd this maximum
number. Muzio computed the maximum for 3- and 4- valued systems and conjectured the values for
general m-valued systems.
Butler 119] solved the general problem and showed that as in the 3- and 4- valued cases, the
ratio of the maximum number of components to the total number of fundamental symmetric functions
approaches one-half as the number of variables n increases. This has an analog in binary sum-ofproducts expressions. That is, the binary function with the greater number of product terms (the
EXOR function) requires exactly one half of the total number of minterms.
If we apply the tree search paradigm in the space of variables for partitioning 506], then it would
be relatively easy to apply standard operator equivalence techniques to remove descriptors from nodes.
For instance, if variables a and b are symmetric, one of them is removed as a descriptor. Let us observe
that this technique can be used dynamically, to the newly created subfunctions, and the goal of previous
decompositions would be to increase the symmetries in the subsequent stages. This way a subset of all
bound sets would be tested to obtain the exact decomposition (the decompositions that minimize the
value of the multiplicity index ).

26.3 Kim's and Dietmeyer Approach to Symmetric Decomposition.

Kim and Dietmeyer 332], 331] observed that current systems for multilevel synthesis from PLA-like
macros have a di culty with symmetric functions. Designs of totally symmetric functions generated
from descriptions that lack global network structure, have on average more than twice as many literals
as the best designs, while the designs of non symmetric functions have on average 20% more literals
than the best designs.
Classical disjoint decomposition, which is generally considered for small networks, is particularly
suitable for symmetric function synthesis.
The Boolean PLA decomposers of Devadas 171, 174], and Ciesielski 721, 722], overcome the two most
important drawbacks of algebraic factorization methods: too much dependency on given expressions
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and the sequential generation of subfunctions. However, they have no special treatment for symmetric
functions.
Kim and Dietmeyer developed a simple but eective heuristic method for synthesizing symmetric
functions that detects and takes advantages of symmetry and is based upon classical disjoint decomposition theory. The program of Kim and Dietmeyer produced almost always the best designs known to
these authors.
Taking advantage of symmetry in multilevel synthesis requires detection of symmetry sets of multipleoutput function F. Extensive work on the detection of symmetry sets using the array format was reported
by 175].
Detecting of symmetry in the arrays of F may be performed by sequentially testing the arrays of
each fi The detection of symmetry pairs forms the basis for detecting larger symmetry sets. Detecting
symmetry pairs is described by the following theorem:

Theorem 26.1 (Kim and Dietmeyer).

f = (ON DC OFF ) is symmetric with respect to set L = fxi xj g if and only if ONxi xj ^
OFFxi xj = 0 and ONxi xj ^ OFFxi xj = 0
If OFF-conditions are not provided, tests based on the following corollary are usually preferred
because computing the complement often takes more time than other operations.

Corrolary 26.1 (Kim and Dietmeyer).

f = (ON DC OFF) is symmetric with respect to set L = fxi  xj g if and only if
 ONxi xj  ONxi xj _ DCxi xj ] and  ONxi xj  ONxi xj _ DCxi xj ]

Theorem 26.2 (Kim and Dietmeyer).

If f is a completely speci ed function, symmetry is an equivalence relation on the variables of symmetry.
Thus if fa bg and fb cg are symmetry pairs, fa cg is also a symmetry pair, and fa b cg is a symmetry
set. If L is a symmetry set and fa bg is a symmetry pair where a from L and b not from L then L  fbg
is also a symmetry set.

However if f is not completely speci ed, detection is not easy. Symmetry is not even a compatible
relation in general. The three-element symmetry set is a special case among larger symmetry sets, and
the following theorem shows how in may be detected.

Theorem 26.3 (Kim and Dietmeyer).

f = (ON DC OFF ) is symmetric with respect to fa b cg if and only if f is pairwise symmetric with
respect to fa bg, fb cg and fa cg.
Dietmeyer introduced a new operator to nd largest symmetry sets in an relatively e cient way.
It is well-known that if f is totally symmetric then the output of f depends only on the weights of
the input vectors. This can be carried over to multi-level multi-output functions: if F is symmetric
with respect to L, then every single-output function fi in F depends only on the L-part weights of
input vectors. This weight dependency suggests the disjoint decomposition.
F(X) = F 0(W X ; L)
(13)
where X = fx1 x2 : : :g is the set of input variables and W = fw1 w2 : : :g is the set of intermediate
variable names assigned to the outputs wi (L) of W (L), which is a multiple-output function totally
symmetric on L. The variables of L are called decomposition variables and the function W (L) will be
called recoder.
Iterative decomposition using their heuristic recoding techniques is e cient for totally symmetric
functions. The authors write that expanding this approach for partially symmetric functions is an open
problem, but they believe that many of their ideas will also work for partially symmetric functions.
They want to select the best recoder type based on the analysis of functions to be decomposed. Let us
hope that this approach will also be easily expandable for multiple-valued functions.
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27 Maitra Cascades.
There are two types of Maitra cascades. The rst one is a redundant cascade where one or more
inputs are driven by the same Boolean variable. The second type is a non-redundant cascade in which
every input is connected to a distinct Boolean variable.
The properties of Boolean functions which make them Maitra-realizable have been discussed in both
spectral and function domains. The spectral approach seems to be an e cient method for testing and
realizing any given Boolean function because the spectral coe cients provide global information about
the function, which is more useful than the Boolean representation of the function.
The map 406], and the algebraic 370] approaches require the function to be in the minimum sumof-product Boolean expression, which is a disadvantage.
The matrix approach of Sklansky 619] is better than the map and algebraic techniques. When the
spectral approach is compared with the matrix method, it is observed that the procedure structure in
spectral domain is more convenient for computer implementation, and it is not restricted by the number
of true minterms or the number of input variables. This is then much better than in 619].
Let us observe that in general, the spectral approaches to various types of Boolean decompositions,
not only AC one, but also pre- and post-processor decompositions, become now available thanks to the
e cient Clarke's algorithm 128] to nd a Walsh spectrum. Such algorithms were not useful practically
before, since no e cient method to calculate the entire or partial spectra were available. The only
disadvantage is that a method such as one by Clarke may be quite complex to implement.
Not much has been published about multiple-valued logic cascades, especially for incompletely speci ed functions.

27.1 Cascades and their Generalizations.

Let us recall the 96-input EXOR problem. If one would assume that the corresponding circuit is
Maitra-cascade realizable, then more e cient decomposition algorithm can be found. For each input
variable one of three possible operations, AND, OR and EXOR is assumed, and the function is folded
with respect to this operation. If no folding is possible, another operation is tried, or the program
backtracks. If the circuit is Maitra-cascade realizable, this algorithm gives the solution, regardless on
the number of inputs and percent of the don't cares. Although this algorithm is exponential with the
number of input variables, it is still more e cient than the general AC decomposition. This is the
reason why we are interested in using some ideas based on Maitra cascades in the framework of the AC
decomposition.
We plan:
1. Develop an algorithm to create Maitra Cascades, 406], for strongly unspeci ed functions. For
such functions, because of the high percent of don't cares, there may be solutions for most real
life benchmark functions. Prove properties of the algorithm speci cally, we will have to prove
that if such a cascade exists, the algorithm is able to nd it.
2. Generalize the concept of Maitra cascade with the above in mind.
3. Use the function folding approach of Perkowski to solve the simpler EXOR problem for strongly
unspeci ed function of 96 variables (10,000 samples).
4. This is similar to the problem of removing vacuous variables, removing all vacuous variables may
be not good, still removing such variables should remain as an option. Use a method similar
to above to reduce the number of variables. If found, the totally vacuous variables should be
de nitely removed.
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27.2 Spectral Approaches to Maitra Cascades.

Spectral methods have been also used for synthesis of cascades in the paper by Asaad and Bennett
26]. Asaad and Bennett de ne properties of Boolean networks that are realizable in non-redundant
cascades. They use Walsh transform and give an algorithm for realizing a cascade based on these
properties. Although their method is only for completely speci ed functions, it can be adapted to
incompletely speci ed functions using techniques from Falkowski et al. 208, 209].
Synthesis of Maitra cascades by means of spectral techniques is also discussed by Stankovic, Tosic
and Nikolic, 625].
By using the same approach as Mukhopadhyay and Stone 449], M. Stankovic et al give, in the
spectral domain, a procedure that can be used to test an arbitrary function for cascade realizability
and to generate a Maitra cascade for a function if one exists. The procedure determines one or more
cells at the bottom of a cascade realization of the function and the residual function that drives this
portion of the function. The procedure is applied iteratively to the successive residual functions, until
a trivial residual function is found, since the applied method is based on the partial decomposition
of the function. In the spectral domain, this decomposition is uniquely de ned by the values of the
determined pairs of spectral coe cients. A spectrum of the residual function is determined by applying
the spectral translation to the spectral coe cients of the given function. These results permit to
formulate a procedure that is suitable for computer processing. However, no experimental results are
given in the paper.
Classi cation of Boolean functions by spectral means is also discussed in 257].
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28 General Decomposition with EXOR Transformations.
The known decomposition methods are passive in the sense that they only test whether a function
is decomposable or not. If it is, the decomposition is carried out. But what do we do if the function is
not decomposable?
The method presented in TRADE is called a Local Transformation Method. This method can transform a function which is non decomposable (in the sense of Curtis) into several decomposable ones.
The basic idea of this method is to transform some columns in the original Karnaugh map to make
them identical to some other columns in order to decrease the column multiplicity. It is carried out in
three steps:
1. The output values of the Conict Cubes (the Conict Cubes are the cubes that make the two
columns dierent) in one column are complemented in order to make the two columns identical,
creating the Modi ed Karnaugh Map.
2. The so-called Modifying Karnaugh Map is created from the initial map and the Modi ed Map.
3. EXOR operation on the function described by the Modi ed Karnaugh Map and the function
described by the Modifying Karnaugh Map is executed, creating the original function.
A Modi ed Cube is a name for the Conict Cube which outputs have been complemented, both cubes
are identical. An attempt is made in the rst step to make the Modi ed Cubes as large as possible,
and at the same time keep the number of the Modi ed Cubes as small as possible.
Like the cube -1 in columns 000 and 001 in Figure 67a, it makes these two columns dierent. The
formula for calculating the Conict Cubes between i-th and j-th columns is:
Conict Cube Set = (ON(i) u OFF(j)) t (ON(j) u OFF(i))
where:
ON(i) and OFF(i) are the ON and OFF sets of i-th column.
ON(j) and OFF(j) are the ON and OFF sets of j-th column.
The formula states that the Conict Cubes between the i-th and j-th column are the union of the
intersection of the ON set of i-th column with the OFF set of j-th column and the intersection of the
ON set of j-th column with the OFF set of i-th column.
The following example is used to illustrate this method and above terminologies. Figure 67a is an
original Karnaugh map with the bond set fc d eg and a column multiplicity of four. We intend to
decompose this function into two sub functions, and each of them has a column multiplicity of no more
than two.
We perform the local transformation to decrease the column multiplicity. First, the output values of
cubes -10-1 and -1101 in Figure 67a are complemented. The resulting cubes are called Modi ed Cubes
(they are the same as the Conict Cubes). After modi cation, the resultant Karnaugh map is called the
Modi ed Karnaugh Map (Modi ed Function) fed ) as shown in Figure 67b. Now the column multiplicity
of the Modi ed Karnaugh Map is two.
Next, because the output value of the Modi ed Cubes have been complemented, the compensation
must be made. To achieve this, another Karnaugh map is created with the positions corresponding to
the Modi ed Cubes in the original Karnaugh map set to 1's and the others set to 0's. This is shown
in Figure 67c. It is called the Modifying Karnaugh Map (Modifying Function fing ). Notice that in this
case the column multiplicity of the Modifying Karnaugh Map is two as well. If there are DC cubes in
the original Karnaugh map, we keep them unchanged in both the Modi ed and Modifying Karnaugh
Maps, because they will make both of these maps as amenable as possible for further minimization.
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cde

ab@@ 000 001 011 010 110 111 101 100
00
01
11
10

1 . 1. . . . 0. . . 0 1 0 . 0. . . 1
.. .. .
.. .
1 ... ...0..... ... ...0..... ... 1 1 1 ... ...0..... ... 1
.. .. .
.. .
0 ... ...1..... ... ....1.... .. 0 0 0 ... ...1..... .. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
A B C D A D C A
The original Karnaugh map



1 . 1. . . . .0. . 0 1 0 . 0. . . 1
.. .. .
.. .
1 ... ...1..... ... ....1.... ... 1 1 1 ... ...1..... ... 1
.. .. .
.. .
0 ... ...0..... ... ...0..... .. 0 0 0 ... ...0..... .. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fed
The Modied Karnaugh Map
(b)

0 . .. .0. .. .. 0. . .. 0 0 0 . ..0. . .. 0
0 ... ....1.... ... ...1..... ... 0 0 0 ... ...1..... ... 0
.. .. .
.. .
0 ... ....1.... ... ...1..... .. 0 0 0 ... ....1.... .. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fing
The Modifying Karnaugh Map
(c)

Figure 67: Local transformation
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(a)

Finally, the EXOR operation of the function described by the Modi ed Karnaugh Map and the
function described by the Modifying Karnaugh Map results in the function described by the original
Karnaugh map. That is:
f = fed  fing
The presented method changes a non decomposable function (in sense of the column multiplicity less
than or equal to two) into two decomposable functions (with the column multiplicities of both equal to
two). The method is called local transformation, but this local transformation is based on the global
view of the entire function to make both Modi ed and Modifying Karnaugh Maps more simple.
The application of local transformation to the general implementation of FPGA mapping is shown in
Figure 68. If a function is non decomposable, it will be transformed into two functions, a Modi ed and
a Modifying function. If the Modi ed or Modifying function is non decomposable (in a more restricted
condition), the local transformation should be applied again. Next, the function f from Figure 67a is
used again as an example to show the detailed procedure of local transformation.
In Figure 67a there are only four dierent columns as shown in Figure 69. We denote these four
columns by letter A, B, C and D, and call them (letter) column A, column B, column C and column
D. Column A (letter column) includes three real columns: columns 000, 110 and 100 in the original
Karnaugh map. Column B includes one column, column 001. Column C includes two columns: columns
011 and 101. Column D includes two columns: columns 010 and 111. "Number" in Figure 69 is the
number of real columns that a letter column contains.
Create the Modi cation Factor Table as shown in Figure 70 and initiate all its cells to zero. The
value in each cell is a weighted Modi cation Factor of the column pair corresponding to the row and
column labels of the table. Cell A ! B stores the Modi cation Factor of complementing the output
value of all Conict Cubes in the column A in order to make columns A and B identical. Cell B ! A
stores the Modi cation Factor of complementing the output value of all Conict Cubes in the column
B in order to make columns B and A identical.
Later on, the Modi cation Factor Table is sorted. In order to keep the correct correspondence
between the value and the column pair it represents, two more storage units are attached to each
cell to store the two columns that the Modi cation Factor corresponds to. The Modi cation Factor
Table is, therefore, a list of 3-tuples. For example, the Modi cation Factor Table in Figure 70 is a
list: f(A B 12), (A C 24), (A D 15), (B A 4), (B C 5), (B D 8), (C A 16), (C B 10), (C D 8),
(D A 10), (D B 16), (D C 8)g.
The Modi cation Factors are calculated in the following way:
 If the Conict Cube is a minterm, the value of the corresponding cell in the table is increased by
the number of input variables.
 If the Conict Cube consists of two minterms, the value of the corresponding cell in the table is
increased by the number of input variables minus one. This is because a larger cube can simplify
to a greater extent both the Modi ed and Modifying Karnaugh Maps.
 If the Conict Cube is composed of four minterms, the value of the corresponding cell in the table
is increased by the number of input variables minus two, and so forth. That is:
ModificationFactor =

X

(number of input variables ; number of DCs in the Conflict Cube)

The summation is over all Conict Cubes in the modi ed column.
Let's ll the Modi cation Factor Table in Figure 70 now. The Conict Cube between column A and
B is the cube -1. If we change column A to make it identical to column B, we need to complement
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ab
00
01
11
10
Column
Number

1
1
0
0
A
3

1
0
1
0
B
1

0
0
1
0
C
2

0
1
0
0
D
2

Figure 69: four dierent columns

A

B C
D
; ; A!B A!C A!D
A ;;;;
; ; ;12 ; 24 15
B!A
B!C B!D
B 4 ;;;;
8
;; 5
C!A C!B ;;;; C!D
C
16 10 ;; ;; 8
D!A D!B D!C ;;;;
D
8 ;; ;;
10 16
Figure 70: Modi cation Factor Table
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the output value of the Conict Cube (cube -1 in column A). That is to change the output value of
minterm 01 of column A in Figure 69 from 1 to 0 and the output value of minterm 11 from 0 to 1.
Column A will have the vector 1, 0, 1, 0] after complementation of the Conict Cube. This vector
is the same as that of the column B. Cube -1 has one - (dash), the Modi cation Factor would be
the number of input variables minus 1, that is four. Furthermore, column A includes three columns,
columns 000, 110 and 100. All these three columns need to be modi ed. Therefore, the Modi cation
Factor must be multiplied by three, and the nal Modi cation Factor is twelve, as shown in cell A ! B
of the Modi cation Factor Table in Figure 70. Another way to make columns A and B identical is to
complement the output value of the Conict Cube, cube -1 in column B. That is to change the output
value of minterm 01 of column B in Figure 69 from 0 to 1 and the output value of minterm 11 from 1
to 0, so both columns have the same vector 1, 1, 0, 0] after the modi cation. Column B includes only
one column which is column 001, the Modi cation Factor is four as shown in Figure 70. Using the same
reasoning the Modi cation Factor Table is completed.
The Modi cation Factor Table is sorted in an increased order of the Modi cation Factors. The
columns which have smaller values of the Modi cation Factors are now modi ed until the required
column multiplicity is reached. Cell B ! A is selected because it has the smallest value of four. Complement the output value of Conict Cube, cube -1 in column 001 of the Karnaugh map in Figure 67(a).
The vector of column 001 is changed from 1, 0, 1, 0] to 1, 1, 0, 0]. At the same time, set the output
value of cube -1001 of the Modifying Karnaugh in Figure 67(c) to 1. After modifying column B, the
column multiplicity of the Modi ed Karnaugh Map is reduced to three. Our aim is to reduce it to two,
so another modi cation will be carried out. The next smaller Modi cation Factor is ve in cell B ! C.
But we cannot change column B to column C because we have changed column B to column A. The
next smaller value is eight in cell C ! D. Complement the output value of Conict Cubes, cube -1
in both columns 011 and 101 of the Karnaugh map in Figure 67(a), The vectors of the columns 011
and 101 are changed from 0, 0, 1, 0] to 0, 1, 0, 0]. At the same time, set the output value of cubes
-1011 and -1101 of the Modifying Karnaugh in Figure 67(c) to 1. After this modi cation, the column
multiplicity of the Modi ed Karnaugh Map is reduced to two.
The function f with a column multiplicity of four has been transformed into two functions: fed and
fing , both of them have a column multiplicity of two. The relation between them is:
f = fed  fing
The pseudo-code for local transformation is shown in Figure 71.
The above technique has been incorporated into TRADE. The basic steps of TRADE are as follows:
1. Read in the input le written in Espresso ".type fr" format
2. Select an output. Perform partition analysis (the number of bond set variables is xed to ve) to
obtain the "best" partitions and Additional Partitions. Additional Partitions are the partitions
whose bond sets consist of the variables that are the input variables of some CLBs in the CLB
Pool, and these variables are also in the range of the input variables of the current decomposition.
The CLB Pool is a list of all CLBs previously generated by the program. For example, if the
input variables of the current decomposition are a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, and in the CLB Pool
there are three CLBs with the input variables of each: fa b c d eg fcd g hig and fa h k l mg
respectively. Then the variable sets fa b c d eg and fc d g h ig can be used as the additional
partitions, while a, h, k, l, m can not be used because there are no variables k, l and m in the
current decomposition.
3. Execute decompositions using the "best" and Additional Partitions. Encode the bond set and
try to use as many CLBs from the CLB Pool as possible. The way to e ciently reuse CLBs
will be discussed later in this chapter. Graph coloring technique is applied at this stage to get
a quasi-optimum don't care assignment. Select a partition which results in the smallest Cover
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local_transformation()
{
create Modification Factor Table
sort Modification Factor Table in increasing order
modify column at the beginning of the queue
change Modified Karnaugh Map
fill Modifying Karnaugh Map
while (column_multiplicity > required_column_multiplicity)
{
modify column at the next position
change Modified Karnaugh Map
fill Modifying Karnaugh Map
}
}

Figure 71: Pseudo-code of local transformation

B x
CLBs yz

A

Before
After

C

Figure 72: Before and after decomposition
Ratio. The Cover Ratio is a ratio of the number of newly created CLBs over the dierence of the
input variables before and after decomposition, that is:
of newly created CLBs
CoverRatio = inputs beforenumber
decomposition ; inputs after decomposition
For example, in Figure 72, if CLB x and y exist in the CLB Pool, CLB z is a newly created one,
then Cover Ratio = 1/(8 - 6) = 0.5.
If the function is non decomposable, perform the local transformation to make it decomposable.
4. Repeat steps 2 to 3 for the blocks left (block C in Figure 72) until all decomposed blocks are with
ve or less inputs.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for all Modifying Functions which were created by local transformations.
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for all outputs.
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Recently, there is work on incorporating many improvements to a new version of TRADE, to provide
it with the possibility of obtaining better solutions with larger search space, and, in general, investigating
trade-os between the quality of the solution and the speed of obtaining it.
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29 CLB Reusing

In the previous section, we have presented the encoding algorithm for the bond set, but we didn't
mention the possibility that some CLBs in the CLB Pool might be reused. In TRADE, each previously
generated CLB is recorded in a 32-bit long word, called a CLB frame. Because there can be up to
ve inputs to each CLB, thirty two bits are required to store all possible combinations of the inputs
(25 = 32). For example, the logic of CLB h:
.names a b c d e h
10-01 1
11101 1
01-0- 1

is stored in the program as:
31
0
00100000001000100011001100000000

Minterm position
CLB h

Each position in the above frame corresponds to a minterm. For example, minterm 11101 resides in
the position 29. If a minterm belongs to the ON set, there is a 1 in the corresponding position of the
frame. Otherwise 0. By proper coding it is possible to reuse CLBs in the CLB Pool.

Color
3 2 1 0
Code

x
y

(a)

Code

Color
3 2 1 0
1 1 0 0 x
0 1 1 0 y

Color
3 2 1 0
0 0 1 1 x
Code
1 0 1 0 y

(b)

(c)

Figure 73: CLB reusing concept
The basic idea of CLB Reusing is originated from the following facts:
Suppose that the column multiplicity of a Karnaugh map is four (it is the same as saying that there
are four colors). We would need two (4  22 = 4) variables (x and y as shown in Figure 73a) to encode
the bond set.
We can code variables xy as 00, 01, 11, 10 as shown in Figure 73b. There are 4! = 24 possible ways
to code xy. But, if in the CLB Pool there is a CLB that can implement the pattern 0011 (call it x,
this is the pattern for coding as shown in Figure 73c, not the internal storage frame). If we code y as
1010 (y is a newly created CLB) as shown in Figure 73c, we have realized the coding of xy by using one
CLB in the CLB Pool and a newly created one. The y is coded in such a way that no two xy Codes are
identical. Next example is used to show the detailed procedure of CLB Reusing algorithm. Suppose
that we have a function with seven input variables a b c d e f g as shown in Figure 74.
After graph coloring, six colors are obtained as shown in Figure 75. In Figure 75, columns 0, 1, 3, 4,
7, 9, 12, 14, 15 and 17 belong to color 0, columns 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26 and 27 belong to color 1, and
so forth. A careful reader will nd that columns 20 and 29 are missing. They are DC columns and can
be put in any color position.
Because there are six colors (column multiplicity is six as well), we need three CLBs (3 > log2 6 =
2:585) to encode the bond set. Suppose that in the CLB Pool there are three CLBs which have the
same input variables as that in the current bond set, they are CLBs w, x and y.
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b
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x
CLB Pool
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g
Figure 74: CLB reusing example
00010000101010010010100000001011
01001110111011101111011110011011
10011110110011000000000001100100

w
x
y

We try to use as many CLBs in the CLB Pool as possible. If the CLBs in the CLB Pool can fully
cover the columns in some colors, they might be reused. The term "fully cover the columns in some
colors" means that in the CLB frame all positions corresponding to the columns included in some colors
must be exactly 1, while all the other positions must be 0. We test if the CLBs w, x and y can fully
cover the columns in some colors in Figure 75. It is found that the CLB x can fully cover the colors 0,
1 and 3, because in the CLB x frame all positions correspond to the columns included in the color 0,
1 and 3 are 1, all the others are 0. CLB x has the pattern 001011 as shown in Figure 76. The same
test results in that CLB y can fully cover the colors 1 and 2, and it has the pattern 000110 as shown
in Figure 76. While CLB w can cover the columns 0, 1 and 3 in the color 0, but it cannot cover the
columns 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15 and 17 in the color 0, this is not a full cover. Therefore CLBs x and y can
be reused, but CLB w can not be reused. We add a new CLB (CLB z) and code it in such a way that
each color has a dierent Code bit. The procedure for coding the newly added CLB is as follows:
Start from the color position 0 in Figure 76. CLB y and CLB x give the bits 0 and 1 (Code
01. Code is read vertically, not horizontally), respectively. Put a 0 at the color position 0
of CLB z as shown in Figure 76. In the color position 1, the corresponding bits from CLB
y and CLB x are 1 and 1 (Code 11) respectively. Because Code 11 is dierent from Code
01 in the color position 0, put a 0 again at the color position 1 of CLB z. The same way,
put a 0 at the color position 2 of CLB z. In the color position 3, the Code is 01, it is the
same as that in the color position 0. Increase the Code put in the color position 0 of CLB
z (that is 0) by 1, this leads to a 1. So put a 1 at the color position 3 of CLB z. Perform
the same operation for the color positions 4 and 5.
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Figure 75: After graph coloring
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Code

5
1
0
0
16

4
0
0
0
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24

3 2
1 0
0 1
1 0
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Color
1 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
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23 4
25 7
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27 12
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CLB z
CLB y
CLB x
Column

Figure 76: The nal coding
The nal coding of CLB z is 101000 as shown in Figure 76.
The newly generated CLB z has the internal storage frame as:
01000000001000010010010100000000

z

It is formed according to the pattern 101000 of CLB z. The color position 3 is 1 in the pattern of
CLB z. Columns 8, 10, 13, 21 and 30 correspond to this color, so in the CLB z frame, the positions 8,
10, 13, 21 and 30 are lled with 1. The same operation is performed for the color position 5, and the
internal storage frame of CLB z is obtained. By proper coding, we have reused two CLBs in the CLB
Pool. The pseudo-code for CLB reusing is shown in Figure 77.
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CLB_reusing()
{
collect reusable CLBs
fully cover testing
for (i = 0 i < total_color i++)
{
if (reused_CLB_code_repeat(i) == true)
code(i)++
new_CLB_code(i) = code(i)
}
}

Figure 77: Pseudo-code of CLB reusing
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30 Dealing with Vacuous Variables.
The advantage of removing vacuous variables during decomposition is reducing the size of the problem
for the decomposition. This method has been used by Luba et al. Luba presents how to deal with many
vacuous variables - he uses and e cient Boolean method adopted from Espresso.
In general the experience from the literature about vacuous variables is mixed or negative. De nitely
a naive approach can give bad results, on the other hand some reduction may be very useful. This
problem was not much analyzed and should be one of research tasks. De nitely, the totally vacuous
variables should be always removed.

30.1 Creating Partitions.

Algorithm to select partitions in Flash starts with one variable in output block and n-1 variables in
input block, this is the same as building BDD from the top. This gives a table with two rows and 2 to
n-1 columns.
Another possibility is to start from n-1 variables (or n-2) variables in output block which would
correspond to building BDD from the bottom. This approach corresponds to BDD building procedures
by Haomin Wu and Ron Kohavi. The method by Craig Files is in essence very similar to the algorithm
of Haomin Wu, but the second method is able to deal better with don't cares.
An algorithm presented by Perkowski, Dysko and Falkowski used a learning method with a modi able
weighted evaluation function a'la Samuel Checkers Program. This method can be perhaps further
improved by having signature tables instead of linear weighted functions. Such approach was suggested
by Armstrong 25].
Another technique close to variable ordering discussed in literature is called K-map folding. The
question is "How to combine folding the K-maps with looking for partitions?" Folding has been used
especially for incompletely speci ed functions, so these techniques might oer some new insights to
variables' partitioning and ordering.
There is a large body of algorithms and theory of partitioning large and very large graphs which has
been developed in the context of VLSI layout - Kernighan, Richie, Fiducia, Mattheyes, Szepieniec. The
open question is this - "Can one use such algorithms for Boolean Decomposition?"
Another idea is to add VARIOUS biases to partitioning: symmetry, partial symmetry, other properties used for function classi cation, for instance as in the research of Malgorzata Marek-Sadowska 561].
Because in decomposition you need heuristics in any case, why don't we use various biases towards
symmetry or other types of functions for which synthesis may be easier.
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31 Is DFC a good measure of decomposition quality?
Is DFC-controlled Decomposition Search a Good Measure for Machine Learning? How is Flash
compared to other methods? If one will use another cost function than DFC, how the learning quality
would be aected?
Complexity minimization of a circuit by a decomposition controlled by DFC is in our opinion not
a good method for some categories of functions, especially multi-output symmetric functions. This
is because it will not create the circuit with actual minimum of DFC, or especially any other circuit
complexity measure involving connection "complexity", like counting literals. Flash is not solving the
problem because it can end up with large lookup table blocks which are practically non-realizable.
An example of weakness of Flash in this respect is a set of all symmetric functions of 5 variables.
In standard symmetric realization it requires 1+2+3+4+5 demultiplexers and 1+2+3+4 2-input OR
gates. Since some functions of 5 variables are non-decomposable, LOOKUP Table realization would
require at least two lookup table of 5 inputs each, a total of DFC = 32 * 2. May be, however, this
problem does not exist asymptotically, i.e. for large functions.
Another related problem is e cient realization of recorder functions in case the total symmetry of a
subset of variables was used in the decomposition. The problem is well known from the literature, for
instance it is discussed by Kim and Dietmeyer 332].
It is believed 537] that DFC calculated in terms of 2-input gates is close to the number of literals.
This belief should be veri ed on examples.
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32 Binary Decision Diagrams versus Decomposition.
A point that is rarely made (besides the papers of Tsutomu Sasao, and Massud Pedram et al) and
which we found very important, is the direct relation of the decision diagrams, networks of multiplexers,
and AC decompositions. The cut in an ordered decision diagram (with a root node at the top) separates
variables into two distinct, non-overlapping groups: variables that are above the cut, and those that are
below the cut. The variables that are above the cut correspond to the free variables in AC decomposition,
and using another terminology, to address variables of the output multiplexer. The variables that are
below the cut correspond to the bound set variables in AC decomposition, and in other terminology, to
the input variables that drive the data-inputs of the output multiplexer.
This relation is very useful for AC Decomposition for the following reasons:
1. There is a big body of sophisticated methods and algorithms for e cient variable ordering in
Decision Diagrams. All those methods can be used either directly or indirectly. A Direct Method
is to nd the order of variables for partitioning as it were a decision diagram, but actually without
implementing a diagram as a data structure in memory. An order of variables a, b, c, d,...
corresponds to a sequence of sets: a, a,b, a,b,c, a,b,c,d... These sets can be either sets of bound
variables, or sets of free variables. This is the approach used by Haomin Wu and Marek Perkowski
697, 698], and by Craig Files 215].
Quinlan and other authors who work on decision diagrams are using entropy for variable ordering.
Is it better than other methods for variable ordering? There are several other authors that use
entropy for variable grouping and ordering, but there are no papers that would compare these
approaches. Moreover, entropy based methods are used in general systems to separate variables
to overlapping subsets, and thus such methods can be used in non-disjoint decompositions. There
are no papers with this observation, not any experimental comparisons. This is one of our areas
of research.
Another and simpler approach is to use the BDD ordering methods in the decomposition just by
applying a BDD program from SIS or other package to nd a good diagram. Then one can create
a sequence of variables in this diagram and look for the best cut in this order. We do not know
of anybody using this approach.
Yet another approach is to create some special decision diagram and apply the above technique.
This is the approach applied by both Massud Pedram et al and Tsutomu Sasao.
2. Similarly, the methods that have been created for networks of multiplexers are equally applicable. For instance, Schaefer and Perkowski use the method developed by Almaini et al to create
Kronecker Decision Diagrams. This approach has powerful advantage from the point of view of
Pattern Theory, since it is well-suited to the strongly unspeci ed functions. Analogously, this
approach can be applied to AC decomposition as well.
3. There is recently much research about new kinds of decision diagrams that have a decreased node
count 590, 591, 592, 561, 338, 475, 326, 598, 55] and have been created for strongly unspeci ed
functions. Some of them 338, 475] have been created for machine learning applications, this
research can be again used to nd a good variable sequence for AC decomposition.
4. Because decision diagrams are just factorized decision trees, the good variable ordering for a tree
is usually a good order for a corresponding decision diagram. Therefore the results of the research
on nding the variable order in programs such as C4.5 may be useful as well for nding good
variables sequence.
5. There exist variable ordering algorithms 490] which use a combination of many methods to nd
a good order. These methods can be used to combine the best heuristics of the above methods in
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the case of tie break of other methods (this method in a very simpli ed variant was also used by
Craig Files 215]).
6. An interesting point in variable partitioning is that both the variant with increasing step-by-step
the free set of variables, and the variant of increasing the bound set of variables have been tested
in an older versions of Flash. These two algorithms correspond to two variable ordering methods
applied in the decision diagrams. While most researchers nd the order of the variables by building
the diagram from the root to leaves 590], some other build the graph from the leaves to the root.
This is an approach applied by both H. Wu and M. Perkowski and R. Kohavi. There is one
more approach, the variable sifting algorithm, which gives currently the best results for BDDs
but is the most complex from the programming point of view. This approach has been created by
Richard Rudell in his BDD package 558] and by Rolf Drechsler in his KDD package 179]. The
disadvantage of using this approach directly, i.e. on a completed diagram, might be obtaining
poor quality results in case of the completely speci ed diagrams (one with terminal nodes: 0,
and 1) were originally created. A solution to this problem would be to create from scratch an
incompletely speci ed diagram of a kind described by Massud Pedram. Such diagram has three
types of terminal nodes: 0, 1 and DC). However, as far as we know, there are no algorithms in the
literature yet to implement the sifting algorithm of Rudell, or another order modifying method
to this kind of diagrams.
The advantage of these methods is that they are all in the exact mainstream of logic synthesis
research and industrial development, so many people work on them and there is much progress in this
area recently. Re-using their results in the less popular and "crowded" area of decomposition seems to
me like a practical and good idea, of not "reinventing a wheel".
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33 Search Strategies.
Several search strategies have been used in the literature to nd the best partitions for both the
disjoint and non-disjoint cases. For the disjoint case, the following methods are known:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Depth First search (we do not recall any particular papers, but this is the most natural method).
Breadth First search (one variant in Flash, designed by Mark Axtell).
Best Bound (Haomin Wu/Perkowski), and Limited Best Bound search (Haomin Wu, Craig Files).
A* algorithm of Arti cial Intelligence (Haomin, Perkowski). This can be seen as the generalization
to the Best Bound method.
Genetic Search (Mike Noviskey, Prof. Frenzel from Idaho 226]).
Search through all subsets of a set of variables, (Shen/Kellar, Varma/Trachtenberg).
predetermined order based on a heuristic of evaluating pairs of variables (cube based approach in
presented by Wei Wan and Perkowski 678]).
Add and subtract variables from and to bound and free sets - Steinbach.
Select a single variable, based on complex block separation criteria based on partition calculus
heuristics (Luba).
Other BDD variable selection methods (Friedman).
Other decision tree like variable selection methods (C4.5 - Quinlan).
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34 Approaches to Graph Coloring in Literature
As explained in the introduction, our general plan is to investigate relations between graph coloring
and Column Minimization. With this plan in mind, we have started our investigations in algorithms
for the Graph Coloring and Maximum Clique problems. It is interesting, that although the number
of papers on these topics is very large, there exist actually very few papers (and all of them relatively
new) that deal with practical exact and high quality heuristic algorithms. In this section we will report
those results from the point of view of using them in the research outlined.
Given is graph G with set of nodes N. Let us denote card(N) = nn. The (Proper) Graph Coloring
of graph G is to nd a color for each node of G such that every two adjacent (i.e. linked by an edge)
nodes will have dierent colors. The set of all colors is denoted by C. The minimum cardinality of
colors to color graph G is denoted by (G), and called its chromatic number.
Graph Coloring has been proven to be an NP-complete problem Why is the coloring problem so
hard? Is it "harder" than some other NP-hard problems used in CAD?
Although for some NP-hard problems good approximate algorithms exist, coloring is dierent: none
of the algorithms found in literature does a good job for coloring large (n > 1000) graphs 410, 411] See
also the cited above theoretical result of Johnson.
We will review the exact algorithms rst. The algorithms for nding chromatic number in an exact
way are given in Hammer and Rudeanu 272], Christo des 139, 138], Persin 507], Wang 680], and
Brelaz 100]. They were applied to graphs with not more than 100 (check it) nodes. Some algorithms,
such as Maghoute's (cited after 691], use the method of nding all maximum independent sets and
next covering nodes with independent sets. This method is totally analogous to the classical QuineMcCluskey algorithm for SOP minimization, so using this method to nd exact graph colorings could
take advantage of high-quality modern Boolean minimizers. (such as Espresso-Signature).
We are interested in other Graph Coloring methods based on backtracking, which may be will be
more e cient than our graph-coloring algoritms.
Most of the approximate graph coloring algorithms belong to the greedy category. Greedy algorithm
colors nodes one by one in some prespeci ed order not coloring neighbors with the same color.
All other algorithms use one of the following heuristics 410, 411]:
A.
B.
C.
D.

A node of high degree is harder to color than a node of low degree.
Nodes adjacent to the same set of nodes are colored with the same color.
Try to color as many nodes as possible with every color already used.
Color with the smallest color available.

There are two kinds of Graph Coloring Algorithms: Sequential (Preset) and Recursive (Adaptive).

34.1 The Sequential (Preset) Algorithms

These algorithms decide the order of coloring of nodes before the coloring.
1. The LARGEST FIRST algorithm of Welsh and Powell 683] orders nodes by descending degree.
Then colors them greedily.
2. The SMALLEST LAST algorithm of Matula, Marble and Isaacson 420] selects the node of the
lowest degree to color last, removes it and repeats the process. Then colors greedily beginning
with the last node removed.
3. Algorithm of Williams 688] orders nodes in descending degree by considering neighborhood degree
sums, and so on, instead of the degrees.
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4. Syslo (1989) comments on the relations between sequential coloring and the Welsh-Powell (1967)
upper bound for the chromatic number of a graph. He suggests that new ordering may lead to
improved results. His book (1983) 648] has section 4.1 devoted entirely to coloring algorithms
and extensive bibliography.

34.2 The Recursive Sequential (Adaptive) Algorithms

1. The recursive algorithms can change order recursively during coloring. They use heuristics
A,B,C,D dynamically.
2. The algorithm of Johri and Matula.
3. The algorithm by Tehrani 652].
4. The algorithm of Leighton 366].
5. The algorithm of Wood 694] de nes a similarity measure on pairs of nodes and next examines
nodes in pairs in order of decreasing similarity, sometimes coloring and sometines not, depending
on degrees of the pair and whether or not one of the two is already colored.
6. The algorithm of Johnson 310] selects nodes of low degree and constructs large independent sets.
7. The algorithm by Brelaz, called DSATUR, uses heuristics A and B, 100]. The color-degree of
node v is the number of colors used so far on vertices adjacent to v. DSATUR repeatedly chooses
a node of largest color-degree, and assigns to it the smallest possible color. If two nodes have
equal color-degrees, the one adjacent to most uncolored nodes is colored rst. DSATUR colored
graphs with 100 nodes and gave solutions worse than few nodes. By some authors it is treated as
the best algorithm for small graphs 410, 411]
8. The really interesting Boolean functions produce graphs of 1000 nodes. According to 410] all
those algorithms give poor results on graphs with 1000 nodes.
9. An interesting hypothesis is given in 411]. The authors suggest that the "failure in coloring large
graphs may be due, at least partially, to the way in which  is determined in large graphs".

35 The Maximum Clique Problem
The maximum clique of graph G is the maximum independent set of graph G, the complement of
graph G. Both of these problems can be reduced to linear integer programming 139].
There are several important papers on maximum cliques in our references. Several algorithms have
been written, computer programs implemented, and even compared for this problem, all of them more
e cient than the classical old approaches referenced by most authors. There are especially many good
papers from former Soviet Union that include deep mathematical theory for Graph Coloring. Below
we will provide bf only partial literature on the subject. (I have more positions but I have no time to
nd them all now.) Some algorithms are better for planar, triangle-free, bipartie, etc graphs. There
are many mathematical results and timing/complexity comparisons. Since a maximum clique for graph
G is a maximum independent set for the complement graph of G, then the results on the maximum
independent sets should be utilized as well.
There exist the well known relations among maximum clique generation, clique partitioning, clique
covering and coloring of a complement graph, that are used by several authors to nd good solutions
to this or very similar problems.
In our opinion the area of maximum clique generation is very competitive, even more than decomposition. Therefore the results of this research may prove very useful in creating e cient decomposers.
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There are, basically, two groups of methods. Some methods start from small cliques and grow them,
other methods start from large groups and remove nodes until cliques are found. It seems that it
depends on the type of graph which method is better. Perhaps for graphs of Boolean functions it is
better to start from small cliques and grow them instead of starting from large groups and shrinking
them. In any case, which particular method is better, depends perhaps on the density, type and other
properties of the graph. What is the experimental evidence of the properties of graphs that are created
for decomposition? Do they have any particular properties that make this algorithm better than the
well known algorithms?
Important algorithms for maximum cliques are in: 50, 51, 89, 188, 168, 169, 327, 262, 252, 252].
Paper 651] is a very important paper, also, chapter 9 in 248] is worth reading.
Many algorithms for proper graph coloring and related problems exist in the literature, 100, 105,
106, 138, 139, 143, 187], 193, 264, 258, 202, 238, 238, 240, 248, 310, 366], 683, 528, 507, 438, 420, 419,
411, 410, 652, 680, 688], 694, 691, 688].
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36 Conclusions
Based on the surveyed literature, the following observations seem to be crucial:
1. The most important aspect of a successful Functional Decomposer is the representation of data.
From all representations in the literature, the most successful programs use Binary Decision Diagrams and Edge-Valued Decision Diagrams 351], lists of disjoint ON and OFF cubes 638], and
variable-partitions on ON and OFF minterms or cubes 397]. The last representation has very
interesting properties. It allows to de ne, on incompletely speci ed functions, several operators,
that have not been de ned before. This leads to e cient variable partitioning and column compaction algorithms, as well as to formulating new kinds of decompositions, including a new method
of "variable re-using". Additional advantage of this representation is its easy generalization for
multiple-valued logic. On the other hand, the disadvantage of this approach is the use of large
lists, that are necessary to represent the ON and OFF sets of minterms or cubes. Hence comes our
idea of encoding these large sets as two BDDs: the ON BDD, and the OFF BDD. All such sets for
all input and output variables, together with the newly created sub-functions, can be represented
as a "Shared" BDD. Such representation is totally new in the literature, and has all advantages
of the previous ones, and none of their respective disadvantages. A ready public domain software
package can be used to represent "reduced, ordered, shared BDDs with negated edges", since the
only operations that we use are the standard ones: intersection, union and complement.
2. The representation allows to treat all newly created sub-functions as additional inputs variables,
by calculating the partitions done by these functions on ON and OFF cares. Then, all new
variables can be treated in the same way as the original initial input variables - the analysis of
vacuous variables and variable partitioning are applied to them. This allows for powerful function
sharing and investigating a wider space of decompositions.
3. Another advantages of successful modern decomposers that are missing in Flash are: multi-output
functions, and multiple-valued functions. A careful analysis of all operations used in the respective
systems, suggests that the proposed above representation will allow easy generalization to multioutput and multiple-valued functions. In essence, it is based on approaches that have been already
created or generalized for these cases. Moreover, our representation is well suited not only for
AC decomposition, but for many other decomposition variants 638, 351], 397, 61, 70, 116],
175, 176], 332]. Especially, it allows to take into account the symmetry, as a most natural design
bias. Moreover, this realization easily allows us to represent the "generalized don't cares", that
we invented 486] and found useful in the decompositional approach to Machine Learning.
4. One more advantage of the representation is that it has been created to solve e ciently the two
most important problem in decomposition: selecting the best bound sets, and minimizing the
number of columns/encoding problem. The sets of minterms are kept separated in the decomposition for each input variable, output variable and sub-function. This representation allows for
convenient formulation of many partial problems associated with decomposition. Many heuristic
or methodical criteria to select variables in order to achieve some separation goals can be easily
de ned. All information that is lost and repeatedly found in classic decomposition algorithms, is
retained here for further use.
5. All NP-hard combinatorial problems have been reduced here to a single one: the weighted covering problem. Excellent algorithms exist 491, 397] to solve this problems, and many publications
are devoted to it.
6. Several search strategies have been used in the literature to nd the best partitions for both the
disjoint and non-disjoint cases. A parameterized program can be created that would allow to
easily create and compare several of them:
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7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

the depth- rst search
the depth- rst-search-with-one-successor
the breadth- rst search (a variant in Flash by Mark Axtell)
the best-bound (Haomin Wu/Perkowski 697])
the limited best-bound search (Haomin Wu, Craig Files 215])
the A* algorithm of Arti cial Intelligence (Haomin Wu, Perkowski)
the searching subsets of a subset of variables (Shen/Kellar 607, 608, 609], Varma/Trachtenberg
701])
using the predetermined order based on a heuristic of evaluating pairs of variables (cube based
approach in presented by Wei Wan and Perkowski 678])
the search by "add and subtract" variables from and to bound and free sets - Steinbach 637, 638]
the search by selecting a single variable, based on complex block separation criteria of partition
calculus heuristics (Luba 376, 382, 392, 397])
other BDD variable selection and ordering methods 179, 591, 559]
and
other decision tree like variable selection methods (such as in the C4.5 program by Quinlan).
It would be very useful for future research to use a tool (from Mentor, Synopsys, or MIS II) to
draw the structures created in decompositions. We would be able to nd symmetries, linearities,
etc. in some known functions of some known properties. This would perhaps help to nd good
heuristics for future decomposer versions.
One should investigate a relation between functional decompositions and iterative circuits. An
iterative circuit can be often created by a class of AC decompositions (since the number of outputs
from a block in an iterative circuit is often the same or larger than the number of inputs). The
iterative circuit has, however, a high regularity, which can be used to increase the search e ciency
of the decomposition.
Circuits that include blocks which have more outputs than inputs are quite common in practical
design, so the respective new kinds of non-Curtis FD decompositions should also be interesting.
Currently, a symbol is encoded in binary. It would be useful to be able to use the variables from
the symbol all together as a group, while performing a decomposition. The property of grouping
variables to bond sets would be also useful for decomposition of fuzzy functions, where variables
x and x should always come together.
Decision Diagram-based methods may provide better ways of sharing sub-functions during decomposition. It seems that the problem of variable sharing is important and it was not investigated
in the literature.
We should investigate the complexity of connections - the "communication" complexity, versus
the "computation" complexity calculated now, as related to various decomposition methods. Is
it true that the communication complexity is close to DFC? Facts of this kind should be veri ed
experimentally.
The synthesis methods based on correlations of input and output variables should be investigated,
since their results can be used for AC decomposition. Such ideas appeared in papers of Oliviera
and Zaki 740] and Mike Noviskey 469].
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